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1. In 1928, Gropius left the Bauhaus, and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe (188601969) eventually took over the  

directorship, moving the school to Berlin. Taking as his motto “ _________________ is more” and  

calling his architecture “skin and __________________,” the new Bauhaus director had already fully 

formed his aesthetic when he conceived a model for a glass skyscraper building in 1921.  

2. One of Hitler’s first acts after coming to power was to close the Bauhaus in the year ________________. 

Many Bauhaus members came to the United States. Gropius and Breuer ended up at Harvard  

University. Mies van der Rohe moved to ______________________ and taught there.  

3. The first and purest exponent of what became known as the International Style was the Swiss architect 

Charles-Edouard Jeanneret, who adopted his maternal grandfather’s name- Le Corbusier (1887-1965). 

An example of this style is his Villa Savoye. Its machine-planed smoothness of the unadorned surfaces,  

the slender ribbons of continuous ___________________________, and the buoyant lightness of the 

whole fabric all combine to reverse the effect of traditional country houses.  

4. This openness, made possible by the use of _____________ and ___________________________ as 

construction materials, makes the “load” of the Villa Savoye’s upper stories appear to hover lightly on 

the slender columnar supports. The major living rooms in the Villa Savoye are on the second floor,  

wrapping around an open central ________________________. From the second floor, a ramp leads up  
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to the roof-terrace and an interior ______________________ protected by a curving windbreak along 

the north side. 

5. Le Corbusier designed the Villa Savoye as a private home, but as did De Stijl architects, he dreamed of  

extending his ideas of the house as a “______________________ for living” to designs for efficient and 

humane cities. He saw great cities as spiritual workshops and he proposed to correct the deficiencies in 

existing cities caused by poor traffic circulation, inadequate living units, and the lack of space for 

recreation and exercise. 

6. After World War II, the need for housing was at an unprecedented high.  The Unite d’ Habitation in 

Marseille, France was the first large scale project for Le Corbusier.  In 1947, he was commissioned to 

design a multi-family residential housing project for the people of Marseille that were dislocated after 

the bombings on France.  Completed in 1952, the Unite d’ Habitation was the first of a new housing 

project series for Le Corbusier that focused on communal living for all the inhabitants to shop, play,  

live, and come together in a “___________________________ city.” 

7. Interestingly enough, the majority of the communal aspects do not occur within the building; rather  

they are placed on the __________________, which becomes a garden terrace that has a running track, 

a club, a kindergarten, a gym, and a shallow pool.  The Unite d’ Habitation is essentially a “city within a 

city” that is spatially, as well as, functionally optimized for the residents. 

8. Unlike Corbusier’s usual employment of a stark, white façade, Unite d’ Habitation is constructed from  

reinforced beton-brut _____________________________, which was the least costly in post-war Europe. 

However, it could also be interpreted as materialistic implementation aimed at characterizing the 

conditional state of life after the war – rough, worn, unforgiving. 

9. The building’s large volume is supported on massive pillars, or _____________________,  that allow for 

circulation, gardens, and gathering spaces below the building. As massive as the Unite d’ Habitation is,  

it begins to resemble the ________________________ that Corbusier is so intrigued with.  The massive 

volume appears to be floating, the ribbon windows resemble the cabin windows running along the hull, 

while the roof garden/terrace and sculptural ventilation stacks appear as the top deck and the smoke 

stacks.  

10. Le Corbusier’s Notre-Dame-du-Haut replaced a building that was destroyed during  

_________________________. Its intimate scale, stark and heavy walls, and mysterious illumination  

created by deeply ______________________ stained-glass windows give this space an aura reminiscent 

of a sacred cave or a medieval monastery. 

11. The pilgrimage church has a frame of ___________________ and ______________________, which the  



builders sprayed with ______________________ and painted white, except for two interior private 

chapel niches with colored walls and the roof, which Le Corbusier wished to have darken naturally with 

the passage of time.  

12. The roof appears to ___________________ freely above the worshippers in their pews, intensifying the  

quality of mystery in the interior space. In reality, a series of nearly invisible _______________________ 

holds up the roof.  

13. Le Corbusier’s preliminary sketches for the building indicate he linked the design with the shape of  

____________________ hands, with the ___________________ of a dove (representing both peace and  

the Holy Spirit), and with the ___________________ of a ship. Le Corbusier hoped that in the mystical 

interior he created and in the rolling hills around the church, men and women would reflect on the  

sacred and the _________________________.  

14. Recalling the ogival (pointed) shapes of Gothic vaults and the buoyancy of seabird wings, clusters of  

immense shells made of ___________________________ rise from the massive platforms of Joern 

Utzon’s Sydney Opera House. They also suggest the billowing sails of tall ships, an appropriate  

metaphor in that the opera house is located next to a _______________________ that surrounds 

Benelong Point, whose bedrock foundations support the building.  

15. The purest example of Mies van der Rohe’s Minimalist 

designs is the Seagram Building, made of glass  

and ___________________________. Appealing in its 

structural logic and clarity, the style, easily imitated, 

quickly became the norm for postwar commercial high-rise 

buildings. The pillars at the base of the building are a 

reminder that Mies was strongly influenced by the classical 

principles of ancient  

_______________________ architecture.  

16. The vertical I-beams on the exterior serve as decorative 

mullions, but they do not function to support the building. 

What is used to actually support the building? 

Why were the I-beams used? 

17. The building is set back away from the street. Mies claimed that he did this because he wanted to pay  

respect to the ______________________ on the other side of the street.  
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READ the FOLLOWING: 
 

Diego Rivera. Dream of a Sunday Afternoon in Alameda Park, 1948, fresco 
 
1. Diego “Rivera painted his dream of Mexican history for the dining room of the El Prado hotel, beside Alameda Park. The mural was 
completed in 1948, but it caused an uproar and was damaged by a protester. It was subsequently concealed behind a rapidly-erected 
wall, where it remained hidden for seven years. Only after Rivera had changed one small inscription did the hotel management put 
the mural back on display; later, in order to satisfy the public interest, the painting was even transported- wall and all- into the 
reception hall. The offending words were written on the piece of paper held up by Ignacio Ramirez, the dark-skinned man with the 
white hair. They originally read: ‘God does not exist.’ The words visible on the sheet of paper today are: ‘Conference in the  Academy 
of Letran, 1836’ – a cryptic reference to an occasion when Ramirez had stated his atheistic views. Not especially significant in itself, it 
was important only as an allusion to trends hostile to the Church and religion. The power of the Catholic Church was the subject of 
controversy. In the 19

th
 century, the desire to safeguard its influence and possessions brought it to side with the Conservatives. 

Anyone with a liberal turn of mind was automatically its enemy. Even the unfortunate Emperor Maximilian would suffer the 
consequences” (Hagen and Hagen, vol 3, 188). “Mexico’s Conservatives invited the Austrian Archduke to their country almost 140 
years ago. Rivera portrays him with his famous pale blue eyes and flourishing ginger bread, standing below and to the right of 
Ramirez. Maximilian, it was hoped, would re-establish order in a Mexico which had declared itself independent of Spain and the 
monarchic system of government, and which had since been ravaged by decades of civil war. In May 1864 he arrived on Mexican soil 
with his wife Charlotte, who was now known as Carlota. But since he neither abolished the new freedom of worship, nor returned to 
the Church its nationalized property, he made enemies of the very Catholic forces which had appointed him Emperor. Maximilian, the 
liberal idealist and inexperienced politician, had failed. Three years after his landing, he was deposed and shot; the guns in Rivera’s 
mural recall his execution. A few weeks before his death, his wife Carolta, portrayed next to her husband, went mad. She lived for 
another 60 years, dying in 1927” (188).  
 
2. “The park lies in Mexico City, and on Sunday afternoons the capital’s inhabitants still gather here to sit, stroll, chat, and picnic. The 
grown-ups buy balloons and windmills for their children, and the adolescents wade in the fountain which Rivera has portrayed in the 
center of his composition. He has placed well-known figures from Mexican history alongside many more who are unknown, and has 
also incorporated mythical figures such as angels and Death, as well as members of his own family. This is no official historical record, 
in other words, no Social Realism, but a collage just as might be experienced in a dream. The chronology of the mural nevertheless 
unfolds more or less logically from left to right. At the apex of three small pyramids of figures distributed across the composition, 
Rivera portrays three Mexican presidents: on the left, Benito Juárez, head of state from 1858 to 1872, is holding the written 
constitution in his hands. Just to the right of center is the uniformed, sleeping figure of Porfirio Díaz, who held office for over 30 years 
before being ousted by Francisco Madero. The latter can be seen, raising his hat in greeting, near the right-hand edge of the mural; in 
1913 he was assassinated. Beneath them, along the lower edge of the mural, are those who have no hand in politics, but who suffer its 
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effects: ordinary citizens, Indians, agricultural works, and the poor. The conflict between these people and those in power was one 
which Rivera painted many times. On the left, a thin youth is picking the pocket of a well-dressed gentleman; in the middle, an Indian 
woman in a yellow dress strikes an aggressively provocative pose, while further to the right a policeman is expelling a family of Indians 
from the park. One of the men he is threatening has already reached his hand round to the back of his belt, where he keeps his knife. 
Floating above all their heads is a hot-air balloon- a reference to the flight made by the aeronaut Cantolla, and at the same time a 
symbol of hope for ‘RM’, the República Mexicana” (186-187). 
 
3. “The man with the bloody hands, Hernán Cortés, is the most contentious figure in Mexican history: he conquered the country  for 
the Spanish crown, and in so doing slaughtered countless Indians and destroyed important testaments to their highly advanced 
culture. The history of modern Mexico thus began with death and destruction. The native population remains an underprivileged 
class, and the figure of the conqueror is caught up and spurned in their struggle for social justice to this day. On whose side Rivera 
stood can be seen from the Spaniard’s hands. By the standards of his day, however, Cortés was an outstanding man: daring and adept 
at maneuvering his small Spanish force amidst an Indian population of infinitely superior numbers. One of his soldiers, Bernal Díaz del 
Castillo, described the experience in great detail and recorded how, wherever he could, Cortés destroyed the Aztec temples and 
erected crosses in their place. He conquered this foreign land for his God and his King- not for himself. In 1519 he set off from Cuba; in 
1521 he subdued the Aztec capital once and for all. It lay on the site where Mexico City today sprawls, a city of nine million people. 
Cortés became the first governor of ‘New Spain’, and Fray Juan de Zumarraga its first bishop: Rivera portrays him beside Cortés. With 
iron determination, seen in his own age as motivated by charity but seeming so cruel to us today, he set about converting the Indians 
to Christianity. He burned their writings- an incalculable loss as far as our understanding of ancient American culture is concerned. 
From 1535, the Spanish colony was ruled by a viceroy. Rivera has painted the eighth, with glasses and ruff. The man who created the 
Alameda- not for the general public, but for the Spanish ruling classes. That was in 1592. The execution site used by the Inquisition 
was later added to its grounds. Rivera shows the condemned, wearing the tall pointed hats of sinners, in front of the flames in which 
they will burn to death” (187). “Virtually every country has an idol, a figure typifying the national characteristics of which it is most 
proud. In Prussia, it was the civil servant or officer- someone who placed service to the State above personal happiness. In the United 
States, it was and still is the cowboy: someone who prizes adventure and freedom more highly than urban civilization. In Mexico, 
America’s southern neighbor, it is still the revolutionary: someone who fights against the exploitation of the poor and tries, by force of 
arms, to lessen the inequality in society. In his mural, Rivera gives particular visual emphasis to the revolutionary, placing him- like the 
three presidents, Juárez, Díaz, and Madero- at the apex of a fourth pyramid of people. In the Mexican dream and in the Mexican self-
image, the revolutionary is an omnipresent point of reference, whose praises are sung in countless ballads and whose portrait- as a 
reprint of old photographs enlarged to poster size- hangs on many walls. In Rivera’s human panorama, the revolutionary is 
accompanied by an armed woman; women played an important role in the struggles of the artist’s day. At the revolutionary’s feet, 
men with guns are surging forward; one is holding a hand grenade with its fuse already lit. Their banners read ‘Tierra y Libertad’ 
(‘Land and Freedom’) and ‘Viva Zapata’. Emiliano Zapata was one of the most famous of Mexico’s revolutionaries. ‘Hear, Señores, 
hear the terrible tale of how Zapata, the great rebel, was treacherously murdered in Chinameca’, one folksong begins; it ends: 
‘Restless stream, what is that carnation whispering to you? It is whispering that Zapata is not dead, he will come again!’ Zapata’s story 
is typical of that of many revolutionaries. He was born in 1877 in the small Mexican village of Anenecuilco. His father was a small-scale 
farmer. The region, like rural Mexico as a whole, was at that time ruled by the hacendados, the large landowners. The haciendas in 
Anenecuilco dated right back to the 16

th
 century, when they had been founded with the consent of the Spanish king. Around 1900, 

those Indian villages which had managed to survive began to be squeezed out by the landowners. The railways had opened up access 
to the international markets, but the hacendados could only increase their profits by enlarging their estates. With the assistance of 
small private armies and a partisan judicial system, they proceeded to take away from the Mexican peasants their communal land and 
thus their own property. The Indian farmers became vassal agricultural laborers, and lost their land and their freedom” (189). “Emilio 
Zapata organized armed resistance and joined forces with rebels from other villages. Together they formed a peasants’ army, were 
victorious on some occasions, defeated on others, and in the meantime argued amongst themselves. Zapata ultimately met the same 
fate as most other peasant leaders: he was betrayed and murdered. He had begun his resistance in 1909; in 1919 he met his end. For a 
long time, it was rumored amongst his supporters that he had only gone underground and would return, and that the body put on 
display at the time was not that of Emilio Zapata at all” (189).  
 
3. “Francisco Madero, the man raising his hat in greeting, was a revolutionary like Zapata, but from a very revolutionary like Zapata, 
but from a very different background. His family came from the ranks of the country’s wealthy and owned haciendas, banks and 
industrial concerns. The two men were nevertheless united by their struggle against the aging president Porfirio Díaz, whom Rivera 
portrays dozing in the middle section of his mural. Díaz held power for over 30 years. With the help of the army and the large 
landowners, he brought a certain stability to the country, but at the expense of the poor, the Indians- and the democratic 
constitution. Díaz was a dictator; he suspended the article which forbad the re-election of a president after a single term in office. 
Madero, a liberal-minded capitalist, objected. He published a pamphlet against this violation of the law and called for universal 
suffrage extending to the Indians. Díaz had him imprisoned. Upon his release, Madero became head of the revolutionaries. In 1911 
Díaz fled the country. Madera entered Mexico City and was himself appointed president. His political goals are written on the banner 
behind him: ‘Universal suffrage- no re-election!’ He proved unable or unwilling to realized his third declared aim, namely to give the 



Indian farmers their land back. Perhaps he had embraced this goal during the struggles more for tactical reasons than out of 
conviction. Had he implemented it, he would have harmed the very class from which he came. Generals of the Revolution such as 
Zapata, the farmer’s son, immediately disassociated themselves from him and resumed fighting. Madero lost control over the 
country. Officers of his government placed him under arrest. On his way to prison, he was shot by his escort. Madero was not the only 
president to meet an unnatural end. Murder and violence are threads running all the way through the history of Mexico, from its 
conquest right up to the 20

th
 century. In Rivera’s mural they are symbolized in the flames of the Inquisition’s stake, as in the fires of 

the Revolution. There are many reasons for this bloodthirtsty tradition; most can be traced back to the country’s conquest by the 
Spaniards and to the inequality of its two cultures. Mexico’s Indians were unfamiliar with the European concept of individuality. 
Community was and still is more important than personal success. Competition played no great role. They thereby lacked the drive to 
learn how to survive, something which made them defenseless in the face of European aggression. Only when their misery became 
insufferable did they start to fight back, did they rally to the side of men like Zapata. Through his works, Rivera wanted to contribute 
towards the reconciliation of Mexico’s two cultures, the establishment of unity and the creation of a Mexican identity. Hence his many 
history cycles, his championing of the oppressed Indians, the Mexican proletariat, and his criticism of the ruling minorities” (190).  
 
4. “The artist who thus placed his talents so emphatically in the service of his people, was born in 1886. In the central section of his 
Dream, he portrays himself as he must have looked at the start of the century: in shorts and a straw boater, with a frog and a snake- 
living toys- in his pockets. He kept his plump figure and slightly bulging eyes all his life. Behind him stands his wife, the artist Frida 
Kahl, who lays her hand protectively on the boy’s shoulder. From 1908 to 1921 Rivera lived almost permanently in Europe, mostly in 
Paris, in those days the metropolis of the fine arts. He painted in the style first of the Impressionists, then of the Cubists. Later, he 
stated, ‘From 1911 onwards, my work was entirely oriented towards one day painting large-scale murals.’ In 1921 he realized that he 
wanted to fulfill this aim in Mexico; he returned home, where he proceeded to harness his artistic talents to his social commitment. 
Since Rivera and other likeminded artists wanted to work not for museums and palaces, but for the broad masses of the Mexican 
people, uneducated in literature and art, they sought out the walls of public buildings. They thus became known as the muralists- the 
‘wall-painters’. They wanted to make their message visible to all who passed by. In the Middle Ages, the walls of churches were used 
to teach and edify the populace. The mostly anti-clerical Mexican muralists of the 20

th
 century chose schools, assembly chambers and 

office buildings. They thereby fused the Indians’ traditional sense of the collective with new ideas from Communist Russia. 
Community was important both as a statement and as a form of work. The muralists founded a syndicate in which artists and 
craftsmen earned the same amount” (191).  
 
5. “Near the hot-air balloon, the symbol of a rosier future, stands the figure of Death, dressed up as a woman with a plumed hat and a 
feather boa. She is holding the hand of the young Rivera on one side, and that of José Guadalupe Posada (1852-1913) on the other. 
Posada was the first Mexican artist to free himself from a dependency upon European art. He executed graphic works in a folk style, 
illustrated songsheets and achieved special popularity with his endlessly inventive skeletons. Rivera has incorporated one of these 
into his mural. The quotation is undoubtedly more than simply a gesture of respect for his predecessor and source of inspiration; it is 
probably more, too, than simply a reference to the death and violence which had left their bloody mark on Mexico’s past. The 
costumed skeleton symbolizes something else again: standing hand in hand between the other figures, it is a natural part of any stroll 
in a park on a Sunday afternoon. Those familiar with Mexico will know that this is the case not simply in Rivera’s Dream. Death is not 
excluded in Mexico in the way it is in the cultures of Western Europe and North America. It remains omnipresent, not merely as a 
threat or an enemy, but also as a friend and neighbor. A visible demonstration of this can be found on All Souls’ Day in every Mexican 
shop and apartment: they are hung full of skeletons made of card and skillfully folded paper. Coffins are bought out in doll’s houses, 
confectioner’s shops sell marzipan coffins and sugar skulls, bakers bake loaves in the shape of bones, and the Mexicans take a trip to 
the cemeteries to eat and drink merrily with their dead. The dead are thus remembered not in sorrow, but in joy. This attitude to 
death has its roots in Indian tradition. For Mexico’s inhabitants, death was not the absolute end: it was simply another form of 
existence. Death was followed by rebirth, in a process watched over by a god, venerated in the shape of a feathered snake. Death and 
future, skeleton and balloon thus all belong together. Rivera renders this unity visible in his Alameda Dream- a dream which contains 
more than simply an itemized history of his country” (191).  
 
6. “The mural tells the history of modern Mexico from the nineteenth century to the twentieth century using a chronological 
collection of recognizable personages who have affected that history. This is an autobiographical fantasy promenade of these 
characters as though the parade stopped long enough for them all to turn – a theatrical pause- and face the diners in the restaurant. 
There is a frontal, a middle and a back plane of depth all beneath a canopy of tentacle-like tree branches. A cluster of children’s 
balloons in the foreground mirrors in shape a hot-air balloon ascending in the background. Almost in the center is Diego as a pale 
child with striped stockings in front of an adult Frida wearing a carmine red repozo and resting her hand on his shoulder. Diego holds 
the hand of the fashionably-dressed mythical cartoon skeleton, La Calavera. Lupe Marín stands at the far right with her and Diego’s 
two adult daughters near Diego’s signature character, the Indian girl with her braids knotted together. Alameda Park once was the 
site of a monastery and a crematorium where Inquisition victims were burned alive. It later became a public gathering place for band 
concerts and political rallies, and a military campground. Diego often came here with his parents. In his depiction of the bucolic 
setting, the historical parade required at least a touch of his personal-social-political belief collection. On a piece of paper no more 



than two inches high is a quote from a student of the Academy of Letrán, situated on the park’s south side. Ignacio-Ramírez, who 
earned recognition as an advocate of the separation of church and state under Juarez, had stated in a presentation to students and 
faculty ‘God does not exist.’ ‘Death to Diego Rivera!’ roared the cries of conservative mobs of wealthy religious breast-beaters that 
descended on the hotel. ‘Long live Jesus Christ!’ they shouted. Stones crashed through the windows of Rivera’s San Ángel studio and 
into the parlor at the Casa Azul in Coyoacán. A deputation of reactionary students broke into the hotel and scratched out the 
offending quotation. With the aid of fellow artists Orozco and the seething Siqueiros, Diego mounted a counter-demonstration and, 
while the demonstrators faced off firing metaphysical broadsides, he repaired the dame. But the problem did not go away and 
newspapers printed attacks while the hotel owners quaked and cowered. As usual, Diego resisted all demands to change the words. 
Finally, a screen was erected over the mural to be removed on request only from important dignitaries. No thought was ever given to 
destroying the mural as had been done at the Rockefeller Center. Mexican law did not permit this, and the Committee of fine Arts- 
the only body with authority to remove a work of art from public display- consisted of Jose Clemente Orozco, David Alfaro Siqueiros 
and Diego Rivera” (Souter 236-239). “In 1947 in Mexico City, Diego Rivera, after recovering from a struggle with bronchial pneumonia, 
roused himself one final time to paint a masterpiece. He was commissioned to adorn the immense restaurant of the new Hotel del 
Prado, on the Avenida Juárez, facing the south side of the Alameda Park. Diagonally across the street to the left was the Hotel Regis, 
where movie starts and politicians, old generals and new bankers gathered in the booths of the café to exult in the materialist 
triumphs of the regime of President Miguel Alemán. For six long years, the war had sealed off Europe to American tourists; now 
modern Acapulco was rising on the shores of the Pacific and tourists were arriving in la capital by the planeload… The capita l was 
booming. The Del Prado hotel was part of the boom” (Hamill 195, 198). “Rivera placed himself as a boy in the center of a vivid 
panorama of Mexican history and remembered pleasures. He is here a pudgy boy with bulging eyes, holding an umbrella with a 
vulture’s head, wearing knickers and striped socks and the straw hat of the middle class. A signature frog is in his breast pocket, an 
adder with flickering tongue rises from another. A grown Frida is behind him, a protective hand on his shoulder, a sphere representing 
yin and yang in her left hand. Beside the boy is an image of death wearing a boa hat, a grinning skeletal version of la calavera Catrina 
as depicted by José Guadalupe Posada. Death gently holds the boy’s hand; her other hand is on the arm of a bowler-hatted Posada. 
Also behind young Rivera is José Martí, a martyr to Cuban independence, a man who had lived part of a long exile in Mexico before 
dying on the sands of Cuba in 1895. And to his right is Carmen Romero Rubio de Díaz, the second wife of the dictator, the woman who 
had bought Diego’s paintings on that night long ago in San Carlos, the night when Francisco Madero had begun the Revolution. She is 
dressed in the high fashion of the 1890s, and is in the company of the dictator’s daughter from his first marriage, Lucecita Díaz 
(sometimes identified as Rivera’s aunt…). Over on the right of the mural, bemedaled and beplumed, is Díaz himself, stiff and vain, his 
face powdered to conceal his Indian skin” (198).  
 
7. “All of the Mexican society, past and present, is in the painting: prostitutes and campesinos, newsboys and candy sellers, food 
peddlers and pickpockets. The park had been the burning ground of the Inquisition and there is a portrait of a humiliated Jewish 
woman named Mariana violante de Carbajal, who was burned as a heretic. There is an old man who had once been a general in the 
war against the French; he had been reduced to a character in the park, nicknamed by everybody ‘General Medals’. A snarling 
policeman pushes a sandaled campesino out of the park. The campesino holds a crying child with one hand, makes a fist with another, 
and is being calmed by his woman, who carries another child on her back in a sling. A dog barks at the policeman. A middle-class girl, 
holding a blonde doll whose lace dress is finer than the clothes of many of the humans, is amused at the dog but doesn’t see the 
crying child or her angry father. Neither do other ‘decent’ people. Their backs are turned to the scene” (198). “This could have become 
another Rivera exercise in painted revolutionary rhetoric. It didn’t. In this mural, Warm Diego comes flooding back in triumph. The 
picture is suffused with nostalgia, the trees bright and golden, the park itself a kind of Mexican Eden. There are multicolored balloons, 
tacos, pinwheels, drinks, sweets, commotion, and argument. There is nostalgia, but not sentimentality. Diego truly feels this place; it 
is the park of his first years in Mexico City. He does not turn away from injustice and villainy; he gives it its place. But the warmth of his 
vision embraces heroes and villains.  It is as if he had understood finally that in any narrative there can be no great heroes without 
great villains. He doesn’t make a case for the villains. But he acknowledges that the causalities of revolution have been enormous, and 
he represents those causalities with old soldiers, dozing on benches, dreamy with the past” (198-199).  
 
8. “There was, of course, a controversy. On the extreme left of the painting, Diego placed the figure of a once-famous nineteenth-
century liberal named Ignacio Ramirez, nicknamed El Nigromante. In 1836, he made a speech at the Academy of Letrán about the 
separation of church and state in which he said, in passing, that God does not exist. Diego painted the phrase ‘Dios no existe’ into his 
mural. God does not exist. Catholic militants objected. Students barged into the hotel and mutilated the mural, scarring the painted 
face of Diego, scraping at the words of Ignacio Ramirez. Diego repainted them but refused to change them. The hotel owners finally 
constructed a curtain that covered the greatest Rivera mural since Chapingo, opening it occasionally for special guests. They did not 
chop it off the wall” (199).  
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1. Although this mural tells the 
history of modern Mexico from the 
19

th
 to the 20

th
 century, it does depict 

the 16
th

-century conquistador  
 
_______________________ with 
bloody hands, referring to his role in 
role in slaughtering countless 
indigenous peoples in Mexico.  

6. Protesters reacted with 
outrage when the inscription 
held up by the atheist 
Ignacio Ramirez read that  
 
“____________ does not 
exist.” Only after Rivera had 
changed this small 
inscription did the  
 
_____________ where the 
mural was located allow the 
mural to be seen again. 

2. The Mexican 
president Benito 
Juárez is depicted 
here holding the 
Mexican 
 
_______________ 
in his hands.  

3. Just right of 
center is a 
portrait of Porfirio 
Díaz. The dictator 
who ruled for 30 
years is depicted 
by Rivera as  
 
______________ 
off.  

4. Fighting for the 
rights of peasant 
farmers is the 
revolutionary 
figure Emiliano  
 
______________, 
accompanied by 
an armed woman.  

5. Raising 
his hat in 
greeting is  
the 
president 
Francisco  
Madero.   
He fought 
for the 
right of 
Indians to  
 
_________. 

7. Diego depicts himself 
as a young boy, holding 
hands with La Calavera, 
a skeleton that pays 
homage to the artist  
 
___________________. 
Standing next to Rivera 
is his adult wife and 
artist  
 
____________________. 

8. Social divisions regarding race 
are clearly seen in the mural. An 
Indian woman in a yellow dress 
strikes a provocative pose while 
to the right a  
 
____________________ is 
expelling a family of Indians from 
the park. One of the men he is 
threatening reaches behind him  
 
for a ___________.  

9. One of the rebels 
holds a grenade under 
a flag that reads 
“Tierra y Libertad”, 
translated as  
 
“____________ and  
 
______________.” 

ADDITIONAL NOTES on RIVERA’s Dream of a Sunday Afternoon in Alameda Park 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Born to a Mexican mother and German 
father, the painter Frida Kahlo, who married 
Diego Rivera, used events in her life as the 
subjects of her art. In this painting, two self-
portraits are used to represent her personal 
struggles as well as the struggles of her  
 
_________________________.  

2. The self-portrait on the right 
represents Kahlo’s indigenous 
identity in that she wears the 
traditional costume of  
 
____________________ women 
from the Isthmus of 
Tehuantepec.  

4. The self-portrait on the 
left, representing  
 
____________________ 
forces wears a European-
style white lace dress.  

3. The visible hearts, 
depicted here in such 
dramatic fashion, 
recall the importance 
placed on the organ in 
the art of the  
 
__________________, 
whom Mexican 
nationalists idealized 
as the last 
independent rulers of 
their land.  

5. The artery ends on 
one side in surgical 
forceps and on the 
other in a miniature 
portrait of  
 
__________________ 
as a child. The 
painting was created 
in the year 1939, the 
same year she and her 
husband divorced.  

6. The twin figures sit side 
by side on a low bench in a 
barren landscape under a  
 
_______________ sky. The 
figures suggest different 
sides of the artist’s  
 
____________________ 
inextricably linked by the 
clasped hands and by the 
thin artery stretching 
between them.  

7. The blood that spills 
on Kahlo’s dress is a 
reminder that the 
artist began painting 
seriously when 
convalescing from an  
 
__________________ 
that tragically left her 
in constant pain.  

8. In this self-portrait, Frida paints herself in a  
 
_____________ pose to enhance the immediacy of 
her presence. The _____________________ around 
her hair suggest a type of rebirth or renewal.  

11. She has unraveled Christ's crown of 
thorns and wears it as a  
 
____________________, presenting herself 
as a Christian martyr.  
 

9. On her right shoulder is a pet monkey, a symbol  
 
of the ____________________. The monkey was a  
 
gift from her husband _______________________. 
The thorns digging into her neck are symbolic of 
the pain she still feels over her divorce from her 
husband.  

10. Over Frida’s left 
shoulder is a black 
cat, a symbol of bad  
 
________________ 
and death. The cat 
appears as if it waits 
to pounce on the 
hummingbird. Frida 
painted this self-
portrait for Nickolas 
Murray, a 
photographer who 
was also Frida’s  
 
_______________.  

12. Hanging down from the crown of thorns is 
a dead hummingbird whose outstretched 
wings echo Frida’s joined eyebrows. In 
Mexican folk tradition, dead hummingbirds  
 
were used as charms to bring luck in ________.  
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The imagery in this 
painting by the Cuban 
artist Wilfredo Lam 
reveals a number of 
artistic influences. The 
constantly shifting 
forms suggest an 
interest in 
metamorphosis as 
explored by the  
 
___________________, 
a group of mostly 
European artists who 
aimed to release the  
 
____________________ 
mind – suppressed, they 
believed by the rational 
– in order to achieve 
another reality. Lam 
painted this work two 
years after returning to 
his native Cuba from  
Europe, where he came 
into contact with the 
work of Pablo Picasso 
and other modernist 
painters. Picasso 
encouraged Lam to 
further explore his Afro-
Cuban identity in his art.  
 

 
2.  Although it does not grow in jungles, ________________ is 
shown in this painting (titled The Jungle) to highlight how the 
lives of poor Cubans were conditioned by the desire to grow 
and profit from this lucrative crop.  

3. Lam’s interest in Afro-
Caribbean culture can be 
seen in his integration of 
symbols from  
 
___________________, 
an Afro-Cuban religion 
that mixes African 
beliefs and customs with 
Catholicism. The 
ceremonies associated 
with this belief system 
merge with the natural 
world through the use of 
masks, animals, or 
initiates who become 
possessed by a god.  

4. In what ways does 
Lam visually suggest in 
this painting the socio-
economic realities of his 
native Cuba? 

6. A staunch Marxist, 
Diego Rivera strove to 
develop an art that 
served his people’s 
needs. Toward that end, 
he sought to create a 
national Mexican style 
focusing on Mexico’s 
history. The left hand 
side depicts subject 
peoples bringing  
 
__________________ - 
the huge bales, a grand 
victorious warrior 
colorfully dress, and a 
prisoner of war waiting 
to be sacrificed.  

 
5. The central focus of this mural is on ___________________, 
a god of the Toltecs, Mayans, and Aztecs. He wears a 
headdress of quetzal feathers and a conch on his chest, a 
symbol of the wind god.  7. In the sky, a  

 
__________________ 
rises from the erupting 
volcano’s mouth- a 
divine form of 
Quetzacoatl; on the 
right, Quetzacoatl 
assumes the form of the 
morning  
 
_____________, which 
appears near the sun at 
sunrise. Indian legend 
predicts his return to 
earth. It is often been 
said that the Aztec 
Emperor Moctezuma II 
initially associated the 
landing of Cortes to be 
Quetzlcoatl’s return 
although modern 
scholarship has 
debunked this idea.  8. What types of activities shown suggest that this is an age of harmony and creativity?  



 

 

 

 

 

 

    

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 

Analyze ways in which American artists addressed class and society from their own particular, individualized experiences in each of 

the following works produced during the first half of the twentieth-century. What historical factors also contributed to the creation of 

each of these works? Also, how does the visual treatment of the subject further reveal artistic intent? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THEME: CLASS and SOCIETY 
FOCUS: Lawrence’s Migration of the Negro series, Wood’s American 
Gothic, Hopper’s Nighthawks, Lange’s Migrant Mother 
ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: 
http://www.phillipscollection.org/research/american_art/artwork/Lawrence-
Migration_Series1.htm 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/american-

regionalism-grant-woods-american-gothic.html 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/hoppers-

nighthawks.html 

READING ASSIGNMENT: KLEINER, pp. 888-890, 894 
POWERPOINT: CLASS and SOCIETY: EARLY TWENTIETH-
CENTURY AMERICAN ART (Lawrence, Wood, Hopper, and Lange) 

Jacob Lawrence. Panel No. 49 from The Migration of the Negro series, 1940-41, 
tempera on hardboard 
 
Depiction of class and/or society based on artist’s own experiences: 
 
 
 
Depiction of class and/or society based on historical context: 
 
 
 
How visual treatment of the subject reveals artistic intent: 

Jacob Lawrence. Panels No. 3 (top) and 58 (below) from The Migration of the Negro 
series,  1940-41, tempera on hardboard 
 
Depiction of class and/or society based on artist’s own experiences: 
 
 
 
Depiction of class and/or society based on historical context: 
 
 
 
How visual treatment of the subject reveals artistic intent: 
 

http://www.phillipscollection.org/research/american_art/artwork/Lawrence-Migration_Series1.htm
http://www.phillipscollection.org/research/american_art/artwork/Lawrence-Migration_Series1.htm
http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/american-regionalism-grant-woods-american-gothic.html
http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/american-regionalism-grant-woods-american-gothic.html
http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/hoppers-nighthawks.html
http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/hoppers-nighthawks.html


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grant Wood. American Gothic, 1930, oil on beaverboard 
 
Depiction of class and/or society based on artist’s own experiences: 
 
 
 
 
Depiction of class and/or society based on historical context: 
 
 
 
 
How visual treatment of the subject reveals artistic intent: 

Edward Hopper. Nighthawks,1942, oil 
on canvas 
 
Depiction of class and/or society based on 
artist’s own experiences: 
 
 
 
 
Depiction of class and/or society based on 
historical context: 
 
 
 
 
How visual treatment of the subject 
reveals artistic intent: 

Dorothea Lange. Migrant Mother, Nipomo Valley, 1935, gelatin 
silver print 
 
Depiction of class and/or society based on artist’s own experiences: 
 
 
 
 
Depiction of class and/or society based on historical context: 
 
 
 
 
 
How visual treatment of the subject reveals artistic intent: 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 

1. In the 1960s, the center of the Western art world shifted from Paris to ___________________ because of 

the devastation of World War II. It was at this time that the first major American avant-garde art 

movement – Abstract Expressionism- emerged. The most important champion of this new movement  

was the American art critic _____________________________. He advocated a strict formalist approach, 

meaning that art should focus on its visual elements rather than its  

________________________.  

2. The artist whose work best exemplifies gestural abstraction was Jackson Pollock (1912-1956). His work  

consisted of rhythmic drips, splatters, and dribbles of paint on a ____________________- sized scale. 

Using sticks or brushes, Pollock flung, poured, and dripped paint onto a section of canvas that he  

simply unrolled across his studio ________________________. The art he created was spontaneous yet 

choreographed.  

3. Art historians have linked Pollock’s ideas about 

improvisation in the creative process to his interest in  

what psychiatrist ________________________ called   

the collective ________________________. The  

improvisational approach has parallels in the “psychic 

__________________________” of Surrealism and the 

work of Vassily Kandinsky.  

4. Excavation, Willem de Kooning’s largest painting up to 1950, exemplifies the artist’s innovative style and 

expressive brushwork and distinctive organization of space into loose, sliding planes with open 

contours. Aptly titled, the composition reflects his technically masterful painting  

THEME: CHALLENGING TRADITION 
FOCUS: Pollock’s Autumn Rhythm, DeKooning’s Excavation, 
DeKooning’s Woman I, Rothko’s Seagram Murals, Rothko’s No. 14 
ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/abstract-

expressionism.html 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://www.artic.edu/aic/collections/artwork/76244 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/willem-de-

kooning.html 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: 
http://www.theguardian.com/culture/2002/dec/07/artsfeatures 

READING ASSIGNMENT: KLEINER, pp. 902-907 
POWERPOINT: CHALLENGING TRADITION: ABSTRACT 
EXPRESSIONISM (Pollock, DeKooning, and Rothko) 

http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/abstract-expressionism.html
http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/abstract-expressionism.html
http://www.artic.edu/aic/collections/artwork/76244
http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/willem-de-kooning.html
http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/willem-de-kooning.html
http://www.theguardian.com/culture/2002/dec/07/artsfeatures


___________________: an intensive building up of the surface 

and scraping down of its paint layers, often for months, until the 

desired effect was achieved. 

5. DeKooning’s Woman I, although rooted in figuration, displays the 

application of paint typical of gestural abstraction. Her toothy smile, 

inspired by an ad for  

__________________________, seems to devolve into a grimace. 

Female models on advertising billboards partly inspired Woman I, one 

of a series of images of women, but DeKooning’s female forms also 

suggest fertility  

___________________ and a satiric inversion of the traditional image 

of Venus, goddess of love.  

6. In 1959, Mark Rothko suddenly decided to withdraw a series of paintings 

that were created for the   

_______________________________ in the Seagram Building. He saw 

these “Seagram Murals” as violent, even terrorist art, a savage aesthetic 

revenge. Why was his motivation subversive?  

 

7. Rothko revealed that he sense a “deep affinity” between the 

Seagram murals and Roman wall paintings- “the same feeling, the 

same broad expanses of somber 

______________________.” Rothko was deeply familiar with the 

Roman wall painting from Boscoreale in the Metropolitan Museum 

of Art,  

and he studied closely _______________________’s The Birth of 

Tragedy, which contrasted the Apollonian and Dionysian principles. 

He wanted his art to be Dionysian, beyond reason.   

8. Rothko’s paintings became compositionally simple, and he 

increasingly focused on color as the primary conveyor of meaning. 

In works such as No. 14, Rothko created compelling visual 

experiences consisting of two or three large rectangles of pure  

color with _____________________ edges that seem to float on the 

canvas surface, hovering in front of a colored background. He saw 

color as  

a ____________________ to another reality, and insisted color 

could express “basic human emotions- tragedy, ecstasy, doom.”  



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 

Analyze ways in which the artists who created each of these works challenged traditional ideas about art in regard to (1) imagery 

and/or subject matter, (2) materials and/or processes, and, if applicable, (3) exhibition and/or display.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THEME: CHALLENGING TRADITION 
FOCUS: Johns’ Flag, Rauschenberg’s Bed, Frankenthaler’s The Bay, 
Judd’s Untitled works, Hesse’s Hang-Up 
ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/ny-school.html 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/rauschenbergs-

bed.html 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/frankenthaler-the-

bay-1963.html 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/minimalismjudds-

untitled.html 

READING ASSIGNMENT: KLEINER, pp. 908, 911, 913-915 
POWERPOINT: CHALLENGING TRADITION: NEO-DADA, POST-
PAINTERLY ABSTRACTION, and MINIMALISM (Johns, 
Rauschenberg, Frankenthaler, Judd, and Hesse) 

Jasper Johns. Flag, 1954-55, encaustic, oil, and collage on fabric mounted on 
plywood 
 
(1) Tradition challenged by means of imagery and/or subject matter 
 
 
 
(2) Tradition challenged by means of materials and/or processes 
 
 
 
(3) Tradition challenged by means of exhibition and/or display 
 
 
 
 

Robert Rauschenberg. Bed, 1955, oil and pencil on pillow, quilt, and sheet on wood supports 
 
(1) Tradition challenged by means of imagery and/or subject matter 
 
 
 
 
(2) Tradition challenged by means of materials and/or processes 
 
 
 
 
(3) Tradition challenged by means of exhibition and/or display 

http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/ny-school.html
http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/rauschenbergs-bed.html
http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/rauschenbergs-bed.html
http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/frankenthaler-the-bay-1963.html
http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/frankenthaler-the-bay-1963.html
http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/minimalismjudds-untitled.html
http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/minimalismjudds-untitled.html


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Helen Frankenthaler. The Bay, 1963, acrylic on canvas 
 
(1) Tradition challenged by means of imagery and/or subject matter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(2) Tradition challenged by means of materials and/or processes 
 
 
 
 
 

Donald Judd, Untitled, 1969, brass and colored fluorescent Plexiglass on steel brackets 
 
(1) Tradition challenged by means of imagery and/or subject matter 
 
 
 
 
(2) Tradition challenged by means of materials and/or processes 
 
 
 
 
(3) Tradition challenged by means of exhibition and/or display 

Eva Hesse. Hang-Up, 1965-66, acrylic on cloth over wood and steel 
 
(1) Tradition challenged by means of imagery and/or subject matter 
 
 
 
 
 
(2) Tradition challenged by means of materials and/or processes 
 
 
 
 
 
(3) Tradition challenged by means of exhibition and/or display 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 

1. A reaction to pure formalism in painting and sculpture set in as the 

artists of the Pop Art Movement reintroduced all of the devices the 

postwar abstractionists had purged from their artworks. The name 

“Pop Art” is credited to a British art critic  

________________________________ (1926-1990); it referred to the  

popular ___________________ culture and familiar imagery of the 

contemporary urban environment.  

2. In 1956, a member of the Independent Group at the Institute of Contemporary Art in London, Richard 

Hamilton, made a small collage which exemplifies British Pop Art. He created it for the poster and  

catalog of one section of an exhibition titled ___________________________________, which included 

images from Hollywood cinema, science fiction, and the mass media.  

3. The fantasy interior of the college reflects the values of the mid-20th-century consumer culture through 

figures and objects cut from glossy magazines. It includes references to mass media to advertising. 

What particular elements in the collage comment on society’s values?  

 

4. The quintessential American Pop artist was 

Andy Warhol. (1928-1987). Warhol used a  

______________________ technique to print 

images of soup cans and Coke bottles endlessly 

(although he varied each bottle slightly). Before 

using this process though, Warhol painted a series 

of soup cans by hand. When it came to painting the 

THEME: CHALLENGING TRADITION 
FOCUS: Hamilton’s Just What is It That Makes Today’s Homes so 
Different, So Appealing? Warhol’s Campbell’s Soup Cans, Warhol’s 
Gold Marilyn, Warhol’s Marilyn Dipytch, Oldenburg’s Lipstick 
(Ascending) on Caterpillar Tracks 
ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/campbells-soup-

cans.html 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/pop-art.html 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/warhol-marilyn-

diptych-t03093/text-illustrated-companion 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://www.yale.edu/publicart/lipstick.html 

READING ASSIGNMENT: KLEINER, pp. 898-890, 916-917 
POWERPOINT: CHALLENGING TRADITION: POP ART (Hamilton, 
Warhol, and Oldenburg) 

http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/campbells-soup-cans.html
http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/campbells-soup-cans.html
http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/pop-art.html
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/warhol-marilyn-diptych-t03093/text-illustrated-companion
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/warhol-marilyn-diptych-t03093/text-illustrated-companion
http://www.yale.edu/publicart/lipstick.html


fleur-de-lis pattern at the bottom of each soup can, 

however, he used a  

_______________________ to speed up the process.  

5. By relocating mundane images of soup cans in a gallery or 

museum, he focuses less on the making of something and 

more on the ideas behind that creation. This approach recalls 

the work of the earlier  

Dada artist ____________________________.   Warhol 

reminds us that almost everything that we surround ourselves 

with was made in a  

__________________________ . In other words, everything 

around us is mass-produced.  

6. Andy Warhol’s Gold Marilyn Monroe (1962) clearly reflects this 

inherent irony of Pop. The central image on a gold background 

evokes a religious tradition of  

painted ___________________, transforming the Hollywood starlet into a Byzantine Madonna that reflects our 

obsession with celebrity. Notably, Warhol’s spiritual reference was especially poignant given Monroe’s suicide a 

few months earlier. 

7. In the right panel of Warhol’s Marilyn Diptych he has produced effects of blurring and fading strongly suggestive 

of the star's demise. The actress died from an  

___________________________ in August of 1962. The contrast of this panel, printed in black, with the brilliant  

colors of the other, also implies a ______________________________ between life and death.  

8. Swedish-born conceptual artist Claes Oldenburg began proposing large-scale sculptures of  

_______________________ objects in the 1960s in the spirit of Andy Warhol’s tongue-in-cheek pop art tributes  

to American consumer culture. Amidst nationwide free speech and anti-_______________ protests, a group of 

Yale School of Architecture students and faculty, dubbing themselves the Colossal Keepsake Corporation of 

Connecticut, envisioned the creation of one of these monuments on campus as a revolutionary aesthetic and 

political statement.  

9. A rally celebrated the Lipstick’s first installation on Beinecke Plaza in 1969, where its aggressive presence  

disrupted the public space. Intended as a platform for _____________________________, the sculpture was made 

of inexpensive materials: plywood tracks and a red vinyl balloon tip, meant to be inflated for visibility.  

Vandalism and deterioration led to the work’s removal; it was ultimately refurbished in _________________ steel, 

aluminum, and fiberglass and installed at Morse College in 1974. 

10. How and why did Oldenburg incorporate humor into his Caterpillar sculpture?  



 

 

 

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 

READ the FOLLOWING 

Yayoi Kusama. Narcissus Garden, Original installation and performance, 1966, mirror balls 
 
1. “From the beginning of her career Kusama had carefully stage-managed her own image. After her arrival in New York she regularly 
arranged for professional photographs to be taken of her with her work. Numerous images exist documenting the artist at work in her 
studio. More significantly, from the late 1950s she frequently posed in her exhibitions, wearing outfits that matched or 
complemented her paintings and sculptures. Soon after she began exploring the medium of collage in the early 1960s, Kusama 
started integrating photographs of herself at the center of her artistic universe, the key protagonist in a world populated by 
proliferating forms, endless nets and infinite polka dots. This strategy of self-depiction has remained an important part of the artist’s 
marketing approach” (Morris 109). “Kusama’s promotional talent and flair were demonstrated in June 1966, when she staged a site-
specific coup de theatre at the 33

rd
 Venice Biennale. In the Giardini, the park housing the permanent national pavilions where the 

Biennale’s art exhibitions are staged, she created her Narcissus Garden, a sea of 1,500 polished, reflective plastic balls, each 200 
millimeters in diameter. These mirror balls reflected the viewer, the surrounding environment and each other, creating the illusion of 
an infinitely multiplied reality. The artist stood in her installation wearing a gold kimono and red obi, handing out copies of a 
statement written by British art critic Herbert Read praising her ‘original talent’. In a series of iconic images she was also 
photographed in a red cat suit lying amidst the mirrored balls. Kusama offered the Narcissus Garden balls for sale at 1,200 lire or $2 a 
piece, luring passersby with a sign offering ‘Your narcissism for sale.’ This gesture was partly a practical attempt to recoup some of 
the costs of manufacturing the work, but Kusama also meant the action as a protest against the commercialization of the art world. 
Biennale authorities were unimpressed, and summarily stopped the performance, objecting to ‘sell[ing] art like hot dogs or ice cream 
cones’ ” (190).  
 
2. “For a Japanese artist in the late 1950s to journey to the US was not an unprecedented act, but it was unusual, and especially so for 
a young female artist from the provinces. Neither exile nor émigré, Yayoi Kusama’s adventure was nomadic, her residence in America 
punctuated by extended visits to Europe over the course of a decade. Her return in 1973 to Japan, where she has remained to this day, 
marks Kusama’s experience as fundamentally different to the majority of her contemporaries in Europe and America. Many of the  
great artists we associate with the flowering of American art gave their careers to the histories of their adopted homeland. Not so 
Kusama who briefly, if brilliantly, lent her name to American art for a decade, during which time she evolved for herself a singular 
position on the New York alternative scene. This was, however, already a second chapter in a long career: Japan- New York- Japan. 
The division of her creative life into three distinct phases has naturally encourage a compartmentalized thinking about her history 
that tends to overlook important questions about how individual creative identities are formed and reformed by different contexts 
over time. Rebuilding this narrative highlights the shifts that characterized Kusama’s development, while also signaling the 
continuities that underpin her multifaceted history” (11).  “The narrative of Kusama’s career is of necessity, therefore, one of ebb and 
flow between east and west, of dialogue, exchange and rupture. The artist was schooled in the traditional manner of Japanese 
Nihonga painting- itself a blend of east and west. She then, as Midori Yamamura argues in her catalogue essay, rejected a tradition 
tainted by association with Nationalist rule- Nihonga realism was the preferred style of the wartime dictatorship- and began avidly to 
absorb the influence of ‘Western’ cubism and surrealism, through magazines and especially through her friendship with the Japanese 
surrealist poet and critic Takiguchi Shuzo, who also wrote about her work at the time” (11).  
 
3. “In just one decade, from 1958 to 1968, she moved from painting to sculpture and collage and on to installations, films, 
performances, and ‘happenings’, political actions and counter-cultural events; she extended her practice through published 
magazines and newspapers, design clothes and ran a boutique” (12). “She was not alone at the time in moving her forum from studio 
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and gallery to street and newspaper, but even amongst those seeking a wider and more expansive modus operandi, few 
experimented over such a wide stage and only Andy Warhol comes close to Kusama in his expansive and totalizing practice, his 
disregard for distinctions between high and low art. In today’s more diversified cultural context, with the erasure of borders between 
private and public, commercial and independent, and the near universal access to technology, the selection of a particular medium, 
technique, and audience is, for artists, rarely a commitment for life; it is rather the result of strategic decision-making over time” (12). 
“Half a century before websites and blogs were available, she had taken on the business of exhibiting, advertising and documenting 
her own work; she was an avid self-publicist, writer of manifestos and frequent correspondent to the papers” (13). “To visit Kusama in 
her Tokyo studio today is to visit an artist in full control of her world and emphatically living in the present. She presides, by day, over 
a team of dedicated assistants, conceiving and direction site-specific installations and major public sculptures for institutions and 
individuals across the world” (13).  
 
4. “For Kusama, who herself suffered from an obsessive-compulsive disorder and various other minor psychological conditions, art 
production was connected to living itself. The obsessive act of materializing through manual labor the fear she experienced in her 
hallucinations- a world overrun by polka dots and nets- enabled her to preserve her own psychological balance and maintain a 
relationship with the world. The dots and nets she wove everywhere were part of an attempt to establish a ‘distance’ between herself 
and the world by creating a ‘surface’ between the two” (Hasegawa and Miki 47-48). “Kusama uses the term ‘self-obliteration’ to refer 
ironically to her efforts to stave off her own obliteration, and does so by stamping her mark on every moment of life, facing her fears 
of being engulfed by the world around her. The overflowing surfaces Kusama creates are a metaphor for overpopulation, 
contamination, and illness. At the heart of the concept of self-obliteration is the notion that reduction of everything to polka dots or 
atoms, accumulation and collage are methods by which we can reunite our two separated selves (our physical reality and our virtual 
reality). Although the results may be unstable, the aim of this reduction and accumulation is in fact a new kind of integration” (50).  
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Christo and Jeanne-Claude. The Gates, 1979-2005 CE, mixed-media installation in New York City 
 
1. “The most visible site-specific artists in America were Christo Javacheff (b. 1935) and Jeanne-Claude de Guillebon (1935-2009), who 
embarked on vast projects (both rural and urban) that sometimes took many years of planning to realize. In 1958, Christo emigrated 
from Bulgaria to Paris, where he met Jeanne-Claude; they moved to New York together in 1964. Their work was political and 
interventionist, frequently commenting on capitalism and consumer culture by wrapping and packaging buildings or large swatches 
of land in fabric: They ‘wrapped’ the Reichstag in Berlin and 1 million square feet of the Australian coastline, for instance. In each case 
the process of planning and battling bureaucracies was part of the art, frequently taking years to complete. By contrast, the wrapping 
itself usually took only a few weeks and the completed project was in place for even less time. Christo and Jeanne-Claude funded each 
new project from the sale of books, Christo’s original artworks (like drawings and collages), and other ephemera relating to the 
preceding projects” (Stokstad and Cothren 1103). “In February 2005, Christo and Jeanne-Claude installed The Gates, Central Park, New 
York, a project that took 26 years to realize, during which time the artists battled their way through various New York bureaucracies, 
meeting many obstacles and making changes to the work along the way. They finally installed 7,503 saffron-colored nylon panels on 
‘gates’ along 23 miles of pathways in Central Park. The brightly colored flapping panels enlivened the frigid February landscape and 
were an enormous public success. The installation lasted for only 16 days” (1103).  
 
2. “As is often the case, the project initially met with vigorous local resistance. A 185-page report by the Parks Department rejected 
the idea. Eventually, however, New York’s Mayor Bloomberg supported the project, which became a reality in February 2005. Christo 
and Jeanne-Claude envisioned steel gates with rectangles of saffron fabric extending from the top of each gate to some 6 feet over 
the ground. In 1979, the first drawing was entitled Ten Thousand Gates; in 2005, there were 7,500 gates. The gates were 12 feet tall in 
1979; they were 16 feet tall in 2005. In 1979, the thin steel poles were considered only as a means of suspending fabric panels, while in 
2005 the poles were made of a thick saffron-colored vinyl and had a commanding profile, 5 inches x 5 inches. They were no longer 
simply structural, but an important part of the sculpture. The top of the fabric panel in 1979 was attached by loops to a horizontal 
steel cable; in 2005, the upper parts of the fabric panels were secured inside the bottom part of the horizontal pole in a ‘sail tunnel’ ” 
(Adams 973).  The wind creates “a variety of shapes and rhythms in the flowing fabric. There is also variety in the color- ranging from 
orange and saffron to yellow, depending on the light. The movement of the Gates is repeated in the visitors strolling through the 
walkways, whereas the skyscrapers surrounding the park create a backdrop of patterned, static vertical stone” (973).  
 



3. “Their desire to create a major work in New York, however, spans their entire career in the city, to which they emigrated from 
Europe with their four-year-old son Cyril in 1964. ‘I lived eighteen years in New York City,’ Christo told an audience there in 1982, ‘and 
always tried to do a project in New York City. Of course the first thing that impressed us in 1964 was the skyline.’ They made their first 
attempt to create a large public work of art in New York that same year, in 1964, with a plan that involved wrapping two buildings in 
lower Manhattan. The building owners refused permission for the project in 1966, and all that remains of it are some drawings, 
photomontages, and scale models” (Fineberg 3). “There is also a bodily corollary in all of the artists’ projects and objects. ‘Fabric is like  
a second skin; it is very related to human existence,’ Christo says. ‘That fabric will move with the wind, the water, with the natural 
elements… The fabric is moving, like breathing… It’s so incredibly present.’ Frederick Law Olmsted described the artistry of his park 
as aspiring ‘not simply to give the people of the city an opportunity for getting fresh air and exercise … It is not simply to make a place 
of amusement or for the gratification of curiosity or for gaining knowledge. The main object and justification is simply to produce a 
certain influence on the minds of people and through this to make life in the city healthier and happier. The character of this influence 
is a poetic one and it is to be produced by means of scenes, through observation of which the mind may be more of less lifted out of 
moods, and habits into which it is, under the ordinary conditions of life in the city, likely to fail.’ It should also be noted that the 
inspiration for the title of Christo and Jeanne-Claude’s works for Central Park comes from Olmsted. The continuous stone wall 
enclosing the entire park periodically opens to create entrances to the green space from the surrounding city; Omlsted called these 
openings ‘gates’ ” (53).  
 
4. “In turning down the project in 1981- though he is now a great supporter of it- Gordon Davis, then commissioner of parks and 
recreation for New York, nevertheless expressed similar thoughts to Olmsted, “Over and over we have observed that the work of 
contemporary artists in a park setting, the creative intellect let loose in a public open space, presents a unique challenge. It forces us- 
the ‘public’ in all its variety- to see not just the work of art, but also to see that space in extraordinarily different ways and exciting new 
alignments’ ”(53-54). “The Gates in Central Park is bound to bring … the idea that we live in an increasingly constructed landscape, in 
every realm of our lives. In television, films, even in the national parks, our experience of ‘nature’ is so carefully managed and yet the 
management is kept out of sight. The media interpret nature to us as we become more and more accustomed to accept a blurring of 
the boundary between nature and culture, between ‘manufactured’ news and real events. If you look at a map of Manhattan, Central 
Park is a perfect rectangle cut out of a solid grid of streets and buildings’ the shape of the individual gates that Christo and Jeanne-
Claude have designed for the park consciously alludes to that man-made rectangle on the map and the forms of the surrounding 
buildings. The fabric hanging from the horizontal poles will catch the light, pick up the memory of the colors of the fall leaves, move 
organically in the wind – in all providing a rich evocation of nature. But the form of the individual gates is also a metaphor for 
encapsulating unpredictable nature inside the controlled framework of the part” (54).  
 
5. “While some works commemorate great events, others are great events. This was certainly the case for The Gates, which took the 
couple twenty-six years, $21 million and four successive mayors to realize. When pressed to explain the symbolic significance of the 
ambitious work, the artists insisted it was never intended to represent or commemorate anything in particular, but to be merely a 
source of beauty and joy- a gift to the city, an occasion for celebration in and of itself. Some visitors refused to accept that the project 
had no hidden meaning and attempted to decipher anything that could be interpreted as code. Perhaps, some speculated, the nearly 
one hundred thousand square meters of saffron fabric was a clue. Was the billowing bright color intended to echo the robes of 
Buddhist monks, who dye their garments in tumeric and jackfruit? Others saw in the door frames a resemblance with the vermilion 
torii gates that lead to Shinto shrines in Japan, reinforcing the suspicion that the project was secretly laced with Eastern significance” 
(Grovier 78). “But for most, the quiet philosophy of the humble gate was sufficient to pass through again and again against a white-
out of snow, leaving and re-entering one’s life every few strides. Never the destination itself, a gate stands between here and there, 
now and then. Once erected on the perimeters of ancient cities, gates have a way of surviving, however ruinously, even when the 
structures and civilizations to which they were designed to offer entrance or enforce expulsion have long since dissolved and blown 
away. Though Christo and Jeanne-Claude’s gates only existed for sixteen days, for those who reveled in their fleeting existence, the 
posterns implanted themselves onto the blueprints of their mind, demarcating the invisible passageways we forever take into and out 
of ourselves” (78).  
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Both of these works, Narcissus Garden and The Gates were once exhibited in New York’s Central Park. Today these works are 

remembered as much as “events” as “art exhibitions”. Analyze how each work relates to the themes, topics, or issues listed below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yayoi Kusama. Narcissus Garden. Original installation at Venice 
Biennale in 1966; New York Central Park installation in 2004; mirror 
balls 
 

(1) Use of and reference to site or location 
 
 
 

(2) Mechanically made objects or structures replicated in large 
numbers 

 
 
 

(3) Artistic self-promotion  
 
 
 

(4) Consumerist culture 
 
 
 

(5) Engagement or interaction with viewers 
 

 

Christo and Jeanne-Claude. The Gates, mixed media installation in 
New York Central Park, 1979-2005 
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Robert Smithson. Spiral Jetty, Great Salt Lake, Utah, 1970, earthwork 
 
1. “Robert Smithson (1938-1973) sought to illustrate what he called the ‘ongoing dialectic’ in nature between the constructive forces 
that build and shape form, and the destructive forces that destroy it. Spiral Jetty of 1970, a 1,500-foot stone and earth platform 
spiraling into the Great Salt Lake in Utah, reflects these ideas. To Smithson, the salty water and algae of the lake suggested both the 
primordial ocean where life began and a dead sea that killed it. The abandoned oil rigs dotting the lake’s shore brought to mind 
dinosaur skeletons and the remains of vanished civilizations. Smithson used the spiral because it is an archetypal shape that appears 
in nature- from galaxies to seashells- and has been used in human art for millennia. Unlike Modernist squares and circles, it is a 
‘dialectical’ shape, that opens and closes, curls and uncurls endlessly, suggesting growth and decay, creation and destruction, or in 
Smithson’s words, the perpetual ‘coming and going of things.’ He ordered that no maintenance be done on Spiral Jetty so that the 
work would be governed by the natural elements over time. It is now covered with crystallized salt but remains visible, as can be seen 
on Google Earth” (Stokstad and Cothren 1102).  
 
2. “Robert Smithson called his new form of art ‘Earthworks,’ a name taken from Brian Aldiss’ novel Earthworks, which tells of a world 
destroyed by a man-made ecological catastrophe. In 1968, Smithson organized an exhibition entitled ‘Earthworks’ at the Dwan 
Gallery in New York, and a new movement was born (also known as Land, or Earth, art). The exhibition included projects by nine 
artists: a ‘non-site’ by Smithson; a pile of earth and debris by Robert Morris; photo documentation of Michael Heizer’s trenches in the 
desert floor- the artist having determined the rough layout of the trenches by dropping matchsticks; a proposal by Dennis 
Oppenheim to reconstruct an Ecuadorian volcano in an Iowa wheat field at the geographic center of the United States…” (Phillips 
202). “Earth art yielded some spectacular monumental works. Robert Smithson’s Spiral Jetty- a giant spiral of black basalt rock and 
earth in the Great Salt Lake, in Utah- was inspired by mythology: the lake had come into existence, it was believed, from a whirlpool 
fed by a direct water link to the Pacific Ocean. Smithson’s 6,000-ton spiral of earth referred to prehistoric mounds, ancient 
configurations found primarily in the Mississippi and Ohio valleys, of which the most famous is the Serpent Mound in southern Ohio. 
But Spiral Jetty also reflected the forces of entropy that fascinated Smithson. In time, nature reclaimed the jetty- the red lake waters 
rose, covering the work, then receded to reveal white salt crystals, and then rose again, so that the work was invisible for a number of 
years. Recently, the waters have receded again and the outlines of the jetty can be seen once more” (202, 205).  
 
3. “Up to the time he began to work on it, in 1969, Smithson had been preoccupied with entropy: ‘evolution in reverse,’ the decline of 
systems, enforced by the second law of thermodynamics, under which energy dissipates and all distinct form blurs and disintegrates 
across the span of geologic time. He made rather opaque and theoretical indoor works to illustrate this point, but his great success 
was a work which virtually no one in the art world ever saw except in the art magazines. This was the Spiral Jetty.  In 1969 Smithson 
took out a twenty-year lease on an abandoned lakeside industrial site. The water was red from saline algae and fouled with chemicals 
and tailings; the shore, littered with obsolete machinery. The whole place looked like a ruined moonscape, which suited him perfectly, 
since Smithson’s imagination had a strong component of the higher sort of science fiction, such as the apocalyptic,  time-drenched 
landscapes of J.G. Ballard, whom the artist read avidly and admired” (Hughes 572). “Into the water Smithson dumped some seven 
thousand tons of rock, to make his Spiral Jetty: a counterclockwise coil fifteen hundred feet long and fifteen wide, built with aged 
Caterpillars and dump trucks. The spiral form, of course, was so organic and archaic that it could have been associated with almost 
anything, and was: from viruses and spiral salt-crystal deposits, to legends about mysterious whirlpools forming and vanishing in the 
Great Salt Lake, to archetypal serpents and snail shells, scrolls and – seen from the air- nebulae in outer space. That is could attract 
such a traffic jam of symbolic references was, of course, part of Smithson’s design. The Spiral Jetty remained visible for two years, 
until the waters of the lake rose and covered it. It is still there, under the reddish muck” (572-573). “Perhaps the most monumental 
type of total art is earth sculpture, a kind of sculpture that takes the natural landscape as both its medium and its subject. Earth 
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sculptures are usually colossal, heroic, and temporary. Among the most impressive examples of this genre was the piece called Spiral 
Jetty, built in 1970 by Robert Smithson at the edge of the Great Salt Lake in Utah. Smithson’s spiral- the snail-like symbol of eternity 
in ancient art- was 1,500 feet wide and consisted of over 6,000 tons of black basalt, limestone, and earth- materials which are virtually 
identical to the surrounding area. A conscious reference to ancient earthworks, such as those found among the Native American 
cultures of South America, Smithson’s project brought attention to the role of the artist in reconstructing the environment and its 
ecology. Earthworks like Spiral Jetty, however, which moved art out of the gallery and into nature, were often best appreciated from 
the air. Tragically, it was in the crash of a plane surveying one such sculpture that Smithson was killed. Smithson’s heroic earthwork 
also disappeared; a part of nature, it fell subject to processes of dissolution and submersion beneath the waters of the Great Salt 
Lake. But Smithson’s documentary drawings, photographs, and films of this and other earthworks have heightened public awareness 
of the fragile ecological balance between culture and nature” (Fiero 155-156).  
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Maya Ying Lin. Vietnam Veterans Memorial, Washington, DC, 1981-1983, polished granite 
 
1. “Maya Lin (b. 1959) was an architecture student at Yale University in 1981 when a jury of architects, landscape architects, and 
sculptors awarded her the commission for the Vietnam Veterans Memorial near the Mall in Washington, CC. Lin (one of 2,573 who 
submitted design proposals) envisioned a simple and dramatic memorial cut into the ground in a V-shape. Two highly polished black 
granite slabs reach out from deep in the earth at the center. Each of these arms is 247 feet long, and they meet at a 130-degree angle 
where the slabs are 10 feet tall. The names of 58,272 American soldiers killed or declared missing in action during the Vietnam War 
are listed chronologically, in the order they died or were lost, beginning in 1956 at the shallowest point to the left and climaxing in 
1968 at the tallest part of the sculpture, representing the year of highest causalities. Since the polished granite reflects the faces of 
visitors, they read the names of the dead and missing with their own faces superimposed over them. The memorial, commissioned by 
Vietnam Veterans for Vietnam Veterans, serves both to commemorate the dead and missing and to provide a place where survivors 
can confront their own loss. This sculpture is one of the best-known works of public art in the United States and has transformed the 
way the nation mourns its dead. Visiting it is a powerful and profound experience” (Stokstad and Cothren 1115). “Yet, when it  was first 
commissioned, the Vietnam Veterans Memorial was the subject of intense debate. It was described as a ‘black gash in the Mall,’ its 
color contrasting with the pervasive white marble of the surrounding memorials. Lin was accused of creating a monument of shame, 
one critic going so far as to claim that black was the universal color of ‘shame, sorrow, and degradation in all races, all societies.’ 
Opposition to the sculpture was so intense in some quarters that, in 1983, the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund commissioned a 
second, naturalistic sculpture showing three soldiers from Georgia-born Frederick  Hart (1943-1999), placed 120 feet from the wall; in 
1993, Texas sculptor Glenda Goodacre (b. 1939) created a comparable sculpture of three nurses, added 300 feet to the south to 
memorialize the contribution of women during the war” (1115-1116).  
 
2. “Influenced by Earthworks and Serra’s confrontational site-specific sculptures, Tilted Arc in particular, Lin cut a wedge shape into 
the ground and buttressed it with polished black granite walls. You descend down the wedge to its low point, then up the other side, 
all the while reading the names of the dead soldiers inscribed on the walls. One of the most powerful public sculptures in America, the 
memorial is an enveloping tombstone and wailing wall that allows for private mourning in a public space. When it was installed, 
however, some Vietnam veterans groups objected to the abstraction of its conception. Why, they wondered, could there not be a 
representation of the heroism of the soldiers? Their lobbying efforts were successful, and a figurative tableau by Frederick Hart now 
stands in proximity to Lin’s work” (Phillips 330). “Lin herself, however, described the wall as follows, ‘The Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
is not an object inserted into the earth but a work formed from the act of cutting open the earth and polishing the earth’s surface- 
dematerializing the stone to pare surface, creating an interface between the world of the light and the quieter world beyond the 
names’” (Kleiner 965). “Yet the most popular and socially charged public sculpture of the late seventies was a stylistic clone of Serra’s 
work, designed by a young art student named Maya Lin: the black V of polished marble walls descending into the ground in 
Washington, which with elegance and gravity commemorated the Americans killed in Vietnam, whose 57,939 names were incised in 
the slabs. But here the materials were fine, the mood elegiac, the content fraught with intense emotion, and the artist’s ego 
recessive; not even the addition of a banal bronze figure-group by another artist as a sop to conservative critics could damage its 
effectiveness as a war memorial” (Hughes Shock of the New 369). “She had no consensus to work with, as the designers of war 



memorials in the 1920s did. Half of America believed the war had been a moral tragedy, and all America knew it had been lost. But 
even those who had opposed the war felt that the soldiers were not to be blamed for it, while the vets themselves were angry at the 
raw deal American civilians had given them. Maya Lin was faced, as she put it, with the problem of designing a memorial that would 
not ‘tell you what to think’ about Vietnam. She came up with a design that would not try to resolve conflicting emotions over the war- 
which for most historically conscious people may never be resolved- but would reawaken the intensity of each buddy’s or brother’s or 
parent’s feelings through a single memorial device: the names of the dead on the black walls, in whose polished surfaces the living see 
themselves visually united with the dead. They take rubbings; they leave flowers; they kiss the names of those they have lost” 
(Hughes American Visions 570). “The very simplicity of the architectural form and its setting are disarming. By comparison, all other 
war memorials of recent times seem trite and needlessly complex, especially those incorporating realistic figures. It evokes a solemn 
mood without the inflated rhetoric that mars most memorials. The triangular shape, although embedded in tradition and rich in 
historical connotations, permits viewers to form their own associations because of its abstractness. Moreover, the reflective quality of 
the polished granite draws the viewer into the work” (Janson 853).  
 
3. “I made a conscious decision not to do any specific research on the Vietnam War and the political turmoil surrounding it. I felt that 
the politics had eclipsed the veterans, their service, and their lives. I wanted to create a memorial that everyone would be able to 
respond to, regardless of whether one thought our country should or should not have participated in the war. The power of a name 
was very much with me at the time, partly because of the Memorial Rotunda at Yale. In Woolsey Hall, the walls are inscribed with the 
names of all the Yale alumni who have been killed in wars. I had never been able to resist touching the names cut into these marble 
walls, and no matter how busy or crowded the place is, a sense of quiet, a reverence, always surrounds those names. Throughout my 
freshman and sophomore years, the stonecutters were carving in by hand the names of those killed in the Vietnam War, and I think it 
left a lasting impression on me…the sense of the power of a name” (Lin “Making the Memorial”). I remember at the very first press 
conference a reporter asking me if I did not find it ironic that the memorial was for the Vietnam War and that I was of Asian descent. I 
was righteous in my response that my race was completely irrelevant. It took me almost nine months to ask the VVMF, in charge of 
building the memorial, if my race was at all an issue. It had never occurred to me that it would be, and I think they had taken all the 
measures they could to shield me from such comments about a “gook” designing the memorial. I remember reading the article that 
appeared in The Washington Post referring to “An Asian Memorial for an Asian War” and I knew we were in trouble. The controversy 
exploded in Washington after that article. Ironically, one side attacked the design for being “too Asian,” while others saw its simplicity 
and understatement, not as an intention to create a more Eastern, meditative space, but as a minimalist statement which they 
interpreted as being non-referential and disconnected from human experience. This left the opinion in many that the piece emanated 
from a series of intellectualized aesthetic decisions, which automatically pitted artist against veterans. The fact that I was from an Ivy 
League college and had hair down to my knees further fueled this distrust of the design and suspicions of a hippie college liberal or 
aesthetic elitist forcing her art and commentary upon them. Perhaps it was an empathetic response to the idea about war that had 
led me to cut open the earth—an initial violence that heals in time but leaves a memory, like a scar. But this imagery, which some 
detractors would later describe as “a black gash of shame and sorrow” in which the color black was called the “universal color of 
shame and dishonor,” would prove incredibly difficult to defend. The misreading of the design as a negative political statement that 
in some way was meant to reflect upon the service of the veterans was in part fueled by a cultural prejudice against the color black as 
well as by the misreading or misinformation that led some veterans to imagine the design as a ditch or a hole. It took a prominent 
four-star general, Brigadier General George Price, who happened to be black, testifying before one of the countless subcommittee 
hearings and defending the color black, before the design could move forward” (Lin “Making the Memorial”).  
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COMPARE and CONTRAST these two “earthworks” in terms of the following:  
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DATE DUE: ___________ 

 

READ the FOLLOWING 

Cindy Sherman. Untitled (#228) from the History Portraits series, 1990, photograph 
 
1.“Photography, performance art, and video are especially popular practices among artists who are interested in constructed, unfixed 
identities. Cindy Sherman, who became well known, staring the 1980s, for using herself as model in staged photographs exploring 
female identity, has made many series that deconstruct stereotyped images that are presented in the fashion world, advertising, 
movies, pornography, and other mass-media sources. Sherman is never an unchanging, unchangeable self in her photographs; she 
assumes a different identity in each one, reinforcing the idea that identity is artificially constructed and transformable. In her series 
Historical Portraits (1989), Sherman posed in female and male costumes and used makeup and fake body parts to parody the figures 
in historical paintings. The series demonstrates how photographs, like other images, offer compelling role models for building 
identity, but models that do not apply in all times and places. Identity is always transformable” (Robertson and McDaniel 55). 
 
2. “Uncannily, she doesn't resemble any of her own pictures, not even the ones that seem fairly straightforward. She is, at 41, 
handsome, thin, with cropped brown hair that falls in bangs. She can remind you of Jean Seberg. Considering that she has become, 
through no effort of her own, a darling of academics and has inspired reams of arcane post-modernist criticism, it's also pleasing to 
discover how plain-spoken, unpretentious and down-to-earth she is. Like many artists, Ms. Sherman tends to talk about her own work 
when she looks at the works of others in the museum. She reacts enthusiastically to what's on view, but art history per se doesn't 
interest her much. She has an omnivorous appetite for images and sure instincts for adapting them to her own purposes, but she isn't 
concerned about their past. She once said her goal was an art that was accessible, "not one that you felt you had to read a book 
about" to understand. Her work is intuitive and improvisational, as well as intelligent, and it is prompted as much by the props she has 
bought at flea markets and through medical-supply catalogues as by the works of art she has seen in museums and reproductions. 
‘Even when I was doing those history pictures,’ she says of a touted series of photographs she loosely derived from Old Master 
paintings, ‘I was living in Rome but never went to the churches and museums there. I worked out of books, with reproductions.  It's an 
aspect of photography I appreciate, conceptually: the idea that images can be reproduced and seen anytime, anywhere, by anyone’ ” 
(Kimmelman).  
 
3. “Ms. Sherman said some of her pictures take a day or two to finish; others can take weeks to set up and photograph. ‘I never know 
what I want at the beginning,’ she said. Sometimes she will start with a body part like a fake nose and play with it,’ she said. ‘Then I'll 
see what costumes work with it. The makeup comes after’ ” (Collins). “Is it difficult to engage viewers these days? ‘It's challenging,’ 
she answered, ‘trying to reach a jaded public seeing God-knows-what in movies and television. We've become more callous to things 
than ever before.’ How can art compete with television and movie images? ‘It can't,’ she said. ‘It should incorporate it -use imagery as 
if from those things.’ In this era, are any new images possible? ‘Not really,’ she said. ‘Anyone who thinks they've come up with new 
images - they're fooling themselves. That's why I'm not a painter. There's nothing that can be done that hasn't been done before, in 
paint. Can you imagine me doing this whole show in paint and canvas?’ ‘In college,’ she said, referring to the State University College 
at Buffalo, from which she graduated in 1976, ‘I painted superrealistically. It was boring for me because I didn't know what I wanted to 
say with it. I began using the camera. But I think of myself as an artist, not really a photographer. At least, I don't think people who 
consider themselves real photographers would want to call me a photographer.’ ‘In a way, I'm a performance artist,’ she said. ‘I was 
influenced more by performance art than photography or art. The picture is my own performance. And I'm documenting myself’ ” 
(Collins). 
 
4. “These artists, raised on television, understood the power of pictures. Yet, as witnesses to the Vietnam War and the Watergate 
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scandal, they also envinced a healthy skepticism about the truth of received images and considered the issue of representation to be 
a crucial problem” (Phillips 275). “This questioning of photographic representation constituted a rite of passage for a whole 
generation of artists- Barbara Kruger, Sherrie Levine, Cindy Sherman, … These artists were media literate, both addicted to and 
aware of the media’s capacity for celebrity making, violence mongering, and sensationalism, its ideological  power and seductive 
materialism. Pictures shaped their visual and critical viewpoints. Some, like the Pop artists before them, were employed by media 
companies” (275). “In her Untitled Film Stills Cindy Sherman took active control of her own image as she directed herself performing a 
series of prototypical film noir characters and codified images of femininity for the camera. By using herself as a model to replicate 
other models, she forces us to consider our conditioning, to deflect our gaze away from the female as the object of (male) desire and 
toward representation itself. Part performance artist, part photographer, Sherman is both subject and object, image and author. Her 
women and her work project a vague anxiety readable as a mixture of desire, anticipation, and victimization” (278).  
 
5. “Sherman’s paradigm shift was one step ahead of technology. Her kaleidoscopic investigation of the essence of her own—and, by 
extension, society’s—identity complex has relied on ingenuity, not gigabytes. Thanks to today’s digital hegemony, the notion of 
fluidity—for Sherman an intellectual and artistic ploy—is now not just de rigueur but de facto. Polymorphously perverse has become 
pervasive. The implicit has become increasingly explicit. Artistic personae can not only be instantly created but also instantly 
animated and disseminated. Art via avatar” (Hoban). “By deconstructing and reinventing portraiture, which in itself was something of 
a dead genre when she arrived on the scene, Sherman influenced not only photographers but also painters and performance and 
video artists. And by limiting her subject matter strictly to herself, while at the same time excavating countless permutations, she 
inspired a generation of younger artists to explore their own identities across a range of mediums. ‘What she does is within a very 
narrow set of parameters that she’s been able to mine brilliantly for the last 35 years,’ says Respini” (Hoban). “Sherman’s dazzling skill 
as a perpetual shape-shifter is perhaps her major contribution to contemporary art. A less conspicuous but equally important legacy 
involves the way her work has permanently blurred the line between fine art and photography. Sherman’s oeuvre, from her first  solo 
show, in 1981, helped bring about a seismic shift in the curatorial and art-historical debate about photography as high art. Although 
there are many famously innovative photographers who came before her, from Man Ray to Diane Arbus, all of them were considered 
first and foremost photographers. Thanks in part to Sherman, since the early ’80s photography has been considered on a par with 
painting” (Hoban). “ ‘I think I was part of a movement, a generation, and maybe the most popular one of that movement at the time, 
but it probably would have happened without me,’ says Sherman. ‘The art world was ready for something new, something beyond 
painting. A group of mostly women happened to be the ones to sort of take that on, partly because they felt excluded from the rest of 
the [male] art world, and thought, ‘Nobody is playing with photography. Let’s take that as our tool’” (Hoban). True to form, 
Sherman’s approach remains modestly low tech. Although her most recent work relies on Photoshop to subtly alter her face, provide 
intricate backgrounds, or even clone similar personae within a single piece, ‘I still like the idea of challenging myself through the more 
hands-on methods, only because I think it’s more challenging when you are limited,’ Sherman says. ‘With Photoshop anything goes, 
and I don’t want to make easy crazy characters just because I can. I think there are some artists who are fine without any boundaries. 
It somehow frees them. But I really need certain limitations to know how far I can go and work within that.’ Few current artists have 
gone as far” (Hoban).  
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Shirin Neshat. Rebellious Silence from her Women of Allah series, photo by Cynthia Preston, 1994, ink on photograph 
 
1. “With increasing migration and the expansion of global communications and economies, questions of personal, political, cultural, 
and national identity also emerged in the 1990s. Postcolonial artists began to address issues of contested identity and the identity 
struggle of postcolonial peoples, and to investigate the dissonance produced by transnational (mis)communication between 
colonizers and the postcolonized. Many of these artists, such as Shirin Neshat and Rasheed Araeen, speak with unfamiliar but 
forthright and significant new artistic voices. In Rebellious Silence from her 1994 “Women of Allah” series of photographs, Shirin 



Neshat (b. 1957) explores how Iranian women are stereotyped in the West, claiming that their Islamic identities are more varied and 
complex that is frequently perceived. Each of Neshat’s “Women of Allah” photographs portrays both a part of an Iranian woman’s 
body- such as her hands or her feet- overwritten with Farsi text and a weapon. In Rebellious Silence, the woman wears the traditional 
chador but her face is exposed, overwritten with calligraphy and bisected by a rifle barrel. Both calligraphy and rifle seem to protect 
her from the viewer, but they also create a sense of incomprehensibility or foreignness that prompts us to try to categorize her. 
Likewise, although the woman wears a chador, she looks directly and defiantly out of the photograph at us, meeting and returning 
our gaze. She challenges us to acknowledge her as an individual- in this case a strong and beautiful woman- but simultaneously and 
paradoxically prompts us to see her as a stereotypical Iranian woman in a chador. Neshat confronts our prejudices while also raising 
questions about the position of women in contemporary Iran” (Stokstad and Cothren 1124).  
 
2. “Born in Iran in 1957, Neshat moved to the United States in 1973 to study art in Los Angeles. When she was growing up, her 
homeland was under the leadership of the shah, who supported a liberalization of social behavior and economic changes modeled 
after the West. In 1979, however, while Neshat was still in America, Iran underwent a cataclysmic transformation: an Islamic 
revolution overthrew the shah, and in its aftermath the new regime of the fundamentalist Ayatollah Khomeini reasserted control over 
public and private behavior” (Robertson and McDaniel 65). “”Returning for a visit to Iran in 1990 after a twelve-year absence, Neshat 
was stunned by the magnitude of the change, which left her own cultural identity in a state of limbo: She had not adopted a fully 
westernized identity, yet she no longer felt anchored to the culture of her homeland. The shock inspired her to try to understand and 
express what had happened to Iranian national identity, particularly as it concerned women” (65). “In her first mature body of work, a 
provocative series of photographs called Women of Allah (1993-1997), Neshat explores the ideology of Iranian women who are caught 
up in the revolution, even to the point of being willing to die as martyrs. Within each photograph, Neshat layers Farsi (modern 
Persian) calligraphy, the image of a gun, and the black veil, challenging ‘the western stereotype of the eastern Muslim woman  as 
weak and subordinate.’ The writing adorns those specific female body parts that remain visible in a fundamentalist Islamic land: the 
eyes, face, hands, and feet. The failure of cross-culture communication is embodied in Neshat’s use of writing that is illegible to most 
Western readers. Westerners recognize the beauty of the calligraphy but don’t recognize it as poetry that is considered radical in Iran 
because individual poems offer different views on the value of wearing the chador” (65).  
 
3. “The ‘Women of Allah’, as this series of photographs was called, was shown at Annina Nosei Gallery in 1995, and they were widely 
admired, though there was naturally a certain criticism. One critic, whom I generally respect, wrote ‘Radical chic comes back,  in her 
pictures, as radical sheik.’ That points to a general problem with art criticism today. The critic rarely looks into the actual background 
of the work, and the opportunity to make a diminishing pun is rarely resisted. I did not write about the ‘Women of Allah,’ but I had 
reservations. I was prepared by the work of Cindy Sherman (which I had written about) for a photographer to picture herself in an 
alien costume. I knew that Neshat was involved with the Storefront, but I had no idea what the revolution in Iran meant to her. So I 
wrongly felt that she had not earned the right to picture herself as a revolutionary. I was convinced that Sherman did not especially 
identify with the women she portrayed herself as, but it was quite clear that Neshat did identify herself as a ‘Woman of Allah,’ 
prepared for martyrdom, though I think that she had mixed feelings about martyrdom as such, which was very much a component in 
the resurgent fundamentalism that detonated and shaped the revolution” (Danto 13). “Neshat herself came to feel restless with  the 
still pictures, with the repetitive message of the single bold female figure, shawled and armed, and perhaps her fervor for the 
revolution itself cooled as well. She was eager for a medium that enabled her to tell, and not just imply, a narrative: ‘I had an immense 
desire to learn how to tell stories to my audience.’ Since the comparison with Cindy Sherman has been raised, Sherman’s Untitled Film 
Stills always tell a story: she stopped making them, she told me, when she ‘ran out of cliches.’ But the ‘Women of Allah’ photographs 
always told much the same story, though of course without Sherman’s irony” (13).  
 
4. “Western obsession with the figure of the veiled Muslim women has been foundational to orientalism since at least the nineteenth 
century, but the veiled figure was characterized earlier by passive eroticism. Although the visual correlation between terrorism and 
the covered female Muslim body was explored in films such as The Battle of Algiers (1966), it was brought to mass attention of the 
Western public in the wake of the Islamic revolution in Iran. Media and photojournalists from the late 1970s onward have frequently 
depicted endless masses of Iranian women, covered in black chador, participating in the revolution.

 
With the advent of the Iran‐Iraq 

war in the 1980s, images of Iranian women armed with rifles in regimented formations also became prevalent, including in Iranian 
propaganda publications. The crisis in which American hostages were held by Iranians for 444 days during the period 1979–81 was 
given prominent play in U.S. media. Indeed, Melani McAlister has argued that the media reception of developments in Iran between 
1979 and 1989 decisively transformed popular understanding of the Middle East and its relationship to terrorism: “‘Islam’ became 
highlighted as the dominant signifier of the region, rather than oil wealth, Arabs, or Christian Holy Lands. None of these other 
constructs disappeared, of course, but they were augmented and transformed by a reframing of the entire region in terms of 
proximity to or distance from ‘Islam,’ which became conflated with ‘terrorism’” (Dadi 125-127). “Rather than seeing Neshat’s 
photographs as simply engaging with orientalist fictional depictions of harem interiors and veiled women or as documentary 
portrayals of actual conditions of Iranian or Muslim women, one can more productively understand them as being allegorical. The 
allegorical mode is profoundly ambivalent and complex, and it mediates meaning between realism and fiction in a manner analogous 
to the effect that the calligraphic screen in Neshat’s photographs creates between the work and the observer. This is strikingly 



evident in (Rebellious Silence). Indeed, in this figure, the calligraphic text creates a niqab (a face veil covering the lower part of the 
face) by covering up precisely the parts of the face that remain exposed by the chador. Such a reading of Neshat’s photographs allows 
one to venture beyond the purely Iranian referent, in favor of an unlocatable yet immanent site. Neshat’s work also refuses to choose 
between the subject positions supposedly available to the modern Muslim woman—either traditional (subjugated) or Westernized 
(liberated)—and instead marks Muslim women’s instability, untranslatability, and incommensurability in the representational media 
strategies of the contemporary world”(Dadi 128-129).  
 
5. “By seeming to strictly conform to Islamic-Iranian codes of public conduct, Neshat denies the viewer an immediate and simplistic 
reading of equating freedom with unveiling. The West as such figures nowhere as an overt subject of Neshat’s photographs. However, 
the audience of Neshat’s photographs was, and has remained, primarily the Western art world. Her remarkable success is due to her 
promotion by European and American critics, curators, galleries, and museums. Neshat has arguably come to occupy the position of 
the most significant visual interpreter of the status of Muslim women universally. Rather than simply providing realist windows into 
the sociological reality of Muslim women, Neshat’s photographs, while relying upon portrait and photojournalistic genres, subtly alter 
them, orienting them toward an allegorical reading. Contingent props and temporal elements are carefully absent from the 
minimalist photographic frames, allowing for a fruitful ambiguity in interpreting her works. Two other important aspects of the 
photographs produce a further distancing effect. The first is the calligraphic and ornamental screen that is overlaid upon the exposed 
body parts of the majority of these photographs. The second is the removal of the woman figure from being an anonymous element 
in a mass public to its individualized placement in a new frame” (129-130). “The veil identifies the problem of identity and difference 
as an intimate, lived, bodily relationship marked by the figure of woman. Yet that figure’s subject position cannot be resolved either 
as a fully autonomous self or as an anonymous subjugated figure in a premodern or mass collective. Instead it is detached form 
geographic and temporal referents, now suspended in menacing and immediate space-time proximity”(136).  
 
6. “It is important to note that Neshat herself did not shoot any of the photographs in the series but that she collaborated with a 
number of photographers in realizing the images. However, she did inscribe the painstaking calligraphy and ornamental patterns 
inspired by South Asian and North African henna and tattoo practices” (136-137). “Neshat’s calligraphy, while carefully done, 
compares unfavorably with the work of master calligraphers of Arabic and Persia. Similarly, the ornamental patterns are beautifully 
drawn but do not stand up to some of the intricate accomplishments of henna artists” (137). “With their juxtaposition of mechanical 
reproduction overlaid with painstaking ornamental and textual handwork, the photographs also index the condition of commodity 
production in contemporary globalization that relies increasingly on the skills of female workers in the informal sector. And, because 
the veiled woman is increasingly also visible in the West and a source of contention in its public sphere, the spatial allegorization of 
this terrorist difference is now freed from its geographic moorings and reenacted immanently at dispersed sites throughout the 
global public space” (146-147). “The stereotypical image of the covered Muslim woman corresponds to several subtypes. Arguably, 
the most often-represented one is the passive, repressed woman, whose conservative fatalism prevents her from attempting to 
change her lot. We also know of other Muslim women, who can be more active, such as the young intellectual, often educated in the 
West, who accepts Islam as a basis for a different modern identity. It is, however, implied in the Western media that, in her search for 
a non-Western modern identity, she is dangerous. Embracing conservative and fundamentalist forces, she may become a religious 
fanatic, the media construction of a Jihad, a terrorist and revolutionary obsessed with Holy War against non-Muslim cultures, and 
ready to sacrifice her own life and the lives of others” (Zabel 17-18).  
 
7. “Neshat’s aim is not to dispose of media clichés, but to recompose and reorganize them in ways that produce more flexible and 
complex readings. Without claiming to present truth, her images correspond to the images and ideals that determine Iranian society 
itself” (18, 22). “Neshat’s images are provocative because they seem to lack a distinct ‘moral’ stance. They would probably not be so 
provocative if they could be taken as a clear statement for or against Islamic fundamentalism. One could reduce them to a critical 
presentation of how media functions, or how Western culture constructs the Orient as its own phantasmic Other in a world where 
ideas of ‘multiculturalism’ have become official ideologies. Nevertheless, they maintain a certain ambiguity and distance that has to 
do with the artist’s own physical presence in her work. She engages these stereotypes by playing the role of ‘fundamentalist’ and even 
‘terrorist’. While such role-playing may indicate a hidden identification with the role, I do not mean to read the artist 
psychoanalytically, but rather to explore the effect of her works, which I am tempted to call ‘paranoid constructions.’ While we may 
be rationally aware that the works deal only with the problem of media stereotypes, we may have the feeing that the artist is deadly 
serious in turning her guns on us. We are caught in the tension between knowledge and belief, as it is described in psychoanalytical 
theory: we know that this is just an image, but we do not quite believe it” (22). “The double meaning of Neshat’s work is at once the 
result of a divided world, partitioned by closed, often hostile, cultural boundaries, and an analysis of those divisive mechanisms. By 
including Farsi calligraphy written over the images, Neshat creates a pure, sensual, visual presence, and a material ornament that 
indicates meaning but hides it from most Western audiences who will, in most cases, be unable to read or understand it. It is the 
emptiness of meaning that makes room for stereotypes. In a 1997 interview, Neshat observed that she is often asked if the 
inscriptions are taken from the Qur’an. This seems a natural question, given the prevalence of stereotypes about Islamic 
fundamentalism, in which the Qur’an is the compulsory- the only possible- text. That the answer is not available within the works to 
viewers who know no Farsi underscores Neshat’s point” (22, 25). “When I first saw Neshat’s photographs,… I ‘knew’ I was looking at an 



Islamic terrorist. But an essential part of the first reaction was a feeling of a gap, an inconsistency. Because of this gap, I was able to 
distance myself from my first impressions and recognize in them a mixture of old and more recent stereotypes and preconstructed 
ideas about the ‘Orient,’ the Middle East, and the Muslim world. The phantasmic mixture of spirituality, poetry, fanaticism, and 
violence did not, however, disappear after this insight. Rather, it changed its role. The divided world in which we live is not a fiction; 
representational stereotypes that function as divisive mechanism cannot simply be dismissed. An important effect of Neshat’s 
photographs is that they prompt us to rethink our own positions in this divided world and our relationship to Others” (25).  
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The following photographic works were made with the artist using herself/himself as the model. Explore issues of identity raised by 
doing so each of these works.  
 

 
 
 
 

        Yasumasa Morimura. Portrait (Futago), 1988,  
        chromogenic print with acrylic paint and gel  
        medium 
         

1. How does the artist Yasumasa Morimura   
    photograph himself? 

 
 
 
        2. How does the work raise issues regarding  
        cultural identity? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. How does the work raise issues regarding artistic identity? 
 
 
 
 
 
4. How does the work raise issues regarding gender identity? 
 
 
 
         



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cindy Sherman. Untitled #228 from the History 
Portraits series, 1990, photograph 
 
1.How does the artist Cindy Sherman photograph 
herself? 
 
 
 
 
2. How does the work raise issues regarding cultural 
identity? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. How does the work raise issues regarding artistic 
identity? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. How does the work raise issues regarding gender 
identity?  

Shirin Neshat. Rebellious Silence from the Women of 
Allah series, 1994, ink on photograph 
 
1.How does the artist Shirin Neshat have herself 
photographed? 
 
 
 
 
2. How does the work raise issues regarding cultural, 
religious, and/or political identity? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. How does the work raise issues regarding artistic 
identity? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. How does the work raise issues regarding gender 
identity?  



 

 

 

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 

1. In the 1960s, 

the artist Magdalena Abakanowicz (from the country of _____________________) received 

international acclaim for her large and imaginative abstract woven hangings called  

_________________, made of various ropes and fibers. Abakanowicz’s sculptures are to a great degree  

reflections of her early life experiences as a member of an ________________________ family disturbed 

by the dislocations of World War II and its aftermath.  

2. She began to make freestanding sculptures in the early 1970s from 

similar materials, particularly burlap, string and cotton gauze. Her  

work since 1974 has featured ________________________ human 

figures- faces without skills, bodies without heads, and torsos without 

legs.  

3. The creases, ridges, and veins of the hardened-fiber surface assume 

organic characteristics, reminiscent of the earth’s rough  

____________________ or the cellular composition of human  

_________________.  

4. Androgyn III of 1985 utilizes the same molded-torso shell that Abakanowicz used in sculpture series  

____________________, begun in 1976. Unlike the earlier pieces, however, which sat directly on the  

floor, the Androgyn torsos are perched on low _____________________ of wooden log, the long poles 

filling in for lost legs. Through these provocative images, the artist expresses the physical and spiritual  

_______________________ of mankind. As she says, they are “about existence in general.” 

5. The repeated poses of 80 Backs suggest meditation, submission, and anticipation. Although made  
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https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-culture/identity-body/identity-body-united-states/a/kiki-smith-lying-with-the-wolf
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/11/17/arts/design/17kiki.html?pagewanted=print&_r=0


from a single _________________, the figures achieve a touching sense of individuality because each  

assumed a slightly different _________________________ as the material dried and because the artist  

imprinted a different _________________________ of fiber texture on each.  

6. Kiki Smith once stated, “Our culture seems to believe that it’s entertaining to teach women to be  

______________________.” This statement suggests an unfortunate lack of respect towards women. In 

her bronze sculpture Rapture, the woman has overcome her attacker and is emerging from the  

__________________. 

7. Lying with the Wolf is one of a short series of works executed 

between 2000 and 2002 that illustrates women’s relationships with 

animals, drawing from representations found in visual,  

literary, and oral _____________________. Smith is most  

interested in _______________________ that speak to collectively 

shared mythologies; these include folk tales, biblical stories, and 

Victorian literature.  

8. Unlike Rapture, the pair as depicted in Lying with the Wolf seems  

locked in a more intimate _____________________. The woman 

wraps herself around the animal’s body in a gesture of  

____________________, taming the wolf’s wildness. Both figures 

seem to nurture one another, floating in space. Smith imbues a 

story that is normally quite violent with a kind of tenderness that is 

characteristic of her overall aesthetic. 

9. As an investigation of the body in its capacity for fertility, reproduction, and nurturing, references to 

the natural world would eventually lead Smith to her interest in animals and our connections to them.  

Lying with the Wolf is an extension of this ______________________ to connect the earthly with the 

spiritual and the personal with the collective.  

10. Lying with the Wolf addresses the distinction between “predator” and “____________” that may be  

thought of as a __________________ for hierarchies of power in human relationships, which have 

traditionally been drawn along the lines of gender, race, and class. Because patriarchal societies 

typically grant more power to men, while requiring women to be submissive or dependent, we can  

think of this “overturning” in Smith’s art as a ____________________ statement against such 

inequalities.  



 

 

 

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 

 

 

From the 1960s onward, many avant-garde artists embraced technologies previously unavailable in their attempt to find new avenues 

of artistic expression. In using new media, artists often maintained that the “artfulness” of art lay in the artist’s idea. They regarded 

the idea, or concept, as the defining component of the artwork.  Discuss ways in which the following works experiments with new 

materials or techniques and why.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THEME: INNOVATION and EXPERIMENTATION 
FOCUS: Nauman’s The True Artist Helps the World by Revealing 
Mystic Truths, Paik’s Electronic Superhighway, Viola’s The Crossing 
ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-

culture/identity-body/identity-body-united-states/a/nauman-the-true-artist-helps-the-world-
by-revealing-mystic-truths 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: 
http://americanart.si.edu/collections/search/artwork/?id=71478 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://www.smithsonianmag.com/videos/category/101-

objects/101-objects-electronic-superhighway/ 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://imagejournal.org/page/journal/articles/issue-

26/morgan-the-visual-arts 
READING ASSIGNMENT: KLEINER, pp. 937-938, 971 
POWERPOINT: INNOVATION and EXPERIMENTATION: 
CONCEPTUAL and VIDEO ART (Nauman, Paik, and Viola) 

Bruce Nauman. The True Artist Helps the World by Revealing 
Mystic Truths, 1967, neon with glass tubing suspension frame 
 
The artistic IDEA or CONCEPT addressed in this work is: 
 
 
 
 
 
HOW innovative or experimental use of materials or techniques 
were used: 
 
 
 
 
 
WHY innovative or experimental use of materials or techniques were 
used: 
 
 
 
 
 
Artistic INFLUENCES that impacted the creation of this work 
include: 
 
 
 

https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-culture/identity-body/identity-body-united-states/a/nauman-the-true-artist-helps-the-world-by-revealing-mystic-truths
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-culture/identity-body/identity-body-united-states/a/nauman-the-true-artist-helps-the-world-by-revealing-mystic-truths
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-culture/identity-body/identity-body-united-states/a/nauman-the-true-artist-helps-the-world-by-revealing-mystic-truths
http://americanart.si.edu/collections/search/artwork/?id=71478
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/videos/category/101-objects/101-objects-electronic-superhighway/
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/videos/category/101-objects/101-objects-electronic-superhighway/
http://imagejournal.org/page/journal/articles/issue-26/morgan-the-visual-arts
http://imagejournal.org/page/journal/articles/issue-26/morgan-the-visual-arts


 

Nam June Paik. Electronic Superhighway. 1995, fifty-one channel video installation, custom electronics, neon 
lighting, steel and wood; color, sound 
 
The artistic IDEA or CONCEPT addressed in this work is: 
 
 
 
 
 
HOW innovative or experimental use of materials or techniques were used: 
 
 
 
 
 
WHY innovative or experimental use of materials or techniques were used: 
 
 
 
 
 
Artistic INFLUENCES that impacted the creation of this work include: 
 
 
 

Bill Viola. The Crossing, 1996, video/sound installation with two channels of color video projection onto screens 
 
The artistic IDEA or CONCEPT addressed in this work is: 
 
 
 
 
 
HOW innovative or experimental use of materials or techniques were used: 
 
 
 
 
 
WHY innovative or experimental use of materials or techniques were used: 
 
 
 
 
 
Artistic INFLUENCES that impacted the creation of this work include: 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

DATE DUE:  

_________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THEME: INVESTIGATING IDENTITY 
FOCUS: Basquiat’s Horn Players, Ringgold’s Dancing at the Louvre, 
Ringgold’s Who’s Afraid of Aunt Jemima?, Walker’s Darkytown Rebellion, 
Weems’ series From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 
ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://www.theartstory.org/artist-basquiat-jean-michel.htm 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-culture/identity-

body/identity-body-united-states/a/ringgold-dancing-at-the-louvre 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-culture/identity-

body/identity-body-united-states/a/kara-walker-darkytown-rebellion 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://voices.cla.umn.edu/essays/essays/DarkytownRebellion.html 
ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-culture/identity-

body/identity-body-united-states/v/weems-from-here-i-saw-what-happened 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://www.moma.org/learn/moma_learning/carrie-mae-weems-

from-here-i-saw-what-happened-and-i-cried-1995 

READING ASSIGNMENT: KLEINER, pp. 945-947 
POWERPOINT: INVESTIGATING IDENTITY: AMERICAN ART since 1980 
(Basquiat, Ringgold, Walker, and Weems) 

5. Basquiat was self-taught, both as an artist and about 
the history of art, but his style owes a debt to diverse 
sources, including the late paintings of Pablo Picasso, 
Abstract Expressionism and the intentionally child-like  
paintings of Jean Dubuffet executed in a style known as  
 
“_________________________.” 

2. The word “ornithology” is a 
pun on “Bird”, the nickname of 
the jazz musician  
 
_____________________ 
celebrated in this work along 
with Dizzy Gillespie.  

1. Jean Michel-
Basquiat was born in 
1960 in the city of  
 
__________________ 
to a Haitian father and 
a Puerto Rican 
mother. He rebelled 
against the values of  
 
his _______________ 
class upbringing, 
dropped out of school 
at 17, and took to the 
streets. The three  
canvas panels bear a 
resemblance to 
architectural elements 
on building facades on 
Manhattan streets 
where Basquiat, as an 
anonymous graffiti 
artist signed his work  
 
________________ (a 
dual reference to the 
derogatory name 
“Sambo” for African 
Americans and to 
“same old shit”).  

3. The frontal, iconic  
 
____________ stare out at the 
viewer boldly. All of the elements 
in the painting, in fact, suggest a 
deliberate forcefulness linked 
with the intentional defacement 
of graffiti.  Among these are the 
white letters against a  
 
__________________ 
background along with the crude 
lettering of repeated and 
sometimes crossed-out words.  

 
4. The defiant _______________ 
of paint seen throughout the 
work links Basquiat with the 
artistic movement known as  
 
___________________________ 
that emerged in the 1980s and 
brought painting back to the 
attention of the art world. 

http://www.theartstory.org/artist-basquiat-jean-michel.htm
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-culture/identity-body/identity-body-united-states/a/ringgold-dancing-at-the-louvre
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-culture/identity-body/identity-body-united-states/a/ringgold-dancing-at-the-louvre
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-culture/identity-body/identity-body-united-states/a/kara-walker-darkytown-rebellion
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-culture/identity-body/identity-body-united-states/a/kara-walker-darkytown-rebellion
http://voices.cla.umn.edu/essays/essays/DarkytownRebellion.html
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-culture/identity-body/identity-body-united-states/v/weems-from-here-i-saw-what-happened
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-culture/identity-body/identity-body-united-states/v/weems-from-here-i-saw-what-happened
http://www.moma.org/learn/moma_learning/carrie-mae-weems-from-here-i-saw-what-happened-and-i-cried-1995
http://www.moma.org/learn/moma_learning/carrie-mae-weems-from-here-i-saw-what-happened-and-i-cried-1995


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Harlem native Faith 
Ringgold (b. 1930) 
turned to using  
 
_______________ as 
her predominant 
material. It enabled 
her to make more 
pointed reference to 
the domestic sphere, 
traditionally 
associated with  
 
__________________.  
Her signature art form 
became the  
 
“_______________ 
quilt” which allowed 
her to merge the 
personal with the 
political.  

2. This work, titled Dancing at the Louvre, is part of a series that 
tells the fictional story of Willa Marie Simone, a young black 
woman who moves to Paris in the early 20

th
 century.  

 
Told through text written around the _________________ of 
each quilt, Willa Marie’s adventures lead her to meet celebrities 
such as Pablo Picasso, Henri Matisse, and Josephine Baker. 

3. In Ringgold’s story, she 
offers an alternative to the 
European and masculine 
perspectives that are 
prevalent in art history (as 
indicated by the paintings    
 
by ___________________ 
on the walls of the 
museum). In this work, she 
highlights the implicit  
 
____________ in accepted 
forms of art, especially in 
their treatment of race 
and gender. 

4. Ringgold’s technique 
positions her work in the  
 
world of ____________ art 
and craft as opposed to 
European traditions of fine 
art. Associated with 
domestic work, quilt 
making has been 
historically important to 
maintaining  
 
_________________ 
relationships, allowing 
women time to gather and 
have conversations away 
from men or others 
outside of their 
community. This female 
camaraderie is alluded to 
by the jubilant figures, all 
female, in the central 
panel.  

5. Ringgold first 
developed this format in 
Who’s Afraid of Aunt 
Jemima (1983), a large 
quilt that transformed 
the marketing 
stereotype into Jemima 
Blakey, a successful  
 
black _______________. 
Ringgold’s quilt draws 
on Afro-Caribbean  
 
____________________ 
practices to create the 
Blakely’s family folklore. 
Made soon after the 
death of Ringgold’s  
 
___________________, 
Willi Posey, the quilt 
serves as a personal 
tribute to the inspiration 
and creative skills 
passed on from  
 
___________________  
 
to _________________. 

6. The story of Who’s 
Afraid of Aunt Jemima, 
which deals with racial 
mixing and family 
business, is written in 
dialect. Why might Faith 
Ringgold choose to tell the 
story using a racial dialect? 

7. What recurring theme do the two works shown by Faith Ringgold share? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Kara Walker is a multi-media artist who anchors much of her work in documents  
 
reflecting life before and after the _______________ War. Darkytown Rebellion is born 
from a desire to translate the past into visual form using  
 
_____________________, once a courtly art form that later became a suitable hobby for 
ladies and an economical alternative to painted miniatures. How does this art form 
become an effective tool for exploring racial identification? 

7. In this work, Walker forces 
the viewer to confront the 
visual cues that make up  
 
______________________ or 
caricatures associated with  
African Americans and the 
antebellum South. Without 
interior detail, the viewer often 
loses information needed to 
determine what is actually 
being seen.  

2. The imagery of this work 
is often nightmarish. For 
example, one figure stands 
upright over his  
 
_________________, despite 
his bleeding leg stump, with 
bones protruding from his 
hips. 

4. The color projections onto 
the wall allow the viewer’s  
 
_________________ to be seen 
alongside the silhouetted 
forms.  In this way the past and 
the present live together, 
forcing viewers to feel as if 
they are part of the work.  

3. The imagery is as 
equally ambiguous as 
it is disturbing. A 
female figure holds a  
 
___________ that 
could read as a 
colonial ship sail. Two 
malnourished boys 
walk towards a man 
who appears to be 
their  
 
_______________, 
followed by three 
figures partaking in 
ambiguous erotic 
perversity.  

5. Two women 
appear to the right, 
one surrounded by  
 
_______________ 
with her  
 
________________ 
prominently 
exposed while the 
other is fully 
dressed in a hoop 
skirt, seemingly 
about to plunge an 
object towards a  
 
_______________ 
on its back. How 
might one interpret 
these two 
representations of 
women? 

6.What similarities does 
Darkytown Rebellion share with 
the series From Here I Saw What 
Happened and I Cried by Carrie 
Mae Weems? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In what ways does Kara Walker’s 
treatment of themes regarding 
identity, history, and oppression 
in Darkytown Rebellion differ 
from that of the series From Here 
I Saw What Happened and I Cried 
by Carrie Mae Weems? 



 

 

 

 

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 

 

 

READ the FOLLOWING 
 

Pepon Osorio. En la Barberia no se Llora (No Crying Allowed in the Barbership), 1994, mixed-media installation  
 
1. “Pepón Osorio works within and through this limit politics to draw our attention to the boundaries that define and circumscribe the 
everyday movement of men and women in urban communities, as well as the commodity culture that entices and envelops them. 
Many of Osorio’s works can be read as a response to the effects of cultural displacement on Puerto Ricans living in and around New 
York City – a displacement felt by the artist himself who arrived in 1975 at the age of twenty from Santurce, Puerto Rico. Mixing 
culturally specific aesthetic traditions with a critical look at U.S. commodity culture, his early works trace a common effort on the part 
of immigrants to make a home away from home while negotiating the seduction of consumption as a method of assimilation” 
(Gonzalez165). “Many of his later installations are conceived, developed, and constructed with members of youth groups, 
neighborhood associations, schools, and social service offices. By involving communities outside the art world in the process of 
production, and by installing the works in neighborhood storefronts, Osorio extends the reach of his work beyond museum and 
gallery exhibitions” (166). En la Barberia No Se Llora (No Crying Allowed in the Barbershop), opened in the summer of 1994 on Park 
Street in Frog Hollow - the heart of Hartford, Connecticut's Puerto Rican community. According to the executive director of Real Art 
Ways (the organization that invited Osorio to create the project), Frog Hollow had been the site of many violent confrontations and 
prolonged gang fighting. In the previous year alone, sixteen youths had been killed as a result of street warfare. At the same time, 
Park Street remained a vibrant central artery for the community that had grown tremendously and whose members comprise almost 
a third of Hartford's population. ' Osorio began his project by visiting the neighborhood and talking with residents, local social 
organizations, and merchants. Through these casual conversations, the artist began to trace connections among gang activity, 
domestic violence, and even the spread of AIDS, and the patriarchal hegemony that grows out of a narrow yet persistent articulation 
of masculinity. In considering where and how masculinity develops, Osorio thought about the social spaces that produce, define, and 
regulate masculine behavior, about the environments designed to encourage conformity in boys and men, and about his own days as 
a child spent listening to gossip and fearfully awaiting his haircuts at the local barbershop” (179).  
 
2. “For En la Barberia No Se Llora, the artist transformed an abandoned building, easily accessible to pedestrian traffic, into a 
recognizable social institution- a barbershop. The welcoming of Osorio's barberia, brightly painted with vines, banana trees, and 
flowers, was easily distinguishable from the surrounding urban landscape. On the outside walls, a candy-striped column and giant 
scissors were painted next to an image of a young man gazing into a mirror, shedding a single tear, as a pair of hands prepared to cut 
a lock of his hair. Inside, a reception desk, waiting area, and five reclining chairs furnished the space; the floor was simple linoleum and 
the lighting, a commercial, florescent glow. When the show opened, free haircuts were offered outside. and in the following weeks 
several people walked in thinking it was an operating barbershop. This ambiguity was important to Osorio, who saw the installation 
as part of an ongoing conversation that begins with a few individuals and eventually spreads, perhaps like a rumor, through a 
neighborhood. In an interview with Hans-Ulrich Obrist, he comments: ‘That kind of back-and-forth conversation is important to me. 
For example when the work is in the storefront, people look at it and, little by little, go inside the exhibition space in their 
neighborhood. What happens to them is that they are not pre- pared to sec a work of art. When you go into the specific space or 

THEME: INVESTIGATING IDENTITY 
FOCUS: Jaune Quick-to-See Smith’s Trade (Gifts for Trading Land 
with White People), Osorio’s En la Barberia no se Llora, Doris 
Salcedo’s Shibboleth 
ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-

culture/identity-body/identity-body-united-states/a/jaune-quick-to-see-smith-trade-gifts-for-
trading-land-with-white-people 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://www.art21.org/videos/short-doris-salcedo-third-

world-identity 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://www.sfmoma.org/explore/multimedia/videos/216 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-

culture/global-art-architecture/a/doris-salcedo-shibboleth 

READING ASSIGNMENT: KLEINER, pp. 940-941 and SEE BELOW 
POWERPOINT: INVESTIGATING IDENTITY: GLOBAL ART since 
1980 (Jaune Quick-to-See Smith, Osorio, Orozco, and Salcedo) 

https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-culture/identity-body/identity-body-united-states/a/jaune-quick-to-see-smith-trade-gifts-for-trading-land-with-white-people
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-culture/identity-body/identity-body-united-states/a/jaune-quick-to-see-smith-trade-gifts-for-trading-land-with-white-people
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-culture/identity-body/identity-body-united-states/a/jaune-quick-to-see-smith-trade-gifts-for-trading-land-with-white-people
http://www.art21.org/videos/short-doris-salcedo-third-world-identity
http://www.art21.org/videos/short-doris-salcedo-third-world-identity
http://www.sfmoma.org/explore/multimedia/videos/216
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-culture/global-art-architecture/a/doris-salcedo-shibboleth
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-culture/global-art-architecture/a/doris-salcedo-shibboleth


structure our society has devised for exhibiting art, that space preconditions and limits the experience of the viewer. But when you 
look at art unexpectedly ... you look at it with a more visceral reaction’ ” (179-180).  
 
3. At the entrance to the space, a small waiting area displayed scores of framed photographic portraits - of men only – from floor to 
ceiling. Most of those depicted were recognizable Latin American and Caribbean athletes, politicians, and entertainers: Che Guavara, 
Fidel Castro, Roberto Clemente, Ruben Blades, Jose Serrano. The largest portrait was that of Osorio's father, Benjamin Osorio. Their 
collective male gaze invited (or perhaps intimidated) male viewers into an identification with a masculine lineage. A woman entering 
the installation would at least be made immediately aware of its masculine aura. Yet the collective machismo achieved by this 
pantheon of heroes dashed with the overtly feminine wallpaper - a pink and yellow floral print - that covered the walls. The artist has 
commented, ‘Placing all these different pictures of men in the waiting room is a way of really imposing the color pink- which has been 
associated with women-into the man's world.’ This chromatic imposition is not so much a threat to the masculine space of the 
barbershop as it is a feminine ‘opposite’ against which, or in relation to which, the space is defined. It is as if the artist wished to use 
discrete feminine signs to infiltrate, or mitigate against, the masculinity of the space, to soften its rough edges, to balance its gender 
bias. By exaggerating gender stereotypes, Osorio reveals their artificiality, contingency, and tenacity. In a traditional, heterosexual 
context, women are allowed to cry, men are not; women are supposed to attend to beauty and preen in front of mirrors, men are not. 
Fusco observes, ‘Osorio quite openly asks his viewers to acknowledge the very spectacular and narcissistic aspects of male identity, 
underscoring an internal contradiction of Latin machismo that to look macho one must make oneself up, not unlike a woman’” (180).   
 
4. “At each of the barber stations, this contradiction played out as a face-to-face video encounter between the ‘clients,’ represented 
by the barber chairs, and images reflected opposite in the wall of mirrors. In the partially transparent mirrors, men enacted their 
machismo in a variety of ways: they lifted weights; they displayed their tattoos; they strutted with other men in parades; they dressed 
themselves in formal attire; and they engaged in everyday forms of gender normativity. Without presuming a Lacanian intent on the 
part of Osorio, one finds it obvious that these men inhabiting the mirror served as ego ideals and a source of identification for the 
barbershop patrons. By contrast small monitors, welded to the chairs in place of a headrest, showed men silently weeping. Almost 
animate, each chair had its own ‘face’ (displayed on the monitor), and its own ‘body’-the nude torso, legs, and feet of an adult male 
lightly silk-screened on the plush red upholstery. Sexually suggestive, the silk-screened bodies also made visible the kind of exposure 
and vulnerability that grown men may experience when in tears. Unique collections of artifacts also added character: one chair was 
decorated with old baseballs and miniature baseball caps, another covered with toy horses and receipts from off track betting, and 
another with plastic fishermen and a multitude of plastic fish. Each thematic embellishment implied not only the recreational 
preferences of a single person but a homosocial world of male bonding. One chair that stood out from the others embodied Osorio's 
childhood fears: it was covered with scissors and razors, and around its base an uncanny pile of artificial ears added a strangely 
macabre and humorous touch. The back wall of the barbershop was also covered with these ears, interspersed with framed 
photographs of mouths wide open. En la Barberia No Se Llora is that space where one hears the local gossip-a posted sign reading ‘no 
chismes’ (no gossip) suggests as much- as well as where one learns how to be or become a ‘man,’ how to listen selectively, or perhaps 
how to not listen at all. All the ears on the floor and walls, all the silent, open mouths, imply a cacophony of male-to-male 
communication and all of its possible failures” (180, 183). 
 
5. “En la Barberia No Se Llora topographically recreated a kind of surreal social space in order to demonstrate how a human subject is 
produced as a male subject, one who must engage in a series of promises and repressions in order to negotiate his own relation not 
only to masculinity but to Latino machismo. The term macho has both negative and positive connotations within and outside of 
Latino culture. For those outside Latino culture the word macho can bring to mind an overbearing, aggressive male, while within the 
Latino community it might also represent a responsible, fatherly male, or a heroic, tough male. Osorio's work does not reproduce 
these stereotypes; instead, it frames the conditions of their emergence. Just as there are varieties of racial formations, there are many 
varieties of masculinity. Terms like machismo and masculinity are abstractions used to define behavior but also to subsume, and 
perhaps even repress, otherwise boundless gender permutations. In other words, machismo as a term might well work to create a 
conceptual limit on the many forms of masculinities operative at any given time, in any given community” (183). “Indeed, this may be 
its primary function. By exposing the working logic of the barbershop as a social institution through spatial and iconographic 
metaphors, Osorio's installation provided viewers the opportunity to see the degree to which traditional concepts of masculinity are a 
limiting frame, open and susceptible to change. Henri Lefebvre writes, ‘The spatial practice of a society secretes that society's space; 
it propounds and presupposes it, in a dialectical interaction; it produces it slowly and surely as it masters and appropriates it. From the 
analytic standpoint, the spatial practice of a society is revealed through the deciphering of its space.’ It is possible to see how Osorio's 
installation offers a critical interpretation or deciphering of spatial practices in their structural and ideological forms by being situated 
in a dialectical relation with parallel sites (i.e., real barbershops). Lefebvre's circular claim that the spatial practices of a society 
produce that society's social spaces, reveals the iterative process of living in a complex socioarchitectural environment. Osorio's public 
installations are inserted into the otherwise seamless flow of spatial practices to draw our attention precisely to this iterative process; 
more than a representation, imitation, or copy of ‘real’ social spaces, the installation works as an analytic study. With a mix of humor 
and serious intent, En la Barberia No Se Llora presents machismo as both a social fact and an abstract concept that can be 
interrogated through spatial means” (184).  



 
6. “It took nearly a month to set up the installation and over a year and a half of community planning with Hartford’s RAW. Osorio 
brought his assistants from New York, but once in the community he also hired two Park Street regulars to help him with the 
installation. Those on Park Street were at first highly suspicious of Osorio’s presence. There was already one barbershop on the block, 
and Osorio was initially perceived as a rival business. Once the community understood, however, that what he was doing was a form 
of community outreach, they gave him their full support. The barbershop, in fact, became a local hangout where people sat on the 
front steps with sodas to cool off during the summer’s early evenings. Osorio painted the front of the building to resemble a Puerto 
Rican barbershop. Inside, sixteen video monitors presented the Latino male body, individual and collective, engaged in physical and 
emotional displays of masculinity. A color monitor in each of the two front windows played a continuous video of men crying, their 
images advertising to the passerby the work’s thematic content of deconstructing machismo. Osorio removed the soundtrack from  
each tape so that the viewer was forced to focus on the emotions the men conveyed through their body language. This provided an 
outlet for both male and female viewers to look freely at the Latino male body. RAW’s community outreach liaison, Luis Cotto, 
reports that many women were completely disgusted with the men crying, while other women expressed that seeing men cry like 
that was ‘the saddest thing in the world.’ Osorio reports that some men who came to the installation responded to the video 
empathetically by showing their tattoos or otherwise engaging in identificatory acts of physical display” (Lopez 323). “Inside Osorio’s 
barbershop each wall stood covered to excess with male iconography. The wall closes to the entrance was filled entirely with portraits 
of Latino men” (323). “These photographs established a kind of Latino Hall of Fame that paid tribute to Latino men as political and 
spiritual healers of their community, something quite antithetical to dominant cultural representations of Latino men as either violent 
criminals or Latin lovers. Watching over these portraits was a statue of Saint Lazarus, known as a downtrodden and empathetic 
healer of the community. Osorio prominently displayed near these representations a fish tank containing a miniature tableau of the 
Last Supper, a scene like that of the barbershop, which, because it is devoid of the presence of women, reinforces full male control 
over social space. These representations of men, while signifying the healing of community, also mark Latino cultural space as 
exclusively male. All of this was placed against a contrasting ‘feminine’ backdrop of floral wallpaper, pink at the receiving  area and 
yellow throughout the rest of the barbership, to emphasize how color is used to assign gender” (324).  
 
7. “On the ceiling was a silk-screened pattern of sperm under a microscope. The wall opposite the entrance was studded with a 
collection of fake ears and small oval photographs of gaping mouths framed by a string of pearls. Above, speakers blared Latino salsa 
music. The wall came alive with these images, the mouths crying out to be listened to above the din of overdetermined Latino 
masculinity that characterized the installation space. Beside the haircutting stations ran a counter space overstocked with brushes, 
picks, colognes, hair sprays, lotions, and photographs of male barbers cutting the hair of other men who presumably left the 
barbershop satisfied customers. The display of these products called attention to the way capitalism participates in and reinforces 
machismo through the promotion of hair products and vitamins (such as Osorio’s own brand of Vigo Macho), the social culture 
continually reinforcing masculinity as domination and power by ritualizing the daily manipulations of the male body” (324-325). 
“Osorio’s visual vocabulary thus underscores how entering the barbershop is about much more than a haircut. The installation 
questions cultural presumptions about the construction of masculinity through its self-conscious associations between ‘masculine’ 
objects and subjects. For example, old car seats served as waiting area chairs, and car parts were strewn throughout the barbershop. 
The barber chairs were a plush red and covered with tiny, phallic straw hats, baseballs, miniature cars, male action figures, and the 
Puerto Rican national flag. Ivy leaves wound around the foot- and armrests, threatening to restrain the chair’s inhabitant. The 
headrest at the top of each chair was replaced by a color video monitor repeatedly playing images of voiceless Latino men crying: 
they were literally voiceless because Osorio removed the sound track, but they are also voiceless in their cultural marginalization. 
Osorio’s signature use of toy dolls in this work signifies the boyhood lost when the young male takes the seat for his first  haircut. He 
silk-screened each barber chair with the image of a nude adult male body. In Osorio’s social script a boy takes this seat, is embraced 
by this image of masculinity, and, through the rituals of the barbershop, eventually emerges a likeness of the silk-screened shadow of 
a man” (325-326). “Inset into the mirror space spanning the row of haircutting stations were video monitors… Viewers were thus 
implicated in machismo as they watched themselves watching the video, consisting of Latino men posing in various ways: a middle-
aged man pumps iron; men get dressed in casual, work, and formal clothing; young men show off their tattoos and flashy jewelry; a 
guy on the street grabs his crotch while hanging out with the other guys; men walk together at the annual New York Puerto Rican Day 
Parade. The only male child present in the video is a baby boy crying out at the moment of circumcision. Osorio varied his series of 
Latino men crying by reintroducing one of them into the vide0-installed mirror images. Here he becomes angry and lashes out, his 
hair flailing about his face, his body language exploding from years of repressed emotion. Intercut between these images is that of a 
young male wearing the Puerto Rican flag around his neck like a Superman cape. He runs throughout the barrio, chased by the 
camera standing in for the viewer’s gaze. When, at the end of the video, we finally catch up to him and get a close-up of his face, he 
turns to the viewer and, draped in that symbol of Puerto Rican nationalism, defiantly flips us the bird, a confrontational gesture that 
says ‘fuck you’ to the viewer’s expectations of Latino masculinity” (326).  
 
8. “Osorio’s use of video literally brought the communal body into the work, facilitated community outreach, and instigated social 
change. Some male exhibition-goers were moved enough to join one of Osorio’s workshops for men to discuss the effect of 
machismo on their lives. Twenty-eight-year-old Pedro Flores, a recovering alcohol and drug abuser and former gang member, said 



that the exhibition had held him to open up to his wife and explain the feelings he was trying to work through, what he described in 
the workshop as a sense of ‘loneliness’ about having to act like a man” (326). “Osorio’s work in the 1990s continues its focus on site-
specific installations designed to take viewers to a heightened vantage point from within their own communities. For the Home Show 
II exhibit sponsored by the Santa Barbara Contemporary Arts Forum, Osorio upholstered the entire contents of a room in a 
comfortable middle-class home. ‘Badge of Honor,’ his work on the relationship of an incarcerated father with his son, debuted in a 
storefront neighborhood in Newark, New Jersey” (329).  
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Discuss how the artist of each of the following works addresses issues regarding identity.  

 

Pepon Osorio. En la Barberia no se Llora (No Crying Allowed in the Barbership), 1994, mixed-media installation 
 
What issues regarding IDENTITY does this work raise? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How does the artist’s choice of MATERIALS displayed within an INSTALLATION relate to issues of identity?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How does the artist’s ARRANGEMENT of objects within an INSTALLATION  
relate to issues of identity? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How does this work relate to the artist’s own IDENTITY and/or EXPERIENCES? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jaune Quick-to-See Smith. Trade (Gifts for Trading Land with White People), 1992, oil and mixed media on canvas 
 
What issues regarding IDENTITY does this work raise? 
 
 
 
 
 
How does the artist’s choice of MATERIALS displayed relate to issues of identity? 
 
 
 
 
 
How does the artist’s ARRANGEMENT of objects relate  
to issues of identity? 
 
 
 
 
 
How does this work relate to the artist’s own IDENTITY  
and/or EXPERIENCES? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Doris Salcedo. Shibboleth. 2007-2008, installation at the Tate Modern in London 
 
What issues regarding IDENTITY does this work raise? 
 
 
 
 
 
How does the artist’s choice of PROCESS displayed relate to issues of identity? 
 
 
 
 
 
How does the artist’s USE OF SPACE relate to issues of identity? 
 
 
 
 
 
How does this work relate to the artist’s own IDENTITY and/or EXPERIENCES? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

READ the FOLLOWING 
 
Robert Venturi, John Rauch, and Denise Scott Brown, House in New Castle County, Delaware, US, 1978-1983 
 
1.“In 1966, architect Robert Venturi published Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture,  a polite, but firm rejection of modernist 
principles. He called it a ‘gentle manifesto,’ although its impact on the design world was far from gentle. He began by saying, 
‘Architects can no longer afford to be intimidated by the puritanically moral language of orthodox Modernist architecture.’ Venturi 
argued that the workable patterns of ordinary towns were more successful than the self-conscious plans of modern architects. He 
encouraged the idea of bringing back vernacular color, texture, and historical symbols in design, praising the picturesque houses of 
Edwing Lutyens, the vitality of Times Square, and the complexity of the choir at Notre Dame” (Goodman 199). “Venturi’s next book, 
Learning from Las Vegas, published in 1972, studied the famous Las Vegas Strip, which he felt was ‘almost all right.’ The book lauds 
the ideas of ‘decorated sheds,’ or structures that have no architectural concept, but are adorned with symbolic images or shaped like 
familiar forms. These include 1920s fast food restaurants, such as the Hoot Hoot I Scream stand, which is shaped like an owl. Venturi 
calls these cartoon-like buildings ‘ducks,’ because his favorite roadside icon is The Big Duck on the south shore of Long Island. Venturi 
felt the term ‘decorated shed’ also applied to historical buildings, like the Chartres Cathedral and Palazzo Farnese, whose facades use 
symbolic language” (199). “In his own buildings, Venturi focused on the idea of context, creating building that fit into the existing 
character of the neighborhood. His designs did not simply reproduce the historical style of the area, however: they included elements 
of exaggeration, playful references to a more traditional period” (199-200).  

 
2. “His writings have played an overwhelming role in creating what we might call the post-modern impulse in architecture, the 
intellectual climate that eased architecture out of the straitjacket of orthodox modernism. Twenty-five years have passed since the 
Museum of Modern Art issued Mr. Venturi's ‘gentle manifesto,’ the book he titled ‘Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture,’ and 
that quarter-century has only confirmed the observation Vincent Scully made in his introduction to the original edition that the book 
is ‘probably the most important writing on the making of architecture since Le Corbusier's “Vers une Architecture,” of 1923.’ 
‘Vers une Architecture’ -- published in the United States as ‘Towards a New Architecture’ -- was a modernist polemic, a passionate 
plea for a new, rationalist, purist and ultimately abstract esthetic order. While the triumph of modernism could hardly be attributed 
only to Le Corbusier's theories, they were a powerful stimulus, and there is no question that in the postwar era, the sleek, cool forms 
of modern architecture became the predominant way of making buildings in cities around the world. Indeed, they became the very 
academy that Le Corbusier had revolted against. Robert Venturi was hardly the first person to observe that modern architecture by 
the 1960's had become cold, sterile and dull, but it was his genius to understand just how complete, and how damaging, modernism's 
break with the broader and deeper architectural culture was. The point of ‘Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture,’ as Venturi 
said at the beginning of the book, was to argue that until the modernist revolution architecture had always reflected the gray of real 
esthetic experience, not the black and white of idealized perfection that modernism had so often sought -- and that it was time to go 
back” (Goldberger).  
 
3. " ‘I am for richness of meaning rather than clarity of meaning,’ Venturi wrote. ‘I like elements which are hybrid rather than “pure,” 

THEME: INNOVATION and EXPERIMENTATION 
FOCUS: Johnson’s Glass House, Venturi’s House in New Castle 
County, Delaware, Rogers and Piano’s Centre Georges Pompidou, 
Gehry’s Guggenheim Museum, Hadid’s MAXXI National Museum of 
XXI Century Arts 
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compromising rather than “clean,” distorted rather than “straightforward,” conventional rather than “designed.” ’But if Venturi was 
arguing for a return to the way things had been, his desire was never to take architecture back literally to the styles of the past. 
Indeed, this is where he breaks rank with so many of the so-called post-modernists, who are in a sense his followers. Venturi's 
architecture has never been driven by the desire to replicate the past; where he uses historical form, it is with the goal of integrating it 
into a wide-ranging and, in the end, contemporary whole. That's why his architecture seems difficult to many people. It isn't 
particularly simple or easy, and it isn't always pretty. Mr. Venturi's buildings offer little of the scenographic pleasure of a lot of post-
modernism. They aren't buildings that indulge in the sentimental recall of the past; no one looks at a Venturi building and thinks he is 
in some Victorian fantasyland. It is no accident that Venturi has had several failed attempts to work with the Walt Disney Company, 
these days the most high-profile patron of big-name architecture of any corporation in the world: he doesn't do theme parks. One 
might say instead that he tries, in what is admittedly often an academic and highly studied way, to make architecture that inquires 
into the way in which the esthetic of the theme park has come to function as a part of the real world” (Goldberger).  
 
4. “Venturi traced his progressive investigation of flatness in architecture in terms of spatial layerings, the signboard, flat pattern 
ornament, and appliqué. By appliqué, he means the distribution of architectural elements over the surface of a wall, not as sculptured 
plastic elements but as flat design flush with its surface- as in the marble panel over the entrance of Wu Hall. There is of course a 
distinguished tradition for such architecture: for example, the cathedral and the baptistery in Florence, or the cathedrals of Siena and 
Pisa. Recent designs by Venturi derived from Greek temples show stylized porticoes set out in front of the wall of their ‘cella’ on a 
parallel plane of their own” (273). In recent designs especially, the appliqué often comes off the wall as a plane with architectural 
cutouts. This happens with the ‘portico’ for the garden front (which really faces a wood) off a just completed house in Delaware. The 
portico is straight out of the Greek temple at Paestum. The burly swell of the entasis of the flattened ‘columns’ is topped by the 
abrupt inverted curve of its ‘capital,’ which looks not unlike the inverted bowl of an Art Deco lighting fixture. The silhouetted portico 
suppors an immense, wheel-like, semicircular fan window. This bloated double sign for ‘monumentality’ screens a low-gabled, 
cottage-like house. It ironically draws the cottage out of itself into the high realm of architecture” (Jordy 273). “It is not cardboard 
scenery, but a structure of considerable thickness, so the lateral inflation of the columns suggests a wall. And the intensity of the 
shaping and proportion of the columns gives the voids between them an equally positive quality as shapes. One thinks back to the 
remark of one of Venturi’s mentors, the architect Louis Kahn, who said of Paestum: ‘The walls parted, and the temple was born.’ And 
now Venturi would seem to be saying: ‘The temple is flattened, and the wall returns’ ” (274).  
 
5. “Thus described, this kind of architecture may seem joky, flimsy, and cynical. The worst fears of those who prophesied that no good 
would come from Learning from Las Vegas would seem to be justified. At the time of the book’s publication, its critics too a number of 
negative stands against it. Some argued that worthwhile architectural theory had always been informed by high social aspirations, 
and could hardly be expected to emerge from the crassness- architecturally, socially, and morally – of Vegas. Others pointed out that, 
if the postmodernist generation criticized the uncritical enthusiasm of International Style modernists for technology, then the Venturi 
team was guilty of an equally uncritical enthusiasm for the trappings of commercial exploitation. Still others maintained that the 
Venturi emphasis on sign deliberately wrenched meaning from form, building, and function. The emphasis on two-dimensional 
graphics denied the ultimate reality of architecture as three-dimensional substance or volume. All these arguments- and more- have 
swirled around Learning from Las Vegas, and have been brought to bear against the architecture derived from its premises” (274). 
“Surely, too, the best of Venturi’s architecture displays the taut balance he maintains among the three principal sources of influence 
that currently condition architectural design: modernism, historicism, and Pop-vernacular. In his recent critical observations, Venturi 
is concerned to establish his centered position among these three sources of influence, and to indicate where he believes other 
architects have drifted off center” (274).  
 
6. “Venturi was even more occupied with architectural theory than with the expression of it in buildings. His purpose was to bring 
back into the collective memory the architectural canons that had proved valid for many centuries. This canon, with its models such 
as the principles of using the orders of columns, symmetry in building, and so on, had been considered conclusive since Vitruvius and 
Palladio. Anyone who understood it knew what context of meaning was attached to a particular form, for example the column or the 
broken pediment” (Tietz 84). “The assumed relationship of prestige and ornamentation had been questioned by Modernists in the  
1920s, who chose to place the functionality of their buildings in the foreground instead. From this point of view Venturi’s architecture 
was certainly not modern, but rather on the conservative side. But even when he turns to historical forms, Venturi’s buildings are 
unthinkable without classical Modernism, since they are defined by criticism of it. Venturi’s idea was not to refer back to pre-
Modernist styles, but to propose an alternative to its dreary and low-quality offshoots. His architecture was therefore a first attempt 
at going beyond Modernism, the first impetus towards Post-Modernism” (84-85). The house in New Castle County, Delaware “for a 
family of three has an unusual program. The wife, a musician, required a music room appropriate for small gatherings, and containing 
an organ, two pianos, and a harpsichord. The family wanted big windows facing the woods for bird-watching and the husband needed 
a study in a remote part of the house. The house sits in rolling fields at the edge of a valley to the west and woods to the north. 
Eighteenth-century Classical barns with generous scale and low horizontal proportions are traditional in northern Delaware where the 
site is located. The walls of these barns are field stone with wood frame and siding in some upper sections. We based the form and 
symbolism of the house on this indigenous architecture, to make it look at home in its rural setting and to conform to the easy, 



generous, yet unpretentious way of living our clients envisioned. The landscaping is cultivated in the immediate vicinity of the house, 
but natural beyond” (Venturi 89).  
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Discuss both how and why these buildings either reflect or break away from Modernist architectural principles.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Philip Johnson. Glass House, New Canaan, CT, 1949 
 
HOW this structures reflects MODERNIST architectural 
principles: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WHY this structure reflects MODERNIST architectural 
principles: 

Robert Venturi, John Rauch, and Denise Scott 
Brown. House in New Castle County, Delaware, 
1978-1983 
 
HOW this structure breaks away from MODERNIST 
architectural principles: 
 
 
 
 
 
WHY this structure breaks away from MODERNIST 
architectural principles: 



These three buildings were all designed to house exhibition spaces for art. In what ways do the buildings demonstrate not only an 

interest in innovative or experimental architectural design but also an expression of our cultural heritage or artistic endeavors?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Richard Rogers and Renzo Piano. Centre Georges Pompidou, 
Paris, 1977 
 
Innovative or experimental architectural features: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Architectural expression of cultural heritage/ artistic endeavor:  

Frank Gehry. Guggenheim Bilbao Museo, Bilbao, Spain, 1997 
 
Innovative or experimental architectural features: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Architectural expression of cultural heritage/ artistic endeavor:  
 

Zaha Hadid. MAXXI National Museum of XXI 
Century Arts, Rome, 2009 
 
Innovative or experimental architectural features: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Architectural expression of cultural heritage/ artistic 
endeavor:  
 



 

 

 

 

 

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 

READ THE FOLLOWING: 

Jeff Koons. Pink Panther from the Banality series, 1988, porcelain 
 
1.“ No artist among cool ‘postmodernists’ of recent decades has flirted more openly with commercialism than Jeff Koons, nor has 
anyone struck so steadfastly earnest a pose in the endeavor. Unapologetically, indeed some say brazenly appropriating advertising 
strategies, off-the-shelf merchandise, and kitsch icons from the inventories of mass-marketers and carriage-trade purveyors, Koons 
pursues his ambitions with missionary zeal. Self-appointed prophet of a heaven-on-earth of unashamed materialism and sexual bliss, 
Koons has gone Pop art one or two better, making an art of ‘the pitch’ and ‘the deal,’ as well as objects out of the flotsam and jetsam 
of consumer culture. The Banality series consisted of gigantic tchotchkes executed in polychromed wood and porcelain, of which Pink 
Panther (1988) is a prime example. On one level Koons's humor is pleasurably sophomoric. His mating of Jayne Mansfield and the 
eponymous cartoon character in Pink Panther is a thoroughly enjoyable send-up of heterosexual rapture and celebrity romance. This 
series with its focus on object-lust and needy sentimentality, shifted the progression into a darker key, even as the things Koons was 
fabricating to represent his evolving program were becoming bigger, brighter, and more alarmingly cheerful. Ephemeral reality scares 
Koons, so he makes indestructible totems to things that never lived and so cannot perish. His big yes to excess is a big no to 
irrepressible guilt. Despite all his put-ons and superficial cynicism, Koons is at bottom a deadly serious artist, a pivotal figure of his 
increasingly pessimistic generation.” (Storr).  
 
2. “Jeff Koons (b 1955)- self-publicist and critical celebrant of the superficial, consumption-crazy suburban society of the 1980s- has 
enshrined as art such household objects as vacuum cleaners, inflatable bunny rabbits, topiary puppy dogs, and porcelain 
pornography, all with sly references to Duchamp. Pink Panther shows a cheesy centerfold pin-up’s unsettling embrace of the cuddly 
cartoon figure. At more than 3 feet tall, this slick and glossy work is almost life-size, made from porcelain, a material more commonly 
used for knick-knacks than sculpture. The flat pastel colors recall Warhol’s Marilyn Monroe portraits. Koons’s unsettlingly bland and 
pretty work invites, even welcomes, critical disapproval, embracing kitschy lower-middle-class consumer culture without seeming to 
critique it, openly materialistic and straightforwardly shallow” (Stokstad and Cothren 1114). “Jeff Koons’s stainless-steel casts made 
their impact in the mid-1980s because of the genuine strangeness to a cultivated art world of his selected tokens of small-town life- 
tokens of its versions of masculine conviviality (the drinking accessories) and feminine gentility (the ceramic figurines). In the case of 
the china objects, Koons’s casts of casts fixed one’s attention on rococo fantasies of an old-regime aristocracy persisting from 
generation to generation through networks of unheralded craft industries, retailers, hobbyists, or merely house-proud collectors” 
(Crow 124). “Koons, like the Pop artists, took consumer goods and transformed them through alterations in scale and material.  By 
making them dysfunctional, he turned them into metaphoric artifacts. His brilliant series of sculptures engaged in a wide range of 
consumer habits- from liquor consumption and pornography to sports and entertainment” (Philips 320) 
 
3. “Jeff Koons is a well-known artist of the 80s who is often condemned for being a symbol of everything bad about that time- its 
artificiality, commercialism, corporatism, shallowness. And from this perspective there’s not much that could be said to save him 
from the guillotine” (Collings 248). “The bourgeoisie, the aristocratic, the objective realm, banality, sexuality, advertising, the media, 
God, love, society, a position of weakness, a position of strength, right now, puppy, embrace, humiliate- these are his often-used 
words and phrases. He only picks the ones that already have a good feel about them. In the 80s he saw banality everywhere and he 
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thought it should be embraced like a cuddly kitten. He saw art as equilibrium, as everything leveled. It was something people should 
love like they loved anything- like babies and sunshine and smiling. And it turned out to be quite a strange and unpredictable idea, 
after all, to think about what people actually want and then try to give it to them. Not from a Hollywood position but from a position 
of extreme avant gardism. So when they get it they’re horrified” (248).  
 
Jeff Koons. Rabbit from the Statuary series, 1986, stainless steel 
 
1. “An archetypical image and an icon of an entire decade, Jeff Koons’s Rabbit has the coldness of an object not built by human hands. 
More than just an icily perfect industrial product, it is above all a mental image and an embodiment of desire. The artist prefers to 
describe it as a chameleon; with its reflective material making it sort of postmodern Brancusi, Rabbit changes its skin and constantly 
regenerates itself. It makes room for viewers within itself swallowing them up, yet it reflects and rejects them, turning the public into 
a readymade. Like many other Koons pieces that use mirrors as both a metaphor and a material, Rabbit imprisons the observer, 
reflecting both the artist’s ego and a mass ego, as Koons has explained in his characteristic sermonizing prose: ‘I wanted to make 
works that embrace everyone’s own cultural history and made everybody feel that their history was perfect just the way it was’” 
(Birnbaum 8). “The works in the Statuary series not only employ the same materials- the stainless steel that the artist calls a material 
of the proletariat, replacing the gold and silver of the aristocracy- but also a fascination with art’s capacity to express social 
aspirations. Contrary to the popular cliché that writes him off as an artist for millionaire collectors, since the outset of his career Koons 
has repeatedly described his work as an exploration of art as a means of social mobility” (8). “Rabbit obviously calls to mind the epic of 
desire presented by Marcel Duchamp’s oeuvre; the similarity between Duchamp’s Fountain and Koons’s Rabbit is clear yet almost 
subliminal. Both are eroticized products of industry, and vessels to be filled by the viewer’s imagination” (8). “The Rabbit clearly hints 
at the Playboy logo, and the carrot has an unequivocal phallic presence, although the artist at times suggested it might be a 
microphone, which would turn the rabbit into a politician. Koons has also described the surfaces of the Statuary series, including 
Rabbit, as ‘pure sex;, the hard, masculine physicality of the metal coupled with the feminine softness and lightness evoked by the 
inflatable material. As with any bachelor machine, Rabbit is most likely a sexual hybrid or a hermaphrodite. A sphinx from the age of 
capitalist realism, it questions us in silence” (8).  
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Mariko Mori. Pure Land from the Esoteric Cosmos series, 1996-1998, photograph on glass 
 
1.“Mariko Mori (b. 1967) produces billboard-sized electronic installations, three-dimensional videos, and computer generated 
photographs that combine pop culture with self-spoofing autobiographical motifs. She employs sophisticated technologies for 
futuristic installations that combine image, music, and perfume- engaging all of the senses at once. In Pure Land, (a reference to the 
Buddhist paradise of Japan’s Pure Land sect), the artist appears as the Japanese goddess Kichijoten, floating in extraplanetary space 
among an assembly of alien cartoon musicians- which come alive in video versions of the piece” (Fiero 161). “Mori Mariko is one of the 
many contemporary artists who live in, and respond to, an increasingly global culture that contributes to the formation and 
expression of personal and professional identity. Attempts to categorize or label artists by nationality risk an oversimplification of 
their identity and do not fully acknowledge the continued effects of globalization on the individual. In the case of Mori, some may be 
inclined to emphasize the artist's identity, and her creative production, as essentially 'Japanese.' Mori's relationship with the Japanese 
art community is elusive and rarely discussed—a key factor when considering national inclusiveness” (Holland).  
 
2. “In Nirvana (1996–1997), and the derivative photographic work Pure Land (see Figure 2), Mori's creative reinterpretation of 
Japanese traditional iconography blended with innovative three-dimensional cinematography resulted in a watershed moment for 
the artist and set her apart from other contemporary media artists. Floating above a calm sea, Mori appears as the popular Heian 

http://www.moma.org/interactives/exhibitions/1997/dannheisser/commentary.html#koons
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Museum_of_Modern_Art
http://www.moma.org/interactives/exhibitions/1997/dannheisser/commentary.html#koons


deity Kichijōten who embodies ideal beauty and is harbinger of prosperity and happiness. The avatar holds in her hand the attribute 
of the nyoi hōju, or wish-granting jewel, symbolizing the Buddha's universal mind, or nirvana. It is believed that the jewel has the 
power to expel evil, cleanse corruption and fulfill wishes. Orbiting around Kichijōten are clouds on which colorful, animated aliens play 
musical instruments. The heady scent of sandalwood, dispersed by an artificial breeze, drifts overhead to extend the audience's 
immersive experience. Murakami Kanji developed this technological blend of moving film and animation, while Mori provided the 
creative heart in her role as scriptwriter, director, producer and actor. In an ironic twist, Mori uses the illusion of entertainment 
technologies to merge an age-old goddess of fortune and Enlightenment with global consumerism” (Holland). “In the photographs 
from the Esoteric cosmos series (1996–1998) Mori visualizes the cardinal points and four of the five elements—earth, water, fire and 
wind—of the ancient cosmological principles of the universe. In Mirror of water (1996) Mori appears as a multitude of futuristic idoru 
floating, along with a transparent alien head, in a cavernous underworld. The mirror-like pool featured refers to the clarity of mind 
associated with Enlightenment. In Burning desire (1996–1998), four seated figures engulfed in flames levitate above an arid canyon 
near Huo Yan Shan, or Flaming Mountain, in Xinjiang Province. In the center and slightly above the others, Mori is dressed in a white 
robe seated cross-legged, encircled by rainbow light. The colored costume of each figure and the derivative Tibetan monks' hats they 
wear suggest the Five Dhyani Buddhas common to the Vajrayana mandala. A student of Tibetan Buddhism, Mori has developed her 
own iconography to visualize the state of nirvana, which is achieved when the 'fire' of sensory-based desire has been extinguished” 
(Holland).  
 
3. “Nothing illustrates the conundrum of pleasure’s place in contemporary art more clearly than art of the 1990s and early 2000s that 
imitated the look and conventions of unmediated pleasure, the work of people like Jeff Koons, Mariko Mori, and Pipilotti Rist” (Van 
Laar and Diepeveen 149-150). “The title of Pure Land (1996-98) refers to a particular state of rebirth in the Buddhist cycle of 
reincarnation that ends in nirvana. Pure Land is the paradise achieved by the workshop of the Amitabha (or Amida) Buddha, a 
paradise marked by its sensuous, pleasure-loving aspects. A well-known Chinese fresco rendition of Pure land (Tang dynasty, second 
half of the eighth century) depicts a dancer with flowing scarves surrounded by court musicians playing various traditional 
instruments; similar images are also known from Japanese temples. Mori’s interpretation casts the artist herself in the central role, 
surrounded by imaginary musicians playing ancient instruments that continue to be used in Japan today in both Shinto and Buddhist 
ceremonies. Mori’s musicians are a mix of cyborg and alien, stylistically informed by Japanese animated cartoon characters but fully a 
creation of the artist. Pure Land is set in the landscape of the Dead Sea, the lowest point on earth, called ‘dead’ because the high 
salinity of its water cannot support any life. This salinity also calls to mind the salt used for purification in Shinto tradition. The 
protruding spit of sand at the bottom of Pure Land may refer to a primordial myth in which the sun goddess touched her spear into 
the water and at that point created the islands that formed Japan. In the background is a floral or plantlike ‘glass palace,’ which recalls 
the shape of Tibetan stupas. The lotus floating in the center of the image refers to the Buddhist belief that one is reborn in paradise 
out a lotus. Shot, like Pure Land, in the awe-inspiring landscape of the Dead Sea, the 3-D video portion of the installation is also title 
Nirvana and stars Mori in her elaborate dress inspired by a late-twelfth-century painted wood sculpture, well known in Japan, of the 
goddess Kichijoten. The original video footage was subsequently manipulated and combined with same musician figures seen in Pure 
Land. In the video, Mori holds a hoju, a crystal in the form of a lotus bud, frequently held by Buddha images. She performs a dance 
combined with mudra, the traditional hand positions often depicted in Buddhist art, which are employed to evoke particular states of 
mind. The video’s soundtrack reinforces the notion of a passage through varying states of being that ends in pure whiteness” (Eliel 30-
31).  
 
4. “Like all of Mori’s work, it includes images of the artist and incorporates aspects of performance, fashion design, and high 
technology as well as more traditional sculptural and photographic elements. Nirvana explores what the artist has previously called 
the ‘instability of identity’ and the ‘exchange between reality and fantasy’ and addresses the continued importance of tradit ion within 
contemporary Japanese society while questioning and even subverting its authority” (27). Mori “sees a symbiotic relationship 
between popular culture and the consumer. Popular culture both provides a vision of what could be, creating desire, and fulfills the 
consumer’s desires; for Mori, it ‘symbolizes our consciousness, our expectations in life.’ If a product has successfully entered into 
popular culture, it has met a consumer need. With her captivating images, she is aiming to create characters that need to be created” 
(King 35-36). “Mori’s challenge is to create images that employ the sophisticated vocabulary and techniques of the commercial world 
but are not created for a specifically commercial reason or owned by anyone else. She works outside of the commercial system in 
order to convey her own messages. By putting herself in her images, Mori avoids the layer of interpretation that would come with 
using another model. She designs her images with her own team of stylists, photographers, computer imagists, sound technicians, 
and fabricators. Each of her videos is handled like a full-scale professional production, with Mori as author, director, and producer” 
(36).  
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Analyze both how and why these works address class distinctions between “high” and “low” art in regard to both content and 

medium.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jeff Koons. Pink Panther from the Banality series, 1988, porcelain 
 
HOW and WHY the work addresses distinctions between “high” and “low” art 
in regard to content 
 
HOW: 
 
 
WHY: 
 
 
HOW the work addresses distinctions between “high” and “low” art in regard 
to medium 
 
HOW: 
 
 
WHY: 
 

Jeff Koons. Puppy, 2004 installation at Bilbao, Spain 
 
HOW and WHY the work addresses distinctions between “high” 
and “low” art in regard to content 
 
HOW: 
 
 
 
WHY: 
 
 
 
HOW the work addresses distinctions between “high” and “low” 
art in regard to medium 
 
HOW: 
 
 
 
WHY: 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mariko Mori. Pure Land from the Esoteric Cosmos series, 
1996-1998, photograph on glass 
 
HOW and WHY the work addresses distinctions between 
“high” and “low” art in regard to content 
 
HOW: 
 
 
WHY: 
 
 
 
HOW the work addresses distinctions between “high” and 
“low” art in regard to medium 
 
HOW: 
 
 
 
WHY: 
 

Jeff Koons. Rabbit from the Statuary series, 1986, stainless steel 
 
HOW and WHY the work addresses distinctions between “high” and “low” art in 
regard to content 
 
HOW: 
 
 
WHY: 
 
 
HOW the work addresses distinctions between “high” and “low” art in regard to 
medium 
 
HOW: 
 
 
WHY: 
 

Takashi Murakami. Miss ko2, 1997, oil, acrylic, 
fiberglass, and iron 
 
HOW and WHY the work addresses distinctions 
between “high” and “low” art in regard to content 
 
HOW: 
 
 
WHY: 
 
 
 
HOW the work addresses distinctions between “high” 
and “low” art in regard to medium 
 
HOW: 
 
 
 
WHY: 
 



 

 

 

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 

1. The leftist politics of the _____________________ group in the early 1960s strongly influenced the 

German artist Joseph Beuys (1921-1986). Beuys’s commitment to artworks stimulating thought about  

art and life derived in part from his experiences as a ________________________ during the Crimean  

War. After the enemy shot down his plane over the Crimea, nomadic _________________________ 

nursed him back to health by swaddling his body in fat and felt to warm him. 

2. Fat and felt thus symbolized healing and regeneration to 

Beuys, and he incorporated these materials into many of 

his sculptures and actions, such as How to Explain 

Pictures to a Dead Hare. This 0ne-person event consisted 

of Beuys in a room hung with his  

_____________________________, cradling a dead hare 

to which he spoke softly. Beuys coated his head with  

honey covered with _____________________, creating a 

shimmering mask. In this manner, he took on the role of  

the _____________________, an individual with special 

spiritual powers. As such, Beuys believed he was acting 

to help revolutionize human thought so that each human 

being could become a truly free and creative person.  

3. Beuys perceived his art as a social mission, needed to heal post-_____________ German society. He 

wanted to heal, first of all, those who built Auschwitz. For Beuys, extreme rationality, efficiency and 

technocracy, defined the modern era. Although seemingly good, he viewed these trends as  

____________________ since the Holocaust was only possible because of German’s rationality, 

efficiency, and functionality couple with it s specific ideological premises. 

THEME: WAR and VIOLENCE 
FOCUS: Beuys’s Fat Chair, Beuys’s How to Explain Pictures to a Dead 
Hare, Golub’s Mercenaries IV, Kiefer’s Nigredo, Whiteread’s 
Holocaust Memorial in Vienna 
ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-

culture/conceptual-performance/a/joseph-beuys-fat-chair 

READING ASSIGNMENT: KLEINER, pp. 935, 951, 954-955, 966 
POWERPOINT: WAR and VIOLENCE: GLOBAL ART since 1960 
(Joseph Beuys, Leon Golub, Anselm Kiefer, and Rachel Whiteread) 
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4. Beuys sought to contrast the Holocaust’s rationality with the 

irrationality he believed could be found in   

so-called “__________________ societies.” The shamanistic use of 

natural materials was meant to underscore man’s relation to 

nature and to a concrete human community in which the practice 

of healing takes place. Like the materials in Fat Chair, they are real 

and do not mislead and this truthfulness yields a kind of beauty.  

5. The Chicago artist Leon Golub (1922-2004) is best known for large-scale works on unstretched canvases 

depicting anonymous characters inspired by newspaper and magazine photographs. The figures 

participate in atrocious street violence, terrorism, and torture. The rawness of the  

________________ reinforces the rawness of the imagery. Golub painted the mercenaries in  

Mercenaries IV so that the viewer’s eye is level with the menacing figures’ __________________. He 

placed the men so close to the front plane of the work that the lower edge of the painting cuts off their  

_______________, thereby trapping the viewer in the painting’s compressed space. 

6. The paintings have a universal impact 

because they suggest not specific stories but 

a condition of being. The tableau presents 

tough men, willing to fight, for a price, for 

any political cause. The dark uniforms and 

skin tones flatten their figures and make 

them stand out against the dark  

red __________________________. The red color pushes their forms forward up against the picture  

plane and becomes an echoing __________________ in the space between the two groups.  

7. The paintings of German artist Anselm Kiefer (b. 1945), who studied art in Dusseldorf with  

______________________, often involve a reexamination of German history, particularly the painful 

Nazi era of 1933-1945. Kiefer believes Germany’s participation in World War II and the Holocaust left  

permanent _________________ on the souls of the German people and on the souls of all humanity.  

8. Nigredo (blackening) pull the viewer into an expressive landscape that appears bleak and charred. The  

incinerated landscape alludes to the horrors of the _______________________________ and suggest a 

notion of alchemical change or transformation as well as death.  His paintings have thickly encrusted  

surfaces incorporating materials such as __________________ and _________________________. This 

 provides a textured surface that accounts for the impact of his work. 



9. In 1996, the city of Vienna chose British sculptor Rachel Whiteread (b. 1963) to design a commemorative 

monument to the 65,000 Austrian Jews who perished at the hands of the Nazis during World War II. One 

reason the work was controversial was its Minimalist severity; Whiteread placed a  

massive block of ______________________ in a Baroque square in the heart of the Austrian capital.  

10. Whiteread modulated the surface of the Holocaust memorial only slightly by depicting in low relief the  

shapes of two _________________ and hundreds of identical _____________________ on shelves, with 

the edges of the covers and the pages rather than the spines facing outward. This was both a reference  

to the Jews as the “People of the ___________________” and to the _________________________ that 

accompanied Jewish persecutions throughout the centuries and under the Nazis. 

11. Around the base, Whiteread inscribed the names of Nazi _____________________________ in German, 

Hebrew, and English. The setting for the memorial is Judenplatz (Jewish square), the site of a  

_________________________ destroyed in 1421. The brutality of the tomblike monument- it cannot be 

entered, and its shape suggests a prison block- was a visual was well as a psychological shock in the 

beautiful Viennese square.  

12. Whiteread had gained fame in 1992 for her monument commemorating the demolition of a  

___________________-class neighborhood in East London. Her work House took the form of a concrete 

cast of the space inside the last standing Victorian house on the site. She had also made sculptures of  

“___________________ spaces,” for example, the space beneath a chair or mattress or sink. In Vienna,  

she represented the space behind the _____________________ of a library. In drawing viewers’  

attention to the __________________ between and inside objects and buildings, she addresses what is 

“seen but not looked at.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 

 

 

1. When Mao Zhedong first came to power in 1949, he encouraged artists to create “art for the  

________________” that would convey Communist ideas in ways accessible to the masses. Realistic oil 

paintings of workers, soldiers, and peasants began to replace traditionally popular ink paintings 

featuring such natural subjects as landscapes birds, and flowers.  

2. The institution of the _____________________ Revolution in 

1966 led to strict regulation of artistic production. Many 

traditional artists suffered humiliation and torture at the  

hands of the “__________ Guard,” who publicly denounced 

them and destroyed their artworks. 

3. A color lithograph of Chairman Mao en Route to Anyuan is 

based on a well-known oil painting by Liu Chunhua. It depicts 

the Chairman as a young man walking to the Anyuan  

__________________ in the western Jiangxi province. Mao 

was among a group of enthusiastic Communist leaders who  

had guided the _______________________ through a 

successful strike. The strike had resulted in higher wages, 

better labor conditions, a radical educational program, and 

widespread support for the Communist party.  

4. The heroic pose and warm, almost glowing tones used to depict the Chairman here are characteristic of 

the many idealized Mao portraits produced during the period. Published widely in newspapers and 

THEME: CLASS and SOCIETY 
FOCUS: Chunhua’s Chairman Mao en Route to Anyuan, Xu Bing’s 
Book from the Sky, Julie Mehretu’s Stadia II, Ai Weiwei’s Sunflower 
Seeds 
ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: 
http://www.learner.org/courses/globalart/work/47/index.html 
ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: 

http://etcweb.princeton.edu/asianart/assets/archivedmaterials/Xu%20Bing%20handout.pdf 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://blog.art21.org/2009/10/01/meet-the-season-5-artist-

julie-mehretu/#.VJ9MdBtA 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-

modern/exhibition/unilever-series-ai-weiwei/interpretation-text 

READING ASSIGNMENT: KLEINER, pp. 935, 951, 954-955, 966 
POWERPOINT: CLASS and SOCIETY: GLOBAL ART since 1960 (Xu 
Bing, Julie Mehretu, and Ai Weiwei) 

http://www.learner.org/courses/globalart/work/47/index.html
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journals, party officials described the image as a “__________________ work.” It was reproduced in the 

form of posters, statues, and even on kitchenware.  

5. During the chaos and persecutions of the Cultural 

Revolution, the contemporary artist Xu Bing was 

separated from his family and forced into  

___________________________ labor. Chairman 

Mao’s radical transformation of Chinese culture, 

Xu Bing writes, was “most deeply rooted [in] his  

transformation of ________________________.” 

Xu Bing’s Book from the Sky is a political revelation 

of the vulnerability and culpability of  

______________________. 

6. Book from the Sky was begun in 1987. It incorporates four books, composed of some 4,000 Chinese  

characters ______________________ by the artist and wholly unreadable. Although they may appear to 

a Western audience to be ordinary Chinese characters, the Chinese audience has been surprised, often 

dismayed, and sometimes angry to discover that the words cannot be read. They unite all audiences, 

everywhere, in a kind of induced illiteracy, but they are most frustrating to those who read  

Chinese. Xu Bing’s “writing” is a reminder of how ___________________________ has already been 

abused by those in control of it, and as a strike against those who have violated it through modern 

political propaganda. 

7. A specialist in woodcut printing, Xu Bing ________________ the 4,000 characters individually by hand 

using a font style from the fifteenth-century Ming dynasty. The four-volume set is accompanied by a 

hand-carved storage box. In a complete installation format, multiple copies of the four volumes are  

spread in a large rectangular across the ground (a traditional ___________________ shape), with long  

scrolls draped in rounded forms above (suggesting ____________________).  

8. Julie Mehretu was born in Ethiopia but moved to the United 

States at age 6. Her paintings and drawings refer to elements of 

mapping and architecture, achieving a calligraphic complexity 

that resembles turbulent atmospheres and dense  

social ______________________.  Architectural renderings and 

aerial views of urban grids enter the work as fragments, losing 

their real-world specificity and challenging narrow geographic 

and cultural readings. 



9. Her works engage the history of nonobjective art- from Constructivism to Futurism- posing 

contemporary questions about the relationship between utopian impulses and  

______________________. The paintings’ wax-like surfaces- built up over weeks and months in thin  

______________________ layers- have a luminous warmth and spatial depth, with formal qualities of 

light and space made all the more complex by Mehretu’s delicate depictions of fire, explosions, and 

perspectives.  

10. Ai Weiwei’s Sunflower is made up of what appear to be millions of sunflower seed husks, apparently 

identical but actually unique. Although they look realistic, each seed is made out of  

_____________________. And far from being industrially produced, “readymade” or found objects, they 

have been intricately hand-crafted by hundreds of skilled artisans. Poured into the interior of the Tate 

Modern’s Turbine Hall, the seeds form a seemingly infinite landscape.  

11. One of China’s leading conceptual artists, Ai is known for his social or performance-based interventions  

as well as object-based artworks. Citing the artist ______________________________, he refers to 

himself as a “readymade”, merging his life and art in order to advocate both the freedoms and 

responsibilities of individuals. As material for his art, he draws upon the society and politics of  

contemporary China as well as cultural artifacts such as ancient Neolithic __________________ and  

traditional Chinese _____________________, whose function and perceived value he challenges 

and subverts. 

12. For Ai, sunflower seeds – a common street snack shared by friends – carry personal associations with 

Mao Zedong’s brutal Cultural Revolution (1966–76). While individuals were stripped  

of personal freedom, propaganda images depicted Chairman Mao as the _______________ and the  

mass of people as ___________________________ turning towards him. Yet Ai remembers the sharing 

of sunflower seeds as a gesture of human compassion, providing a space for pleasure, friendship and 

kindness during a time of extreme poverty, repression and uncertainty. 

13. There are over 100 million seeds, ________________ 

times the number of Beijing’s population and nearly a  

______________________ of China’s internet users. The 

work seems to pose numerous questions. What  

does it mean to be an _________________________ in 

today’s society? Are we insignificant or powerless  

unless we act ____________________________? 

http://www.tate.org.uk/artists/marcel-duchamp
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THEME: IMAGES of POWER 
FOCUS: Basawan and Chatar Muni’s Akbar and the Elephant Hawai, 
Bichitr’s Jahangir Preferring a Sufi Shaikh to Kings, Taj Mahal 
ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://mydailyartdisplay.wordpress.com/2012/10/19/akbars-

adventure-with-the-elephant-hawai-in-1561-by-basawan-and-chetar-munti/ 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/art-

islam/islamic-art-late-period/a/bichtir-jahangir-preferring-a-sufi-shaikh-to-kings 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/art-

islam/islamic-art-late-period/a/the-taj-mahal 

READING ASSIGNMENT: KLEINER, pp. 974-975, 978-980 
POWERPOINT: IMAGES of POWER: MUGHAL ART and 
ARCHITECTURE (Mughal Manuscripts and the Taj Mahal) 

1. During the long reign 
of Humayun’s son, 
Akbar (r. 1556-1605) 
commissioned Abul 
Fazl, a member of the 
court and close friend, 
to chronicle his life in a 
great biography called 
the  
 
____________________ 
(History of Akbar). This 
miniature comes from 
the emperor’s personal 
copy of the work.  

4. The painting depicts 
the episode of Akbar 
 
and _______________, a 
wild elephant the 19-
year-old ruler mounted 
and pitted against 
another ferocious 
elephant, Ran Bagha. 
The ability of the young 
ruler to bring the 
elephant under control 
was viewed as an 
allegory of Akbar’s 
ability to  
 
___________________- 
that is, take charge of an 
unruly state. 

2. With a high 
horizon line, the 
figures at the top of 
the manuscript 
were drawn  
 
________________ 
than the figures 
below to suggest a 
sense of depth and 
distance.  

3. In the River 
Jumna, fishermen 
are seen in a boat 
trying to  steady a 
boat  rocked by 
turbulent waters, 
caused by the 
violent movement 
of the pontoon  
 
______________  
collapsing under the 
weight of the 
elephants. 

5. A man, with an 
unwound  
 
_______________ 
lying at his side, is 
seen having been 
trampled by the 
elephants.  

6. The figures sliding into the water in the foreground heighten the effects of chaos. How did the artists compose this 
image in order to heighten a sense of drama and draw our eye towards these figures?  
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1. From the 16
th

 to the 19
th

 century, the most powerful rulers in South Asia were the Mughal 
emperors. “Mughal,” originally a Western term, means “descended from the Mongols,” although  
 
the Mughals considered themselves descendants of _____________________, the Muslim 
conqueror whose capital was at Samarkand in Uzbekistan. The radiant halo placed behind  
 
Jahangir’s head combines a golden sun and a white crescent ____________________ to emphasize 
how the ruler is the center of the universe and its light source. 
 

2. Facing away 
from the 
emperor, a putto 
on the left holds a 
bow with a 
broken string and 
a bent arrow, 
while the one on 
the right covers 
his face with his 
hands. What are 
some possible 
explanations as to 
why these figures 
were included? 

3. Since Jahangir’s  
 
father, ____________, 
had gone to a mystic 
to pray for an heir, 
Jahangir is shown 
here presenting an 
elderly Sufi shaykh (or 
mystic saint) with a 
sumptuous  
 
_____________ as a 
gift, indicating 
perhaps that he values 
spiritual guidance 
over temporal 
pleasures.  Clear to 
the observer is the 
stark contrast 
between Jahangir’s 
gem-studded 
bracelets and rings 
and the sufi’s bare 
hands. The elderly 
sufi, however, uses a  
 
_______________ to 
accept the gift, 
thereby avoiding 
physical contact with 
a royal personage. 

6. Above the self-
portrait of the artist 
are depictions of the 
English king  
 
__________________ 
and a Turkish  
 
_________________.  
Their presence 
indicates that 
Jahangir favors 
visitation with a holy 
man over an audience 
with kings. 

7. The artist Bichitr is shown wearing an 
understated yellow jama (robe) tied on his 
left, indicating that he is a  
 
_________________ in service at the 
Mughal court- a reminder that artists who 
created Islamic art were not always 
Muslim.  He replicates his yellow jama in 
the miniature painting he holds, perhaps 
to clarify this identity. 

8. Beneath Jahangir’s seat, crouching putti 
write (in Persian) “O Shah, May the Span of  
 
Your ______________ be a Thousand Years,”  
 
at the base of an _______________________ 
that makes up the pedestal of Jahangir’s 
throne.   

5. On the top of a  
 
______________, 
the artist Bichitr 
signed his name, 
indicating the 
painter’s inferior 
status since it was 
used by the 
emperor to step 
on in order to 
reach his throne. 

4. As the emperor 
is placed above 
“time”, he is 
depicted  
 
______________ 
in scale than the 
other figures in 
the miniature. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Shah Jahan (r. 1628-
1658), Jahangir’s son, built 
this immense mausoleum 
as a memorial to his 
favorite wife,  
 
______________________, 
although it eventually 
became the ruler’s tomb 
as well.  

4. The marble structure is topped by a 
bulbous dome and surrounded by four  
 
____________________  (towers) of equal 
height. Although these towers are usually 
associated with mosques – for use by the 
muezzin who leads the call to prayer- here, 
they are not functional, but ornamental, 
underscoring the Mughal focus on structural 
balance and harmony. 

3. The large, 
climatic dome is 
shaped like a “taj” 
(meaning  
 
“______________”), 
hence the name of 
the structure, the 
Taj Mahal.  

1. Some of 
the Taj 
Mahal’s 
architecture 
fuses aspects 
of indigenous 
elements 
from Hindu 
architecture. 
In particular, 
this is evident 
in the 
umbrella-
shaped  
 
___________ 
(dome 
shaped 
pavilions) 
atop the 
structure and 
the towers.  

5. The 
inscriptions 
surrounding the 
central 
gateway were 
carefully 
inscribed 
excerpts from 
the  
 
____________ 
suggesting that 
the designer of 
the Taj Mahal 
may have 
conceived the 
mausoleum as 
the  
 
_____________ 
of God perched 
above the 
gardens of 
Paradise on 
judgment day.  

6. Balance 
and 
proportion 
were of 
particular 
importance 
to the 
designers of 
the Taj 
Mahal. The 
building 
(excluding 
the towers) is 
exactly as  
 
___________ 
as it is tall, 
and the 
height of its 
dome is equal 
to the height 
of the  
 
___________. 

7. Reinforcing the illusion of 
the marble tomb being 
suspended above water is the 
absence of any visible means 
of ascent to the upper  
 
____________________. A 
stairway does exist, but the 
architect intentionally hid it 
from view of anyone 
approaching the memorial.  

8. Stretching in front of the Taj Mahal is a 
monumental chahar bagh garden, that is  
 
divided into _______________________, 
with a building (such as a pavilion or tomb)  
 
along its central _________________. The 
complex is situated on the banks of the  
 
____________________ River, allowing for 
easy access to water.  

ADDITIONAL NOTES on the TAJ MAHAL: 



 

 

 

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 

 

1. Long imported by China’s Asian neighbors as luxury goods and treasures, Chinese porcelains later 

captured great attention in the West, where potters did not succeed in mastering the production  

process until the early ______________________ century. Like stoneware, porcelain objects are fired in  

a ___________________ at an extremely high temperature (well over 2000 degrees F) until the clay fully 

fuses into a dense, hard substance. 

2. The most stable and widely used coloring agents used as  

underglazes for porcelains are ______________________ 

compounds, which emerge after firing as an intense blue. To obtain a 

wider palette, an artist must paint on top of the glaze after firing  

the work. These overglaze colors, or ________________, then fuse to 

the glazed surface in an additional firing at a much lower 

temperature. 

3. The David Vases were created in 1351 during the Yuan Dynasty for a _____________________ temple  

to honor a ____________________ who had been recently made into a god. When these vases were  

created, China was part of a ________________________ empire that stretched all the way to eastern 

Europe. Although these particular vases were not made for a large export trade, they do resemble the  

type of porcelain works that would have been popular in the country of present-day _______________. 

4. Most prominently on the vases are dragons, symbolic of __________________ energy, with floral  

motifs. The neck depicts a phoenix, symbolic of ______________________ energy, along with an 

inscription that states the date and purpose of the vases. The handles form the shape of 
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_________________________, a suggestion that the vases may have been inspired by earlier bronze 

vessels.  

5. In 1368, Zhu Yuanzhong led a popular uprising that  drove the last ______________________ emperor  

from Beijing. After expelling the foreigners from China, he founded the native Chinese  

__________________ dynasty (r. 1368-1644). The new emperor built his capital at Nanjing (southern  

capital), but the third emperor, ______________________ (“Perpetual Happiness” r. 1403-1424) moved 

the imperial seat back to Beijing. Although Beijing had been home to the Yuan dynasty, Ming architects 

designed much of the city as well as the imperial palace at its core. 

6. The Ming builders laid out Beijing as three nested walled 

cities. The outer perimeter wall was 15 miles long and  

enclosed the walled ______________________ City, with a 

perimeter of 6 miles, and the vast imperial palace  

compound, the ________________________ City, 

surrounded by a 50-yard-wide moat.  

7. The layout provided the perfect setting for the elaborate ritual of the imperial court. For example, the  

entrance gateway to the complex, the ________________ Gate, has five portals. Only the emperor could 

walk through the central one. The two entrances to its left and right were reserved for the  

imperial family and _______________________. Others had to use the outermost passageways. 

Entrance to the Forbidden City proper was through the nearly 40-yard-tall triple-passageway  

___________________ Gate. Only the emperor and his retinue and foreign ambassadors who had been 

granted an official audience could pass through this gate. 

8. Within the Forbidden City, more gates and a series of courtyards, gardens, temples, and other buildings 

led eventually to the Hall of Supreme Harmony, in which the emperor, seated on his  

____________________ throne on a high stepped platform, received important visitors. The hall is the  

largest _____________________ building in China. Perched on an immense platform above marble  

staircases, this hall was the climax of a long _____________-_________________ axis. In front of the  

hall were bronze statues of a turtle and a crane, symbols of ____________________________. 

9. Beyond that grand reception hall is the even more restricted Inner Court and the Palace of Heavenly  

___________________- the private living quarters of the emperor and his extended family of wives, 

concubines, and children. At the northern end of the central axis of the Forbidden City is the Gate of  



_________________________, through which the palace servants gained access to the complex. 

10. An exceptionally large example of Ming history 

painting is a hanging scroll painted by Shang Xi around 

1430. Guan Yu Captures General Pang De represents an 

episode from China’s tumultuous third century (Period 

of Disunity) whose wars inspired one of the first great 

Chinese novels, The Romance of the Three Kingdoms. In 

the painting, Shang used  

_________________ to focus attention on Guan and 

his attendants, who stand out sharply from the ink 

landscape. 

11. The painting depicts Guan, renowned for his loyalty to the emperor and his military valor, being  

presented with the captured enemy Pang De, who has been _______________________, further 

heightening his humiliation. The historical warrior Guan Yu was the subject of a religious cult 

particularly supported by the Ming court. Like the Yuan predecessors, however, the Ming emperors had 

no formal academy structure for painters. Until recently, painters like Shang Xi were held in very low 

esteem, perhaps due partially to the fact that some of the stylistic features suggest the influence of 

Tibetan artists under the Mongols.  

 

        Compare and contrast the palace of Versailles with the Forbidden City in terms of their design, function, and ornamentation. 

 How the Forbidden City is 

DIFFERENT from Versailles 

How the Forbidden City and 

Versailles are SIMILAR 

How Versailles is DIFFERENT 

from the Forbidden City 

FUNCTION    

DESIGN    

ORNAMENTATION    



 

 

 

 

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 
READ the FOLLOWING 

 
Portrait of Sin Sukju, Korean Joseon Dynasty, c. 15

th
 century CE, ink and color hanging silk scroll 

 
1.“It was common practice in the Joseon to make replicas of portraits of important ancestors, particularly meritorious subjects. These 
portraits, believed to embody the spirit of their subjects, were worshipped in various family shrines (yeongdang), which might belong 
to different branches of a family” (Lee and Chang 105). “Along with depictions of royals, one of the most important tasks of the court 
painters was the creation of portraits of meritorious officials (gongsin). Subjects who performed distinguished services for the state 
were exemplars representing the Confucian virtue of loyalty. Throughout the Joseon period, a large number of portraits of 
meritorious officials were created to mark such occasions as the foundation of the dynasty, the suppression of revolts, and the repulse 
of foreign invasions” (67). “Although numerous portraits of meritorious subjects were produced during the early Joseon period, only a 
few, unfortunately, have survived. Two such survivors are the portraits of Sin Sukju (1417-1475) and Jang Malson (1431-1486). The 
primary function of portraits of meritorious subjects was to celebrate their contributions to the state and to emphasize the Confucian 
value of loyalty to the king. An eminent literatus with important publications to his credit, Sin Sukju was also a key political figure of 
his time, who rose to the position of prime minister. He was named a meritorious subject four times during his life, including under 
kings Sejo (r. 1455-68) and Seongjong (r. 1469-94). Following the convention of fifteenth-century Korean gongsin portraiture, Portrait 
of Sin Sukju depicts the sitter in a three-quarter pose facing his right, resplendent official robe and an official black silk hat. Particularly 
eye-catching is the garment’s luminous gold-embroidered green rank badge with peacocks. Despite the painting’s weathered 
appearance, the portrait retains a lifelike quality, capturing not only the physical features of this eminent scholar-official but also his 
character” (67).  
 
2. “Just as Sin and Jang became icons of the Confucian ideal of loyalty, so did their representations become models embodying  that 
virtue for gongsin portraiture in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries” (67).  “Another responsibility of court painters was to make 
pictorial records of various court rituals and ceremonies. Artists executed documentary paintings depicting court banquets for or 
gatherings of elder statesmen and state-examination alumni, that is, those who had passed the same civil-service examination. The 
promotion of Confucian learning in the early Joseon period was closely related to the recruitment of educated civil and military 
officials to the court. To recruit men of ambition, virtue, and talent, the Joseon state relied heavily on a ranking system based on civil, 
military, and technical examinations. Civil officials received by far the greatest honor and prestige; as a result, the civil-service 
examination became the most competitive. Under Confucian rulership, the primary emphasis was on state examinations, which 
served as important gateways to an individual’s and therefore his family’s success. The ruling yangban- degree holders and their 
families, as well as candidates who had not yet passed the civil-service and military examinations- enjoyed political, social, and 
cultural privileges and monopolized the state examination system. Although in theory male commoners were allowed to sit for the 
examinations, the education necessary to pass the examinations were made available almost exclusively to the sons of the yangban” 
(67, 69). “In Neo-Confucianism, the ascendance of the Mencian notion of the original goodness of human nature and the idea of the 
perfectibility of a person led to the emergence of the sage-kingship as a potent political ideal. However, there existed a wide variety 
of choices of how to translate the symbolic role of the monarch within the actual workings of the monarchy. At the beginning of the 
Joseon, two models at opposite extremes competed: one consisted of a purely symbolic ruler, with no power, in a prime minster-
centered structure, the other, of an autocratic sovereign who sought the counsel of his ministers at his pleasure” (6). “By the mid-
sixteenth century the Joseon court seems to have reached some semblance of an agreement on the balance between the symbolic 
and actual roles of the monarch. The ruler maintained the decision-making power of a sovereign, but this was to be exercised with 
ministerial counsel. A monarch ruling in partnership with a governing elite was nothing new in Korea- it is a form of government that 
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can be traced by to Silla (57 BCE- 935 CE)- but under the Joseon the political discourse was carried out in the Confucian rhetoric of the 
sage-kingship” (6). “Painting served as both a means of propagating Neo-Confucian beliefs and worldviews and a form of aesthetic 
pleasure and intellectual and moral cultivation. As such, it was practiced not only by the professional painters employed by the court’s 
Bureau of Painting (dohwaseo) but also by the political and cultural elite, including the scholar-officials in government and the 
monarchs themselves. The pursuit of painting by the king and the men in government, however, was accompanied by cautions 
expressed by the literati against excessive enjoyment of it, at the cost of diligent Confucian scholarship and effective governance” 
(18).  
 
Works Cited: 
 
Lee, Soyoung and Chin-Sung Chang.  Art of the Korean Renaissance 1400-1600. New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2009.  
 

Address ways in which the following works express both status or prestige and ritual or tradition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Silla Crown from the Three Kingdoms Period in Korea, 5
th

-6
th

 century CE, gold and 
jade 
 
How the work expresses STATUS or PRESTIGE 
 
 
 
 
 
How the work expresses RITUAL or TRADITION 

Portrait of Sin Sukju, Korean Joseon Dynasty, c. 15
th

 century CE, ink and color hanging 
silk scroll 
 
How the work expresses STATUS or PRESTIGE 
 
 
 
 
 
How the work expresses RITUAL or TRADITION 

Maebyeong Vase from the Goryeo dynasty, 12
th

 century CE, stoneware with celadon glaze 
 
How the work expresses STATUS or PRESTIGE 
 
 
 
 
How the work expresses RITUAL or TRADITION 



 

 

 

 

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 

Katsura Imperial Villa (Kyoto) 1620-1663 
 
1. “The Tokugawa period is known for its founder, Tokugawa Ieyasu (1542-1616), who became shogun in 1603, but it is sometimes 
called the ‘Edo Period’ after his new capital (present-day Tokyo).  Tokugawa Ieyasu’s castle in Edo (destroyed in 1657) was 192 feet 
tall and had about 181 acres of ground.  Edo now housed Ieyasu’s entourage or about 50,000 samurai and their staffs and the 
mansions of roughly 260 daimyo.  Keeping these influential men in Edo, away from their homes in the provinces, half the year, or 
every second year, weakened them politically.  This helped to centralize and stabilize the shogunate, which followed a neo-Confucian 
philosophy that required the unquestioned loyalty of all to the shogun and state. While the government, which forbade the Japanese 
to travel outside the country, was often very repressive, this period was relatively peaceful and highly prosperous.  The new era saw 
the growth of large cities, a money economy, the rise of literacy, and a new middle class” (O’Riley 192). “The enduring Japanese 
interest in refinement, the reduction of elements to their most essential forms, seems to reach its ultimate point of development in 
the design of the Katsura Detached Palace in Kyoto.  The palace, which is still used by the Imperial family today, was not a full-time 
residence, but an elegant retreat built for a prince” (192-193). “Unlike many earlier country homes, temples, and religious complexes 
laid out along symmetrical lines, the palace is asymmetrical in plan.  It consists of three sections or shoins joined at the corners, giving 
the ground plan of the palace an irregular, staggered, or stepped outline.  The proportional relationships of all the parts are based on 
the tatami module, but within this system of thought the designers created a very wide variety of spaces” (193). 
 
2. “Approaching the palace, visitors may notice that the doorways and the windows are not centered in the walls or symmetrically 
arranged, and there is no grand palatial façade to tell them where to enter.  Inside, there is no grand hallway or hierarchy of spaces 
leading one to a single all-important destination such as a grand audience hall.  In fact, the idea of a fully enclosed hall or room with 
four walls hardly exists, and moving from one semi-enclosed place to another in U- and L-shaped patterns, the visitor cannot 
anticipate what will come next.  The spaces are remarkably open and flow one to the other, in part because the Japanese sit and sleep 
on the floor, using very little furniture.  This openness is further enhanced by the sliding panels (fusuma) set in wooden frames so that 
they can be moved to open or close spaces.  Thus, the occupants of the palace have the freedom to reconfigure the design of each 
shoin to meet the needs of any day or moment” (193). “Moving through the palace, the visitor experiences a constantly shifting 
composition of open and closed spaces, surrounding geometries, and exterior views of the surrounding gardens and small, rustic 
teahouse-style buildings nestled within them.  With its many verandas under broad overhanging roofs, there is often no clear 
distinction between inside and outside spaces.  The verandas, designed to offer the Imperial family a wide variety of views of nature 
as it changes with the seasons, reflect the interests of the haiku poets who recorded elegant images of their experience with nature” 
(193-194). “As opposed to the mathematically predictable character of symmetrical designs, asymmetrical compositions such as the 
Katsura Palace have an inherent vitality that captures the spirit of life, growth, and change.  Its design engages the viewer to be an 
active participant in an experience of it.  In fact, the vitality and flow of these ‘empty’ spaces may be the ‘fullest’ and most important 
experience the palace has to offer.  They may reflect the Japanese belief that all things flow freely through the past, present, and 
future.  Time does not march on in linear fashion to a steady beat.  Nothing is permanent, nothing is predictable- only change is 
certain; the event’s in one’s life are not part of a grand and logical plan.  These important cultural ideals seem to be deep ly embedded 
in the design of the palace.  No single part of it tells a visitor what the rest of the palace will hold, and his or her individual and 
sequential movements through it are not part of a grand plan for the whole” (194). 
 
3. “Katsura was built- and perhaps even designed- by Prince Toshihito (1579-1629), the younger brother of the Emperor Go-yozei, 
and extended or completed by his son, Prince Noritada (d. 1662).  As a child, Toshihito had been adopted by Toyotomi Hideyoshi, the 
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great general who managed to unify Japan after generations of internecine fighting.  Then, as now, the role of the Japanese emperor 
was largely ceremonial, and in terms of political power this early connection with Hideyoshi promised much more than Toshihito’s 
blood-relationship with Go-yozei.  However, the boy’s prospects came to an abrupt end when the general fathered a son of his own, 
and in compensation, Toshihito was created a prince in 1590.  By the time he was in his early thirties he had become personal adviser 
to his nephew GoMizuno-o, who came to the throne in 1611.  He was an urbane and accomplished diplomat who spent much of the 
1610s mediating between the imperial court and the Tokugawa shoguns, who had seized power after Hideyoshi’s death in 1598 and 
who were in effect the military dictators of Japan.  His greatest success came in 1620, when after protracted negotiations, GoMixuno-
o married Tokugawa Kazuko, a daughter of Shogun Hidetada; and with the bride’s entry into court he all but abandoned politics  to 
devote himself to literature, the arts, and the summer villa at Katsura which he began to build in that year as a retreat from worldly 
affairs” (Tinniswood 100). “Moon-watching was a favorite pastime among the cultured nobility; long before the Prince began his villa, 
Katsura was already famous in literature for ‘its beautiful moon,’ and it is quite possible that this was a decisive factor in Toshihito’s 
choice of site. It may well be that the unusual alignment of the residential buildings, which face 19 degrees south-east rather than 
conforming to the usual Japanese practice of an exact north-south or east-west axis, is the result of an attempt to ensure the best 
views of the harvest moon as it rose over the waters of the pool” (101-102).  “In another reference to the family’s passion for moon-
watching, the door-pulls of the room-dividers are stylized versions of the Chinese ideogram for ‘moon’” (102). 
 
4. The influence of Zen “was expressed at its most sophisticated in the tiny and uncluttered rooms designed for cha-no-yu, the tea 
ceremony.  A tea room measured between two and four and a half tatami in the standardized Edo system of measurements.  A tatami 
is a traditional rice-straw mat measuring six feet by three feet.  The tea ceremony had been invented by Zen Buddhist monks: 
drinking tea kept them awake during long prayer vigils.  The idea was to make a ritual ceremony of drinking tea in a room lit ideally by 
sunlight filtering through translucent paper screens (the moveable walls that characterized Japanese houses from early on)” (Glancey 
109). “Like most cultured nobles in 17

th
 century Kyoto, both Toshihito and Noritada were devotees of the cult of tea, and four 

pavilions are scattered along the banks of the pool, where the two Princes could celebrate the tea ceremony, a complex and highly 
formalized Zen ritual in which like-minded friends would withdraw from worldly cares for a while to drink tea and ponder over the 
beauty of a particular object- a flower arrangement, perhaps, or a glazed pot, or even one of the utensils which the host has just used 
to make the tea” (Tinniswood 102). The little austere room where “the tea ceremony was conducted (and which guests reached from 
the outside, in traditional fashion, via an uncomfortably low ‘creeping-in door,’ which was intended as a symbol of their renunciation 
of the outer world) somehow reminds one of Marie-Antoinette playing shepherdess at the Petit Trianon” (103).   Light would filter into 
the shoin through “shoji screens- translucent, rice paper-covered wood frames” (Stokstad, Art History 862).  In shoin architecture, 
“one of the alcoves would contain a hanging scroll, an arrangement of flowers, or a large painted screen.  Seated in front of  that 
alcove, called tokonoma, the owner of the house would receive guests, who could contemplate the object above the head of their 
host.  Another alcove contained staggered shelves, often for writing instruments.  A writing space fitted with a low writing desk was 
on the veranda side of a room, with shoji that could open to the outside” (862). 
 
The Japanese Tea Ceremony 
 
1. “Formal tea ceremonies may last up to four hours.  Very little is said while the guests partake of tea served with what appear to be 
the simplest implements.  These are, in  fact, carefully crafted, with subtle forms and textures. Nothing in the ceremony is precisely 
planned, yet the rules governing the performance of the tea ceremony dictate every movement, word, and thought of the 
participants.  The tea ceremony is a sublime ritual, one that appears to be very simple, but, in truth, like almost everything about Zen 
thinking, it is deceptively complicated.  The ceremony combines the highly refined aesthetics of Noh theater with tanka and haiku 
poetry, the arts of gardening, architecture, painting, sculpture, theater, and Japanese etiquette to stand as a ritualized expression of 
the finest Zen sensibility” (O’Riley 188-189). “The ceremony, which began to develop in the Ashikaga period, reached the classic stage 
of its development under Sen no Rikyu (1521-1591), tea master to the warlords Nobunaga and Hideyoshi. Sen no Rikyu explained 
that the ceremony fostered harmony, respect, purity, tranquility, and an appreciation of natural beauty without artifice” (189).  
 
2. The men and women invited to attend tea ceremonies “normally approached the houses along a winding flagstone path that led 
through the shrubbery and moss-covered rocks of a surrounding garden.  Following an old Shinto tradition, participants in the ritual 
washed their hands and mouths in a natural spring or creek before entering the house… Inside, the already small area was further 
subdivided and the section where the host prepared the tea ceremony was hidden from the view of the guests.  The actual brewing of 
the tea was part of the ritual and performed in the presence of the guests.  Tea houses had very small windows, and were therefore 
quite dark, like architectural caves, a fully enclosed world divorced from the spaces around it” (190). “With the growing admiration for 
Chinese customs and culture in the early eighteenth century, chanoyu was overshadowed in popularity by gatherings in which sencha 
(steeped tea) was served.  Sencha was prepared in a small teapot and served in tiny individual cups.  Sencha drinking, which originated 
in China, fostered a more informal gathering compatible with the cultivated spirit of the learned class. It also helped to revitalize 
ceramic production in Kyoto and elsewhere” (Guth 38). 
 
 



Classes and Artists in Edo Society 
 
1. “A further part of the Tokugawa’s government’s effort to foster stability and order was the creation of an official social hierarchy, 
with samurai at the top, followed in descending order by farmers, artisans, and merchants.  Farmers were honored above artisans 
because they were the primary producers of rice, the harvest of which was the source of the annual stipends received by the samurai 
class.  Merchants were relegated to the bottom of the hierarchy because it was held that they produced nothing of value to society.  
This class, along with craftsmen, became the lifeblood of the city.  Together they were often referred to as chonin, literally ‘residents 
of the block’” (Guth 10). “In the Edo period, the phenomenal growth of urban centers with large concentrations of wealthy 
townspeople (chonin) challenged efforts by the ruling elite to maintain centralized control over artistic production. The economic 
power of the bourgeoisie, especially in Edo, Kyoto, and Osaka, not only undermined the shogunate’s artistic hegemony but, by 
enabling aesthetic choice, contributed to a new artistic pluralism” (11). “Since artistic accomplishment was a sign of personal 
cultivation that was highly regarded at all levels of the increasingly literate Edo society, men and women of all classes took up the 
practice of one or more art forms.  They had a wide range of specialties from which to choose. The ‘Four Accomplishments’ of music, 
painting, calligraphy, and games of skill enjoyed the greatest popularity and cachet, partly because they were so highly esteemed in 
China, traditionally Japan’s cultural mentor” (11). “Most artists lived in urban centers, clustered together in districts where potential 
clients, equipped with the guides to the city- which were issued in great numbers over the course of the Edo period- could readily find 
them.  Although there were social distinctions among them, there was no clear-cut differentiation between the ‘craftsmen’ and ‘artist’ 
or the ‘decorative’ and ‘fine arts,’ such as developed in Renaissance Europe.  Calligraphy and painting were regarded as sister arts.  
Their practitioners, who employed the same tools, materials, and techniques, were the most highly esteemed among artists because 
of their ability to apprehend the ‘spirit’ or ‘essence’ of things and transmit it through their brush” (39-40).“The most important division 
in the Edo art world was between the amateur and professional artist, a distinction, however, that was generally more ideal that real.  
Amateur artistic status conferred prestige because of its association with the cultivated Chinese scholar-gentleman or literatus (40).  
 
Miyamoto Musashi. Shrike, early seventeenth century, hanging scroll, ink on paper 
 
1. “Miyamoto Musashi was in his prime when Tokugawa Ieyasu established his government at Edo.  As one of the early Edo-period 
ronin, or masterless samurai, he lived a violent life devoted to the practice of kendo, the Way of the Sword.  His treatise on swordplay 
A book of Five Rings (Go rin no sho), written just one week before his death in 1645, states that he had killed sixty swordsmen in single 
combat by the time he was twenty-nine.  Realizing that he was invincible, he used only wooden swords from then on, as he roamed 
Japan in a quest for understanding.  At about the age of fifty he became enlightened, and of the years after that he said, ‘S ince then I 
have lived without following any particular Way.  Thus with the virtue of strategy I practice many arts and abilities- all things with no 
teacher’”(Singer 147). “This is perhaps the best known of all Musashi’s paintings.  The shrike appears to rest nonchalantly, but a 
second glance shows that he sits back to maintain the branch in a tense curve along which a caterpillar approaches.  Our attention 
shifts from the foliage in the lower corner to the bird and then to what is not immediately evident: the shrike’s prey.  We are invited to 
consider how the world of the shrike transcends that of the caterpillar in an allusion to the stages of Buddhist enlightenment” (147). 
 
Ogata Korin. White Plum Blossoms in the Spring, Tokugawa period, late seventeenth to early eighteenth centuries, screen, color 
on gold paper 
 
1.The Rinpa School “was a loose coalition of artists who identified with each other on the basis of self-chosen artistic orientation… 
Rinpa artists freely adapted and reinterpreted the themes and styles of their predecessors for use in various media.  In addition to 
painting and calligraphy, Korin and his brother Kenzan were involved in lacquer, textiles, and ceramics.  Their designs influenced 
generations of artists of all schools” (Guth 62-63). “Ogata Korin and Kenzan belonged to a distinguished Kyoto family whose drapery 
shop, the Kariganeya (‘Wild Goose’), had supplied luxury textiles to warriors and courtiers since the sixteenth century… Its total 
collapse in 1703, caused by the failure of daimyo to repay loans, eventually led the Ogata brothers to become professional artists and 
to travel to Edo in search of patronage.  Their stays, though brief, laid the foundations for the Rinpa movement that would flower in 
the shogunal city in the nineteenth century” (63). “One of Korin’s painted masterpieces is a pair of twofold screens depicting red and 
white blossoming plum trees separated by a stream… Korin reduced the motifs to a minimum to offer a dramatic contrast of forms 
and visual textures.  Beneath delicate, slender branches, the gnarled, aged tree trunks exhibit flashes of bright color as they flank the 
stream’s smooth, precise curves and muted tones.  The contrast reaches even to the painting techniques.  The mottling of the trees 
comes from a signature Rinpa technique called tarashikomi, the dropping of ink and pigments onto surfaces still wet with previously 
applied ink and pigments.  In striking contrast, the pattern in the stream has the precision and elegant stylization of a textile design 
produced by applying pigment through the forms cut in a paper stencil” (826, 828). 
 
2. ”The Rinpa school traces its ancestry back to Sotatsu in the Momoyama period, but it takes its name from Ogata Korin, who was 
probably a third-generation descendant. Rinpa means literally the School of Rin. Sotatsu and Korin came from the machishu, a class 
of merchants and artists who rose to positions of wealth and power in Kyoto at the end of the period known as Sengoku, the country 
at war (1467-1568). They allied themselves with the impoverished nobility, frequently lending them money to refurbish their 



mansions and also absorbing their cultural values. In the subsequent Tokugawa period, the machishu became the cultural aristocracy 
of the chonin class, which developed primarily in Osaka and Edo in the 17

th
 century. Because of their affiliation with court culture, 

Sotatsu and Korin both chose to depict themes from the literature favored by the nobility: the Tale of Genji, the Tales of Ise, the poetry 
of the thirty-six great poets of ancient times, and so on. Other subjects these artists often treated were the birds and flowers of the 
four seasons. The Rinpa school is also distinguished by its lavish use of bright colors and gold and silver, reminiscent of the 
gorgeousness of Heian-period art, when the nobility was in its prime. Surprisingly, neither master produced an heir apparent of 
significant talent, and when the school was revived in the late Edo period, the leaders – Sakai Hoitsu and Suzuki Kiitsu – were too 
young to have known Korin” (Mason 273). “His family had long been acquainted with shoguns and daimyo, and had been closely 
associated with some of the most respected connoisseurs in the country. From the Momoyama period on, the family had owned a 
textile shop in Kyoto, the Kariganeya, which supplied fabrics and garments to the wives of Toyotomi Hideyoshi and Tokugawa 
Hidetada as well as to an imperial consort” (273). “In spite of the early prosperity of the Ogata family, by the time Korin’s father died, 
the business had lost its prestigious contacts with the shogunate and the imperial family and was encumbered by bad debts. 
Consequently, although Korin was able to live in an extravagant manner for a few years after he came into his inheritance, he was 
soon forced to sell family treasures and, in 1696, his large house” (273).  
 
3. “Korin and his younger brother Kenzan began to make their living working for newly weathly chonin. Korin by designing textiles and 
painting kakemono and byobu, and Kenzan by making ceramics. Something of Korin’s feelings about his diminished status can be 
inferred from a well-known incident in which he and a member of the Mitsui family, proprietors of the Echigoya, a forerunner of the 
modern department store, were walking together dressed in their finest clothes. Suddenly it began to rain. Mitsui ran for shelter to 
save his clothing from damage, but Korin continued to amble slowly along and even stopped to talk to an old beggar sitting beside 
the road. His arrogance and his disdain for nouveaux riches townsmen like Mitsui, with their down-to-earth pragmatism and their 
concern for business, must have played a role in his art. He did not cater to the chonin’s interest in the theater and the pleasure 
district. Instead he chose to work in the Kano style favored by the military class and in the decorative style pioneered by Sotatsu, 
thereby maintaining the artistic traditions of his family” (273). “Although he made numerous drawings of plants and birds from life, 
attempting to capture accurately the visual reality of the natural world, the motifs in his more formal paintings are treated like 
decorative textile designs rather than recreations from life. This element of his style is particularly well displaying in the striking Iris 
screens. Korin painted the flowers in mokkotsu, the boneless method, a style of painting without ink outlines that had originated in 
China and been exploited by Sotatsu” (274). “A third major element of Korin’s art is his love of luxury and flamboyant display. 
Anecdotes abound regarding his penchant for extravagant indulgence, but the one that conveys some of the flavor of his image of 
himself as an aristocrat among the bourgeoisie deals with an outing he attended in which display was de rigueur. Korin produced from 
his picnic basket leaves coated with gold, and he used them as saucers on which to float brim-full sake cups on a nearby stream, in the 
manner of ancient Chinese noblemen who invented the custom and who required guests to compose a poem before taking a sip. 
Something of this same love of luxurious display can be seen in the Red and White Plum Blossoms, a pair of screens depicting a plum 
tree on either side of a curving stream, the surface of which is treated as a series of flat decorative wave patterns in ink and silver. The 
plum branches are slender, angular forms with small, rarely emerging blossoms, while the stream in the center is a wide, curvilinear 
shape, rich in pattern and contrasts of light and dark; the whole design is set against a background of glistening gold” (275-276). 
“Korin’s dream of making a fortune in Edo seems not to have materialized, and his independence as a painter, the freedom to develop 
his talents as he wished, was frustrated by the need to satisfy samurai patrons who wanted works in the officially sanctioned Kano 
style. Consequently, in 1710 he renounced his path to success and returned to Kyoto where he could work with fewer constraints. The 
Red and White Plum Blossoms screens, which are from this last period, reflect his assurance in their successful combination of 
seemingly inappropriate motifs, their tension between the real and the unreal, and their barely controlled sense of flamboyance” 
(276).  
 
Katsushika Hokusai. The Great Wave off Kanagawa, from Thirty-six Views of Mount Fuji, c. 1826-33, woodblock print oban, ink 
and colors on paper 
 
1. “During this era, woodblock prints, long considered to be among Edo’s distinctive products, were increasingly marketed as 
inexpensive souvenirs of a visit to the capital.  Publishers catered to this changing audience by issuing prints that required less arcane 
knowledge of the theater and Yoshiwara.  Tapping into the rich literary and visual vein of meishoe, previously exploited primarily in 
painting and guidebooks, they began publishing single-sheet prints featuring landmarks in the nation’s major urban centers as well as 
those in more remote rural locales…. While prints of courtesans and actors still attracted a large audience, they were overshadowed 
by these newer genres” (Guth 112-113). “With an output numbering in the thousands, Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849) was one of the 
most prolific, versatile, and influential of all print designers” (113).  “Although he was not as widely traveled as his younger 
contemporary Hiroshige, in 1812 he visited Nagoya, where he met Eirakuya, the city’s leading publisher.  At his suggestion, Hokusai 
began preparing a series of sketchbooks, Manga, containing perceptive and often droll illustrations of every possible subject.  Hokusai 
intended his Manga to serve as a source-book for amateur painters and artisans, but its visual delights gained it a much wider 
audience” (113-114). The title of this print, “the first in Hokusai’s series of Thirty-six Views of Mount Fuji, translated literally means 



‘Kanagawa, Underside of a Breaking Wave’…Throughout his career Hokusai was fascinated with the problem of rendering water. He 
experimented again and again with aqueous forms, combining movement with abstract symbolism” (Singer 313).  
 
2. “The design of the Great Wave rehearses many of Hokusai’s favorite compositional methods: to the lowered western-style horizon 
he had added another feature from western art, the large object in the foreground that serves as an element of repoussoir. The great 
swell in the foreground echoes Fuji’s triangular shape on the horizon, while the menacing, clawlike spume of the great wave, about to 
engulf the three hapless fishing boats, forms yet a third, more abstract triangle.  Hokusai reminds us here that nature is an active 
force, and not always benevolent to the world of human beings” (313). “His Thirty-six Views of Mount Fuji made the artist a legend in 
his lifetime.  This series, which actually comprises forty-six views, further stimulated the flourishing tradition of landscape prints” 
(Guth 114). “Hokusai’s vision, widely diffused through prints and books, reflected and heightened public consciousness of Mount Fuji 
as a noble yet dangerous peak.  Although it was a hundred miles away from Edo and had not erupted since 1707, city residents were 
keenly aware that it was an active volcano and held it in veneration. Hokusai’s personal obsession with Mount Fuji was rooted in the 
ancient and still vital belief that it was sacred and a source of the secret of immortality.  Indeed, throughout the summer months, 
when there was little risk of avalanches, male pilgrims traveled from all over the country to climb its peaks (women were prohibited 
from doing so).  By depicting Mount Fuji time and again and by employing its conical peak as a distant yet central element in many of 
his views of Edo, Hokusai contributed to the popular perception that this sacred mountain was integral to Edo’s identity” (114). 
 
3. “Hokusai and many others considered Fuji, a venerated volcano which had erupted in 1707, to be a source of immortality. Against 
the distant backdrop of the sacred yet dangerous mountain, the wave in the foreground breaks into a multitude of tiny streams of 
suspended water and foam that reaches out like claws to threaten the boatmen below” (O’Riley 196). “In the spirit of Zen, the  
obedient oarsmen, samurai of the sea, move and bend in unison with the terrifying powers of the frothing, roaring waters. Working in 
harmony with the tremendous powers of nature and the sea, they are reminders of the long, unbroken lineage of the Imperial rulers 
who sustained themselves throughout Japanese history and the samurai code of honor, ideals that persisted within the chaotic feudal 
society of Japan. This understated image of discipline and persistence in the face of violence and chaos provides a fitting metaphor 
for this period of Japanese history as the unity of Japan as a nation had become a reality” (196-197).  
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Discuss ways in which each of the following works responds to the natural world as well as the factors (artistic, cultural, social, 

religious, etc…) that play into such a response. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Katsura Imperial Villa (Kyoto) 1620-1663 
 
Ways in which the structure responds to the natural 
world: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Factors (artistic, cultural, social, religious, etc…) that play 
into such a response: 

Miyamoto Musashi. Shrike, early seventeenth century, hanging scroll, ink on paper 
 
Ways in which the painting responds to the natural world: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Factors (artistic, cultural, social, religious, etc…) that play into such a response: 



 

 

 

 

 

Ogata Korin. White Plum Blossoms in the Spring, Tokugawa period, late seventeenth to early eighteenth centuries, 
screen, color on gold paper 
 
Ways in which the painting responds to the natural world: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Factors (artistic, cultural, social, religious, etc…) that play into such a response: 

Katsushika Hokusai. The Great Wave off Kanagawa, from Thirty-six Views of Mount Fuji, c. 1826-33, woodblock print 
oban, ink and colors on paper 
 
Ways in which the woodblock print responds to the natural world: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Factors (artistic, cultural, social, religious, etc…) that play into such a response: 
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READ the FOLLOWING 
 

Templo Mayor, 
Tenochtitlán, c. 1500 
 
1. “At the center of Tenochtitlán was the sacred precinct, a walled enclosure that contained dozens of temples and other buildings. 
This area has been the site of intensive archaeological excavations in Mexico City since 1978, work that has greatly increased our 
understanding of this aspect of the Aztec city. The focal point of the sacred precinct was the Great Pyramid (or Templo Mayor), with 
paired temples on top: The one on the north was dedicated to Tlaloc, an ancient rain god with a history extending back to 
Teotihuacán, and the one on the south to Huitzilopochtli, the solar god of the newly arrived Mexica tribe. During the winter rainy 
season the sun rose behind the temple of Tlaloc, and during the dry season it rose behind the temple of Tlaloc, and during the dry 
reason it rose behind the temple of Huitzilopochtli. The double temple thus united two natural forces, sun and rain, or fire and water. 
During the spring and autumn equinoxes, the sun rose between the two temples” (Stokstad and Cothren 839). “Two steep staircases 
led up the west face of the pyramid from the plaza in front. Sacrificial victims climbed these stairs to the temple of Huitzilopochtli, 
where priests threw them over a stone, quickly cut open their chests, and pulled out their still-throbbing hearts, a sacrifice that 
ensured the survival of the sun, the gods, and the Aztecs. The bodies were then rolled down the stairs and dismembered. Thousands 
of severed heads were said to have been kept on a skull rack in the plaza” (839). “By the time Cortés arrived in 1519, Tenochtitlán had 
expanded and absorbed its neighbors to become one of the largest cities in the world. Portions of the island city in Lake Texcoco 
appear to have been built on a grid plan, like that of Teotihauacán, and were connected to the mainland by a set of causeways with 
drawbridges. The two main avenues of the city’s central precinct met at the walled central temple area around the Templo Mayor 
(‘major temple’), which was surrounded by palaces and administrative offices. The tall, steep platforms supported two structures 
dedicated to Huitzilopochtli, a war god, and Tlaloc, the rain god. Furthermore, the orientation of the temple to the passageway of the 
sun suggests that the Templo Mayor and its precinct may have been conceived as a microcosm of the Valley of Mexico, the empire, 
and the Aztec cosmos” (O’Riley 277). “Tlaloc was another nature god, the source of rain and lightning and thus central to Aztec 
agricultural rites; he could also be quadruple, so that there were black, white, blue and red Tlalocs, but he was generally depicted as 
blue-colored, with serpent-like fangs and goggles over the eyes. One of the more horrifying Aztec practices was the sacrifice of small 
children on mountain tops to bring rain at the end of the dry season, in propitiation of Tlaloc. It was said that the more the children 
cried, the more the Rain God was pleased” (Coe 207-208).  
 
2. “It is likely that site planning within the precinct included the duality concept expressed in the two shrines of Tlaloc and 
Huitzilopochtli atop the Templo Mayor. On one side was Tlaloc, a deity connected with life, water, and agrarian concepts; on the 
other hand, Huitzilopochtli, a god linked with war, death, and blood. Likewise, in the expanse of the precinct, there probably 
coexisted flower patches and fragrant walls of trees alongside gladiator platforms and sacrificial areas. Aztec society showed here its 
duality: war, conquest, and human sacrifice on one end, and a love for beauty, nature, and the sweeter things of life on the opposite 
pole” (Serrato-Combe 42). “The urban development of Tenochtitlán was based on the chinampa. Probably because the Aztecs were 
forced to retreat to two small islands in Lake Texcoco shortly after their arrival in the Basin of Mexico, they saw the necessity to 
devise an agricultural system that would guarantee their survival within the environmental context of the lake. The islands offered 
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meager agricultural prospects, building materials also were lacking, and they were surrounded by indifferent or aggressive neighbors. 
The problem of acquiring agricultural land was to remain a critical concern for the island communities. Therefore a major effort was 
undertaken to resolve the situation using chinampas, a unique form of land reclamation consisting of large, narrow strips of land 
surrounded on at least three sides by water” (44).  Beyond purely practical considerations of the chinampas, which required regular 
dimensions in order for the land-reclamation project to be workable, the ethnohistorical record is rich in accounts that explain why 
Tenochtitlán was laid out as it was. Worldviews in Mesoamerica were deeply rooted in the four elements of water, earth, wind, and 
fire. It is possible that this four-part delineation of the cosmos played a pivotal role when Aztecs decided that four causeways aligned 
according to the cardinal points would partition their capital” (44). “It was Itzcóatl, the fourth monarch of the Aztec dynasty,  who 
seems to have been the originator of the cruciform plan that resulted in the creation of the four barrios of the capital” (44). “In 
addition to its most important ritual and ceremonial functions, the Templo Mayor precinct also served as a repository of objects 
related to historical events. Even though there is evidence that historical events were recorded in codices, it is probable that, for the 
most part, history and traditions were orally transmitted from generation to generation. Recognizing that there was a need to unite 
the masses in common causes by evoking exploits of the past, Aztec rulers and priests used the spaces within the precinct as a sort of 
outdoor library. Within it, they placed a variety of sculptures containing calendrical and historical accounts” (88).  
 
3. “Tenochtitlán was a short-lived city. From Acamapichtli, the city’s first tlatoani (ruler) in 1375 to Moctezuma II in 1520, there were 
only 145 years to plan and build a city that the Spanish conquerors recognized as being bigger and more impressive than their own 
Salamanca, a 5,000 year old city” (45). “Having consolidated their power, the Aztecs at that time began ambitious infrastructure 
projects that included causeways and public spaces surrounded by civic and religious buildings” (45-46). “While it is difficult to 
describe the orchestration of interior spaces because there is not much in the way of data or descriptions about them, it is clear that 
the open spaces had a hierarchy that was probably indicative of their uses. The lower the space, the more open and profane it was 
considered to be. Conversely, the higher the space, the more restrictive and sacred it became. Another important determinant 
probably was the need to include in the scheme different spaces and enclosures for the wide variety of Aztec ritual celebrations and 
events. For example, the Panquetzaliztli celebration required that flags be raised and that extensive preparations be conducted at the 
Huitzilopochtli shrine, to be followed by more at the teotlachco, or ball court. There, priests convened and performed ritual sacrifices 
of four victims. Their hearts were brought back to the Templo Mayor, while the skills were placed on the tzompantli next to the 
ballcourt. At the top of the Coatepetl, Mountain of the Serpent, as the Templo Mayor was known, at a height of approximately thirty 
meters above the level of the landing of the stairs framed by two large serpents, a large open platform symbolized the most precious 
real estate in all of Tenochtitlán” (74-75). “The exterior walls in one phase of the Templo Mayor revealed that small stone serpent 
heads were embedded in the core of the pyramid. Other examples exposed embedded isolated carved stone panels in key locations 
such as the midpoints of staircases or in the center of lateral walls. It is probably that some of these carved panels were painted or 
that only the recessed areas in the carved panels were painted in bright colors to enhance the carved image or pattern. At the very 
top, many shrines had elaborate cresterias or series of crenellations or merlons, as shown in the Codex Ixlilxochitl” (78).  
 
4. “Great open spaces could be found in front and on the sides of the Templo Mayor, and there were also other smaller buildings 
nearby” (84). “The square and the number four were major site-planning and building-form determinants. The precinct had a square 
enclosure; the Templo Mayor had a square base and four stepped levels, culminating in a square platform. There were four temples in 
front of the Templo Mayor, probably enclosing a square plaza with perhaps a square gladiator platform in the center. Also, in Aztec 
belief, there had been four creations of the world and four destructions; now there was a new creation. Moreover, the universe was 
seen as a series of stepped planes. To the Aztecs, both colors and orientation of structures were associated with certain gods; 
therefore the orientation of each structure was closely tied to its deity. Another factor influencing the patterns of life was the principle 
of duality, first seen in the Altiplano in two-headed figurines of the Middle Preclassic antedating the Aztecs by more than two 
millennia” (84, 86). “From a mythical point of view, staircases were the conduits that connected the Mictlan, the infraworld, to the 
terrestrial level, and from there to the celestial level, the Omeyocan. The latter, as depicted in the Codex Vaticanuus A, included 
thirteen levels. Stars were on the second level, while the sun moved on the third. The plant Venus resided on the fourth level; comets 
were on the next. Bodies on the sixth and seventh levels were not identified. Storms apparently resided on the eighth level, with the 
next three levels hosing gods. At the very top, presiding over the edifice was the supreme concept of duality” (87). “While Europeans 
most likely were shocked by the amount of blood on the platform and inside the shrines, to the Mexica such a sight had a different 
significance. For the Aztecs, there was a strong connection between blood, the heart, movement, and the lifegiving qualities of the 
sun. The Náhuatl word for heart was yolotl, derived from the word ollin, meaning movement” (104).  
 
5. “As often-quoted, though perhaps exaggerated, number is 20,000 sacrifices for the inauguration of the temple during a four-day 
period, meaning that three to four individuals would have had to have lost their lives every minute round the clock. A quotation from 
Bernal Díaz del Castillo gives an idea of how Europeans saw events at the shrines: ‘and there [on the top platform] they had a very 
large drum which when played the sound coming out of it was so sad and in such a way they say was an instrument of the infernos, 
and that it could be heard some two leagues away; they said that the leathers from that drum came from very large snakes’” (104-
105). “The tzompantli, or skull rack, was a key component of the precinct. One of the first illustrations of this structure was in the 1524 
plan by Cortes. Shown prominently in it are two tzompantlis, the bigger one west of the main temple, and a smaller one on the 



temple’s north side. The plan of the precinct by Sahagun also depicts a tzompantli on the west side. Lopez de Gomara wrote that the 
tzompantli had 136,000 skulls just ‘a stone’s throw from the Templo Mayor’” (89). “The captives destined for sacrifice were uauantin, 
‘striped ones,’ alluding to the red and white stripes with which they were painted on their last day. White down was pasted on their 
heads, black circles were painted around their eyes, and their mouths were heavily reddened. For the final ceremony they were 
grouped at the foot of the tzompantli near the temple. One by one the victims were escorted up the steep stairway of the pyramid. As 
soon as they reached the top, they were thrust back over the techcatl, or sacrificial slab. Their backs were bent backward, four priests 
bore down, each on an arm or leg, while a fifth crushed the neck backward, pressing down on the throat with a long implement”(89). 
“The greatest Aztec conqueror of them all, Ahuítzotl, was cremated upon his death in 1502 and his ashes placed in an urn at the base 
of the temple, according to sixteenth-century accounts. Archaeologists thought they might be close to finding his remains in 2006 
when they excavated a stone inscribed with the year 10 Rabbit in the Aztec system (which corresponds to A.D. 1502) along with 
artifacts suggesting an elite burial. They now think that the urn with Ahuítzotl’s ashes had actually been dug up in 1900 by Mexican 
archaeologist Leopoldo Batres, who did not know he’d struck the Templo Mayor. At that time, the neighborhood around the buried 
ruins had few houses and a reputation for bad omens and ill spirits, likely a remnant of the site’s bloody history, says archaeologist 
Raúl Barrera” (Atwood). 
 
6. “The structure’s enormous weight meant that it sank into a spongy subsoil of the island. Archaeological excavation has uncovered 
some Aztec solutions to the problem. Repeated rebuilding was itself a way of raising the structure’s ground level, and Aztec civil 
engineers stabilized the foundations by driving stakes into the soft ground and surrounding them with small pumice stones, lending 
strength with less weight. The Aztecs were innovative civil engineers, designing sophisticated hydrological projects using technology 
far simpler than that of the Old World. Lacking effective cutting tools of metal, the ancient Mexicans achieved refined results in 
masonry and stone sculpture by cutting with tools of even harder stone, and sawing with string, water, and sand. Construction 
materials were transported to the great Temple by human porters and by canoe, because indigenous peoples of the Americas had no 
wheeled vehicles, nor were there beasts of burden in Mexico. Like all Aztec temples, the Great Temple was painted in bright colors. 
The paint was applied to stucco overlaying a layer of cut stone slabs set into aggregate fill made of volcanic gravel and mud from the 
lake. Stone tenons, embedded into the fill, helped to stabilize the outer sheath of stucco. Beneath these layers was the outer 
stuccoed surface of the previous temple, and so on” (Scarre 150-151).  “The cults were presided over by a celibate clergy. Every priest 
had been to a seminary at which he was instructed in the complicated ritual that he was expected to carry out daily. Their long, 
unkempt hair clotted with blood, their ears and members shredded from self-mutilations effected with agave thorns and sting-ray 
spines, smelling of death and putrefaction, they must have been awesome spokesmen for the Aztec gods” (Coe 208).  
 
Aztec Calendar Stone. c.1500, basalt 
 
1. “According to Mexica belief, the gods created the world four times before the present era” (Stokstad and Cothren 841). Four 
cartouches near the center “name the days on which the four previous suns were destroyed: 4 Jaguar, 4 Wind, 4 Rain, and 4 Water” 
(841). “Together, these four calendrical glyphs and the face and claws of the central god combine to form the glyph for 4 Motion, the 
day on which the fifth sun will be destroyed by a giant earthquake” (841). The central face “combines elements of the sun god as the 
night sun in the underworld with the clawed hands and flint tongue of earth gods, symbolizing the night sun and the hungry earth” 
(841). “Two fire serpents encricle the outer part of the disk. Stylized flames rise off their backs. Their heads meet at the bottom, and 
human faces emerge from the mouths of the serpents” (841). An outer band “forms the Aztec symbol for the sun, a round disk with 
triangular projections denoting the sun’s rays” (841). “The Aztecs carried on the traditions of timekeeping begun by the Maya. Like 
the Maya, they devised a solar calendar of 365 days and anticipated the cyclical destruction of the world every fifty-two years. They 
produced the famous ‘Calendar Stone,’ a huge votive object that functioned not as an actual calendar, but as a symbol of the Aztec 
cosmos. The four square panels that surround the face of the sun god represent the four previous creations of the world. Arranged 
around these panels are the twenty signs of the days of the month in the eighteen-month Aztec year, and embracing the entire 
cosmic configuration are two giant serpents that bear the sun on its daily journey. The stone is the pictographic counterpart of Aztec 
legends that bind human beings to the gods and to the irreversible wheel of time” (Fiero 118).  
 
2. “This process of creations and destructions was the result of the titanic struggle between the Black Tezcatlipoca and Quetzalcoatl, 
in each of which one or the other would be triumphant and would dominate the next age. The previous age perished in floods, when 
the sky fell on the earth and all became dark. We ourselves live in the Fifth Sun, which was created at Teotihuacan when the gods 
gathered there to consider what to do. After each had declined in turn the honor of sacrificing himself to begin the world anew, the 
least and most miserable of them. ‘The Proxy (or Purulent) One,’ hurled himself in a great fire and rose up to the sky as the new Sun. 
Another god then repeated this altruistic act, rising as the Moon; but this luminary was casting rays as bright as the Sun, so to dim it 
the gods hurled a rabbit across the Moon’s face, where it may still be seen. Human beings had existed in the previous world, but they 
had perished. To recreate them Quetzalcoatl made a perilous journey into the Underworld, stealing their bones from Mictlantecuhtli 
‘Lord of the Land of the Dead.’ When he reached the earth’s surface, these were ground up in a bowl, and the gods shed blood over 
them from their perforated members. From this deed, people were born, but they lacked the sustenance that the gods had decreed 
for them: maize, which had been hidden by the gods inside a magic mountain. Here again Quetzalcoatl came to the rescue: by 



turning himself into an ant, he entered the mountain and stole the grains which were to nurture the Aztec people” (Coe 206). “It was 
impressed on the Aztec mind that the close of every 52-year Calendar Round was a point at which the Fifth Sun could be destroyed. 
On this day, all fires in every temple, palace, and household were extinguished. On the Hill of the Star, just east of Colhuacan in the 
Valley of Mexico, the Fire Priests anxiously watched to see if the Pleiades would cross the meridian at midnight on this date; if they 
did, then the universe would continue. A fire was kindled on fire-sticks in the newly opened breast of a captive, and the glowing 
embers were carried by runners to every part of the Aztec realm” (209-210).  
 
3. “At the center of the Sun Stone, the wrinkled face of a blond-haired Tonatiuh is depicted with his tongue ravenously hanging from 
his mouth in the shape of an obsidian sacrificial knife (tecpatl). (Some scholars actually think that the deity is actually Tlaltecuhtli, the 
night sun of the underworld.) His wrinkles indicate his old age, and his blond hair (as described in indigenous chronicles) associates 
him with the golden Sun. But it is his tongue that so graphically links him to human sacrifice and blood. Tonatiuh is surrounded by the 
symbol Nahui Ollin (4 Movement), the date on which the current sun of motion (the fifth sun) was created in Teotihauacán. In the four 
flanges of the Ollin sign appear the names of the four previous creations: 4 Jaguar, 4 Wind, 4 Rain, and 4 Water. Adjacent to the 
flanges, the four directions or cardinal points of the universe are represented like a cosmological map. The north is a warrior’s 
headdress, which symbolized the military power of the Mexica and their growing empire. The south is a monkey and represents a part 
of one of the previous suns or ages in the myth of creation. The west is Tlalocan, the house of the rain god Tlaloc, and symbolizes 
water, essential for human survival” (Aguilar-Moreno 181). “In the next outer circle are shown the 20 days of the month. The solar 
calendar was composed of 18 periods of 20 days, plus five days called nemontemi (useless and nameless)” (181). “The outermost circle 
depicts the bodies of two fire serpents that encompass the Sun Stone. These serpents symbolize the connection between the upper 
and lower worlds and work like an axis mundi (the crosspoint) uniting two opposite worlds. Their opened mouths at the bottom 
represent the underworld. Two heads emerge from their opened mouths: Quetzalcoatl, personified as Tonatiuh (the Sun) on the 
right, and Tezcatlipoca, personified as Xiuhtecuhtli (the night) on the left. These two gods have their tongues out touching each 
other, representing the continuity of time. This interaction symbolizes the everyday struggle of the gods for supremacy on Earth and 
in the heavens with the rising and setting of the sun, which are always in contact” (182).  
 
Coatlicue, from Tenochtitlán, Aztec, c.1487-1520, stone 

1. “The colossal statue of Coatlicue, goddess of life and death, is the largest and most finely wrought of several similar Aztec  figures.  
It was preserved intact perhaps because neither the Spaniards nor their locally employed laborers dared to violate a figure of such 
obvious supernatural power.  (When disinterred in 1790 the statue was promptly re-buried and not put on public view until the mid-
nineteenth century.)  Coatlicue is shown decapitated by her jealous children while giving birth to the Aztec national god 
Huitzlopochtli.  The heads of two snakes rise from her neck confronting one another to simulate a face with unwinking reptilian eyes.  
A skull dangles from a necklace of human hands and hearts above her pendulous breasts and she wears a skirt of entwined snakes.  
There are serpent fangs at her elbows and her feet have feline claws.  Images of terrifying divinity of other cultures are docile in 
comparison.  Although completely dehumanized, the statue owes its almost hallucinatory power to the combination of recognizably 
human elements with naturalistically carved natural forms- the slithering bodies of snakes and their vastly magnified heads” (Honour 
and Fleming 515-516). “A colossal statue raised in honor of Huitzilopochtli’s mother, Coatlicue (Aztec, ‘she of the serpent skirt’), would 
have greeted visitors to the Huitzilopochtli.  Not only are there plaited serpents in her skirt, but Coatlicue’s arms also terminate in 
large serpent heads and her broad face is formed by a pair of opposed serpents in profile.  The earth goddess wears a pair of skulls at 
the front and back of her waistband,  and a necklace of severed hands and hearts from sacrificial victims.  Massive and clawed, ‘she of 
the serpent skirt’ was a demanding deity.  Legends say that the Aztecs offered her plentiful numbers of sacrificial victims to ensure 
the fertility of her body, the earth.  The interplay of the patterns of shadows and highlighted stone contours as they might have 
appeared with their original paint in the light of flickering torches would have added to the emotional impact of this monumental 
piece of sculpture” (O’Riley 277).  

2. “Coatlicue means ‘she of the serpent skirt,’ and this broad-shouldered figure with clawed feet has a skirt of twisted snakes. The 
sculpture may allude to the moment of Huitzilopochtli’s birth: When Coatlicue conceived Huitzilopochtli from a ball of down, her 
other children- the stars and the moon- jealously conspired to kill her. As they attacked, Hitzilopochtli emerged from his mother’s 
body fully grown and armed, drove off his half-brothers, and destroyed his half-sister, the moon goddess Coyolxauhqui. Coatlicue, 
however, did not survive the encounter. In this sculpture, she has been decapitated and a pair of serpents, symbols of gushing blood, 
rise from her neck to form her head. Their eyes are her eyes; their fangs, her tusks. Around her stump of a neck hangs a necklace of 
human hands, hearts, and a dangling skull. Despite the surface intricacy, the statue’s massive form creates an impression of solidity, 
and the entire sculpture leans forward, looming over the viewer. The colors with which it was originally painted would have 
heightened its dramatic impact” (Stokstad and Cothren 840-841).  

Coyolxauhqui (She of the Bells), Aztec, from the Great Temple of Tenochtitlán (Mexico City), late 15
th

 century, stone 
 
1. “According to Aztec belief, the gods had created the current universe at the ancient city of Teotihuacan.  Its continued existence 
depended on human actions, including rituals of bloodletting and human sacrifice.  The end of each round of fifty-two years in the 
Mesoamerican calendar was a particularly dangerous time, requiring a special fire-lighting ritual.  Sacrificial victims sustained the sun 



god in his daily course through the sky. Huitzilopochtli, son of the earth mother Coatlicue and the Aztec patron deity associated with 
the sun and warfare, also required sacrificial victims so that he could, in a regular repetition of the events surrounding his birth, drive 
the stars and the moon from the sky at the beginning of each day.  The stars were his half brothers, and the moon, Coyolxauhqui, was 
his half sister.  When Coatlicue conceived Huitzilopochtli by inserting a ball of feathers into her chest as she was sweeping, his jealous 
siblings conspired to kill her.  When they attacked, Huitzilopochtli emerged from her body fully grown and armed, drove off his 
brothers, and destroyed his half sister, Coyolxauhqui” (Stokstad 877).  
 
2. “Sculpture of serpents and serpent heads on the Great Pyramid in Tenochtitlan associated it with the ‘Hill of the Serpent,’ where 
Huitzilopochtli slew the moon goddess Coyolxauhqui.  A huge circular relief of the dismembered goddess once lay at the foot of the 
temple stairs, as if the enraged and triumphant Huitzilopochtli had cast her there like a sacrificial victim.  Her torso is in the center, 
surrounded by her head and limbs.  A rope around her waist is attached to a skull. She has bells on her cheeks and balls of down in her 
hair.  She wears a magnificent headdress and has distinctive ear ornaments composed of disks, rectangles, and triangles” (878-879). 
“The stone lies directly at the base of the Huitzilopochtli side of the temple, directly in front of one of seven successive rebuildings 
which the temple had undergone since its foundation. It bears on its upper surface a deep relief of the dismembered body of the 
goddess Coyolxauhqui, the malevolent sister of Huitzilopochtli, and is one of the masterpieces of Aztec sculptural art” (Coe 216). “The 
importance of the legend, and of its confirmation by the find of the oval monument, is that the Huitzilopochtli side of the great 
Temple was known to the Aztecs as ‘Coatepec.’ This suggests there was a representation of Coyolxauhqui in front of each successive 
Huitzilopochtli pyramid, and such seems to have been the case, since two earlier versions of the goddess were found in the right 
position in older renovations. Coyolxauhqui was only one of a number of particularly powerful female deities represented in 
monumental sculptures associated with the Templo Mayor” (217, 220).  
 
Mexica (Aztec) Feather Headdress of Motechuzoma II, 1428-1520 CE, feathers and gold 
 
1. “Indeed Aztec art was colorful. An idea of its iridescent splendor is captured in the Feather Headdress said to have been given by 
the Aztec emperor Moctezuma to Cortes, and thought to be the one listed in the inventory of treasures Cortes shipped to Charles V, 
the Habsburg emperor in Spain, in 1519. Featherwork was one of the glories of Mesoamerican art, but very few of these extremely 
fragile artworks survive. The tropical feathers in this headdress exemplify the exotic tribute paid to the Aztecs; the long iridescent 
green feathers that make up most of the headdress are the exceedingly rare tail feathers of the quetzal bird- each male quetzal has 
only two such plumes. The feathers were gathered in small brunches, their quills reinforced with reed tubes, and then sewn to the 
frame in overlapping layers, the joins concealed by small gold plaques. Featherworkers were esteemed artists. After the Spanish 
invasion, they turned their exacting skills to ‘feather paintings’ of Christian subjects” (Stokstad and Cothren 841-842). “Aztecs 
believed the natural world in which they lived to be infused with divine spirit and took great interest in animals and plants. As the 
Spaniards noted, the king Motechuzoma II maintained menageries, aviaries and a kind of botanical garden. Sculptures of the Aztec 
period include numerous carvings of plants, reptiles, animals and even insects. Some, especially coiled rattlesnakes, may have had 
symbolic significance” (Honour and Fleming 516).  
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1. Two grand staircases accessed two twin temples 
of the Templo Mayor. This temple was dedicated 
to  
 
____________________, the deity of water and 
rain. It was associated with agricultural fertility. 
The god could also be quadruple, so that there 
were black, white, blue and red images, but he was 
generally depicted as blue-colored, with serpent-
like fangs and goggles over the eyes. One of the 
more horrifying Aztec practices was the sacrifice of  
 
small ______________________ on mountain tops 
to bring rain at the end of the dry season, in 
propitiation of Tlaloc. It was said that the more 
they cried, the more the Rain God was pleased.  

2. The other temple was dedicated to  
 
___________________________, the solar 
god of the newly arrived Mexica tribe. He 
was the son of the earth mother  
 
____________________ and the Aztec 
patron deity associated with the sun and 
warfare. He required sacrificial victims so 
that he could, in a regular repetition of the 
events surrounding his birth, drive the stars 
and the moon from the sky at the beginning 
of each day.  The stars were his half 
brothers, and the moon, Coyolxauhqui, was 
his half sister. 

4. Paired 
together on the 
Templo Mayor, 
the two deities 
symbolized the 
Mexica concept 
of atl-
tlachinolli, or 
burnt water, 
which connoted  
 
____________
—the primary 
way in which 
the Mexica 
acquired their 
power and 
wealth.  

3. The Templo 
Mayor was 
positioned at the 
center of the 
Mexica capital   
 
_______________
and thus the 
entire empire. 
The capital was 
also divided into 
four main  
 
______________, 
with the Templo 
Mayor at the 
center. This 
design reflects 
the Mexica 
cosmos, which 
was believed to 
be composed of 
four parts 
structured around 
the navel of the 
universe, or the  
 
______________. 

6. There were four temples in front of the 
Templo Mayor.  Also, in Aztec belief, there  
 
had been four ___________________ of the  
 
world and four ____________________; now 
there was a new creation. Moreover, the 
universe was seen as a series of stepped 
planes. To the Aztecs, both colors and 
orientation of structures were associated 
with certain gods; therefore the orientation 
of each structure was closely tied to its  
 
________________. 

5. At the top center of the Tlaloc temple is a sculpture of a male figure  
 
called a __________________, holding a vessel on his abdomen likely to 
receive offerings. At the center of the other temple was a techcatl, or  
 
sacrificial ___________________ for sacrificial victims. 

 
7. The greatest Aztec conqueror of all, _______________________, was cremated upon his death in 1502 and his ashes 
placed in an urn at the base of the temple, according to sixteenth-century accounts.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. According to Mexica 
belief, the gods created 
the world four times 
before the present era. 
These cartouches name 
the  
 
____________ on which 
the four previous suns 
were destroyed. 
Together the four 
glyphs and the face and 
claws of the central god 
combine to form the 
glyph for 4 Motion, the 
day on which the  
 
_________________ will 
be destroyed by a giant 
earthquake.  

2. The central face combines elements of the  
 
__________________ as the night sun in the underworld 
with the clawed hands and flint tongue of  
 
___________________, symbolizing the night sun and the 
hungry earth.  

3. This outer band forms 
the Aztec symbol for the 
sun, a round disk with 
triangular projections 
denoting the sun’s  
 
________________.  

4. This band contains the 
20 day signs of the 260-
day ritual calendar. The 
solar calendar was  
 
composed of _______ 
periods of 20 days, plus 
five days called nemontemi 
(useless and nameless).  

5. At the center of the 
Sun Stone, the wrinkled 
face of a blond-haired 
Tonatiuh is depicted 
with his tongue 
ravenously hanging 
from his mouth in the 
shape of an obsidian 
sacrificial  
 
______________ called a 
tecpatl. 

6. The outermost circle 
depicts the bodies of two  
 
fire _______________ that 
encompass the Sun Stone. 
These symbolize the 
connection between the 
upper and lower worlds 
like an axis mundi (or 
crosspoint) uniting two 
opposite worlds. Two 
heads emerge from their 
opened mouths: 
Quetzalcoatl, personified 
as Tonatiuh (the sun) on 
the right, and 
Tezcatlipoca, personified 
as the night on the left. 
They have their  
 
________________ out 
touching each other, 
representing the 
continuity of time.  

7. This stone lies directly 
at the base of the 
Huitzilopochtli side of 
the Templo Mayor. It 
bears on its upper 
surface a deep relief of 
the dismembered body 
of the goddess  
 
____________________, 
the malevolent sister of 
Huitzilopochtli. 
Sculpture of serpents 
and serpent heads on 
the Great Pyramid in 
Tenochtitlan associated 
it with the “Hill of the  
 
___________________,”
where Huitzilopochtli 
slew this moon goddess.    

8. The Aztecs placed this  
relief at the foot of the  
 
______________ leading 
up to one of 
Huitzilopochtli’s earlier 
temples on the site. The 
fragmented image 
proclaimed the power of 
the Mexica over their 
enemies.  

9. The relief commemorates a god’s victory over his sister 
and 400 brothers who had plotted to kill their mother  
 
_________________, also known as “she of the serpent 
skirt.” 



 

 

 

 

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 

1. The Inka were a small highland group who established themselves in the Cuzco Valley around 1000. In 

the 15th century, however, they rapidly extended their power until their empire stretched from Ecuador 

to central Chile. At the time of the Spanish conquest, the Inka Empire, although barely a century old, 

was the largest in the world. The divided their Andean empire, which they called Tawantinsuyu, the  

Land of the _____________ ____________________, into sections and subsections, provinces and 

communities, whose boundaries all converged on, or radiated from, the capital city of  

___________________.  

2. The engineering prowess of the Inka matched their talent for governing and they were gifted architects  

as well. They knitted together their extensive territories with networks of ______________________ and 

bridges, upgrading more than 14,000 miles of roads. Without wheeled vehicles and horses, they used 

their road system to move goods by llama herds. They also established a highly efficient, swift  

communication system of relay __________________ who carried messages the length of the empire. 

3. The Inka never developed a writing system, but they employed a system of record-keeping using a  

device known as the ____________________, with which they recorded calendar and astronomical 

information, census and tribute totals, and inventories. For example, the Spaniards noted admiringly 

that Inka officials always knew exactly how much maize or cloth was in any storeroom in their empire.  

Not a book or a tablet, this device consisted of a main _____________________ with other knotted 

threads hanging perpendicularly off it.  

4. In the heart of the Andes, Machu Picchu is about 50 miles north of Cuzco and, like some of the region’s 

other cities, was the estate of a powerful mid-15th-century Inka ruler. The accommodation of its 

architecture to the landscape is so complete that even large stones were cut to echo the shapes of the  
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______________________ beyond. The Inka carefully sited buildings so that windows and doors framed  

spectacular views of sacred __________ and facilitated the recording of important astronomical events. 

5. Machu Picchu is a city dominated by sacred temples and shrines: 

the Temple of Three Windows; the Temple of the Condor, named 

for its carved floor and stone wings; the elegantly curved Temple of 

the Sun, built on a rock that is illuminated by the  

__________________________; and, at the highest point in the  

city, a stone pillar known as the ___________________________. 

This sacred pillar is in alignment with four mountain gods of 

supreme importance to the Inca. In the far distance, these great 

snowcapped peaks- the highest ones in the entire region- happen  

to correspond to the ___________________________.  

6. Five hundred years ago, the Inca processed through Cusco, but they didn’t carry statues of saints as the  

descendants of the Inca do today. They carried the _______________________ of their kings, whom 

they revered as gods. It was likely one of these kings who built Machu Picchu. The quality of the  

stonework alone suggests the city was __________________. It is was estimated that since it would 

have taken at least 50 years to complete, and the Inca Empire only lasted 100 years, the site must have  

been a focus for the earliest kings. Evidence in fact points to _________________________, the first Inca 

emperor, as the king who ordered Machu Picchu’s construction. 

7. Machu Picchu had 16 fountains in the city, fed by a natural spring, found nearby on the flanks of Machu  

Picchu Mountain. From there, the Inca engineered a __________________ whose three percent grade 

was carefully crafted to deliver just the right amount of water to the fountains.  

8. Some accounts describe Cuzco’s plan as having the shape of a ________________ (a symbol of Inka 

royal power), with a great shrine-fortress on a hill above the city representing its head and the  

9. southeastern convergence of two rivers forming its tail. A great ________________, still the hub of the 

modern city, nestled below the animal’s stomach. 

10. One Inka building at Cuzco that survives in small part is the Temple of the ______________, built of 

ashlar masonry (stone blocks fit together without mortar), an ancient construction technique the Inka  

had mastered. Known to the Spaniards as _______________________ (Golden Enclosure), the temple’s 

interior was veneered with sheets of gold, silver, and emeralds and housing life-size statues of silver and 

gold. Nothing survive, but some preserved Inka statuettes may suggest the appearance of lost large-

scale statues. 



11. Built on the site of the home of Manco Capac, son of the sun god 

and founder of the Inka dynasty, the temple housed  

____________________ of some of the early rulers. Dedicated to the 

worship of several Inka deities, including the creator god  

__________________________, the temple was the center point of  

a network of radiating _____________________ leading to some 350 

shrines, which had both calendar and astronomical significance. 

 

Inka All-T’oqapu tunic. 1450-1520 CE, camelid fiber and cotton 
 
1. “The production of fine textiles was already an important art in the Andes by the third millennium BCE. Among the Incas, textiles of 
cotton and camelid fibers (from llama, vicuna, and alpaca) were an indication of wealth. One form of labor taxation required the 
manufacture of fibers and cloth, and textiles as well as agricultural products filled with Inca storehouses. Cloth was deemed a fitting 
gift for the gods, so fine garments were draped around states, and even burned as sacrificial offerings. The patterns and designs on 
garments were not simply decorative; they carried symbolic messages, including indications of a person’s ethnic identity and social 
rank” (Stokstad and Cothren 845). In this tunic, “each square represents a miniature tunic with a different pattern and meaning. For 
example, officers and royal escorts; the four-part motifs may refer to the empire as the Land of Four Quarters. While we may not be 
sure what was meant in every case, patterns and colors appear to have been standardized like uniforms in order to convey 
information at a glance. Perhaps an exquisite tunic such as this, containing patterns associated with multiple ranks and statuses, was 
woven as a royal garment” (845-846).  
 
“In Inca times textiles were the nearest Andean concept to ‘coinage,’ and because their value was understood in terms of labor they 
were, in effect, reciprocal labor for labor. Because cloth was so highly valued in Andean cultures, it was used by the Incas in a similar 
way to currency. Regular allocations of cloth were given to army units and it was ‘paid’ as a reward for government services. Whether 
textiles were used in this way by an pre-Inca cultures is not known” (Jones 330). “Weaving was specifically a female craft, although 
men worked rougher fibers into cord and rope for more utilitarian uses. In Inca times all women wove, from the common women 
subjects of the empire, through women of elite households, to the wives of the emperor. For commoners, weaving was a craft and 
hallmark of femininity in which a woman took pride in clothing her family; to the elite, weaving was a symbolic demonstration of 
femininity, rather than a necessity. Textile production occupied more people and labor than any other Inca craft, and an intensity of 
labor was probably surpassed only by agriculture” (338). “Special clothing marked changes in life cycles, both as costume for initiation 
ceremonies and as a mark of age, social status and distinction. Specific people wore specific clothes for specific occasions. Cloth was 
offered to the gods in burnt offerings, used to dress and preserve mummies, and offered in burials. Finally, cloth provided a medium 
for representing the gods and religious imagery reflecting cosmological concepts” (472).  
 
“Government officials wore garments that were distinctive in both color and design. We know through a variety of sources that 
square geometric designs (tocapu) adorned tunics of various ranks of civil service officers and that they served some kind of 
identifying function. It has been pointed out that tocapu designs bear little resemblance to motifs of earlier cultures, as if to make 
plain the unprecedented domination of the Inca over the Andean world. In the early Colonial Period, Guaman Poma de Ayala depicted 
Inca rulers wearing tunics wearing tunics that were covered entirely with tocapu. Tocapu are found in other media as well, including 
on buildings and keros, and may have been a kind of signing system that perhaps even approached a quasi-hieroglyphic form. In any 
event, tocapu were clearly an aid to the management of the Inca civil service and bureaucracy, together with the armies, roads, khipu, 
and taxation systems. The Inca created and maintained an empire with great skill for a hundred years before they met a challenge 
that was impossible for them to have foreseen- a challenge literally from beyond their world. The arrival of European conquerors in 
person was preceded by a disastrous epidemic of smallpox, one of the diseases that they had brought with them to the Americas and 
to which Andean peoples, like other Native Americans, had almost no immunity. The result was a calamity for the Inca, whose empire 
rapidly collapsed. Perhaps the empire was already stretched to its limit, given the tools and methods available for managing it, and 
would soon have fallen apart even without the twin disasters of disease and conquest. It is something to which we will never know the 
answer. What is certain is that within another century the peoples and cultures of Peru were profoundly and irrevocably changed” 
(Quilter 201-203).  
 



“When local peoples resisted incorporation into the empire, or worse, rose in rebellion afterward, Inca retribution afterward, Inca 
retribution could be fierce. Inca armies rarely met defeat and once the contentious territory was firmly in imperial hands the state 
exercised close control. Even in tranquil areas the Inca imposed a hierarchical system in which the population was divided into units, 
beginning with a single unit of ten households and working upward into larger units. All were under the gaze of imperial officials who 
employed spies and reported infractions to their superiors. Taxes were taken in the form not only of crops and livestock but also 
artisans’ skills and other services. Good runners would become chasquis, and the prettiest girls would be pressed into Inca service as 
acllacuna, ‘chosen women,’ to weave, make chicha beer for festivals, and, occasionally, be presented as gifts from the emperor” (183). 
“Quite apart from their value in making cloth and preparing drink and food, the chosen women had sexual value, providing the Inca, 
his senior officials, and his generals with a harem” (Hemming 66). “It was considered an honor for a girl to be chosen to serve the Inca 
in this way, and in provincial cities young girls who held promise of adult beauty were groomed as mamaconas. The Inca would give 
some of these women, those he did not keep for himself, to Indians he chose to honor. The girls thus became a kind of royal bounty” 
(64). “Girls and women reserved for the service of the Inca and the official religion were, naturally, carefully protected, living in well-
guarded enclosures and well-supplied with food and luxuries. The aclla-huasi of Cuzco lay directly between the sun temple Coricancha 
and the main square. Daily processions of priests bearing the sun image passed along a beautiful lane between the superb stone walls 
of the Amaru-cancha palace and the aclla-huasi. This street is still intact” (66).  
 
Inka Silver and Gold Maize Cobs. C. 1400-1533 CE, sheet metal/repoussé, gold and silver alloys 
 
1. “So important was maize that it was rendered in silver by imperial craftsmen. It was both secular, as essential food, and sacred, 
used to make chicha beer for consumption in religious festivals” (Jones 335). “Abundant sources of gold, silver and copper in Peru and 
Bolivia are found pure (gold and copper) and in ores (silver and copper). Most prehistoric Andean gold was retrieved from streams by 
washing the gravel in wooden trays. Sometimes streams were diverted to expose gold-bearing gravels. Lesser amounts were 
excavated from one-man trenches. Mine shafts for silver and copper ores were 1 meter or so to perhaps 70 m (230 feet) long. Vertical 
shafts were only as deep as the dirt could be thrown up to the surface, then another hole was started near by. Wooden, bronze and 
antler tools were used to dig, and stone and deer antler hammers and picks were used to break up veins of ore, and to crush it. 
Excavated material was brought out in hide sacks and fibre baskets. Spanish chroniclers record that Inca mines were worked only in 
the summer, from noon to sunset. Mining, like so many other tasks, was carried out as part of the Inca mit’a labor tax. Crushed silver 
and copper” (482). “Gold-bearing streams and ore deposits were considered sacred places. Ceremonies were held at them to honor 
their holy spirits and solicit ease of extraction. Gold and silver collection and mining were restricted under state control of the Inca 
Empire (and, as they were regarded as precious, probably under elite control in pre-Inca cultures as well). Copper extraction and use 
was widespread and less regulated” (482).  
 
2. “The process of repoussé- the creation of relief designs from behind- began with cutting out the shape with a thin-bladed chisel. 
The pattern was scribed onto the metal, sometimes using templates, then the raised design was pressed out from the back with 
metal and wooden punches onto a yielding surface, such as thick leather or a sand-filled bag. The final design was refined and 
sharpened from the front with fine tools. Incised designs were also scored into metal figures, and areas of metal were sometimes cut 
out. Multi-piece objects, sometimes of different metals, were combined by several techniques. Edges were overlapped and hammer-
welded, with annealing, sometimes including the clinching of the edges of folding them over on each other. Soldering and brazing 
were accomplished with melted bits of metal alloy. Moche spot-welding was second to none, with some pieces including hundreds of 
individual spot-solderings. Granulation, or diffusion bonding, was used for very fine work, such as tiny beads or fine wire” (483). “The 
secret to Inca success was that the empire managed to produce not only ample goods and foodstuffs for its armies, religious officials, 
and the luxurious court at Cuzco but plenty for the common people. The Inca himself granted local chieftains permission to distribute 
cloth and food from the state stores to needy peasants- a practice that kept their subjects contented” (Hemming 94). “In all parts of 
the kingdom they stockpiled maize, sweet potatoes, chili peppers, coca, and various other foods that could be eaten without prior 
cooking” (94). “Though it’s common in Peru today, in Inca times, corn was a royal food” (Ghosts of Machu Picchu).  
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Discuss how these objects allude to ways in which the Inka maintained power within what was, at the time, the largest empire in the 
world.  
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Kwakwaka’wakw Transformation Mask; late 19
th

 century CE; wood, paint, and string 
 
1.“From southern Alaska to northern California, the Pacific coast of North America is a region of unusually abundant resources. Its 
many rivers fill each year with salmon returning to spawn. Harvested and dried, the fish could sustain large populations throughout 
the year. The peoples of the Northwest Coast- among them the Tlingit, the Haida, and the Kwakwaka’wakw (formerly spelled 
Kwakiutl)- exploited this abundance to develop a complex and distinctive way of life in which the arts played a central role” (Stokstad 
and Cothren 851-852). “Animals feature prominently in Northwest Coast art because each extended family group (clan) claimed 
descent from a mythic animal or animal-human ancestor, from whom the family derived its name and the right to use certain animals 
and spirits as totemic emblems, or crests. These emblems appear frequently in Northwest Coast art, notably in carved cedar house 
poles and the tall, free-standing mortuary poles erected to memorialize dead chiefs. Chiefs, who were males in the most direct line of 
descent from the mythic ancestor, validated their status and garnered prestige for themselves and their families by holding ritual 
feasts known as potlatches, during which they gave valuable gifts to the invited guests. Shamans, who were sometimes also chiefs, 
mediated between the human and spirit worlds. Some shamans were female, giving them unique access to certain aspects of the 
spiritual world” (852).  
 
2. “Northwest coast peoples lived in large, elaborately decorated communal houses made of massive timbers and thick planks. 
Carved and painted partition screens separated the chief’s quarters from the rest of the house” (852). “To call upon the guardian 
spirits, many Native American cultures staged ritual dance ceremonies in which dancers wore complex costumes and striking carved 
and painted wooden masks. Among the most elaborate masks were those used by the Kwakwaka’wakw in the Winter Ceremony that 
initiated members into the shamanistic Hamatsa society. The dance re-enacted the taming of Hamatsa, a cannibal spirit, and this 
three attendant bird spirits. Magnificent carved and painted masks transformed the dancers into Hamatsa and the bird attendants, 
who searched for victims to eat. Strings allowed the dancers to manipulate the masks so that the beaks opened and snapped shut 
with spectacular effect. Isolated in museums as ‘art,’ the masks doubtless lose some of the shocking vivacity they have in 
performance; nevertheless their bold forms and color schemes retain power and meaning that can be activated by the viewer’s 
imagination” (852-853). “In the Winter Ceremony, youths are captured, taught the Hamatsa lore and rituals, and then in a spectacular 
theater-dance performance are ‘tamed’ and brought back into civilized life. All the members of the community, including singers, 
gather in the main room of the great house, which is divided by a painted screen. The audience members fully participate in the 
performance; in early times, they brought containers of blood so that when the bird-dancers attacked them, they could appear to 
bleed and have flesh torn away. Whistles from behind the screen announce the arrival of the Hamatsa (danced by an initiate), who 
enters through the central hole in the screen in a flesh-craving frenzy. Wearing hemlock, a symbol of the spirit world, he crouches and 
dances wildly with outstretched arms as attendants try to control him. He disappears but returns again, now wearing red cedar and 
dancing upright. Finally tamed, a full member of society, he even dances with the women” (854).  
 
3. “Potlatches include feasts at which rights to the inheritance of wealth and power are displayed and validated. A great family shows 
it worthiness to inherit and hold titles by lavish feasting, by generous distribution of gifts to guests, and by exhibiting its crests while 
dramatically re-enacting or telling their stories” (Berlo and Phillips 198-199). “Among the Kwakwaka’wakw, for example, potlatches 
are occasions, in the words of Kwakwaka’wakw anthropologist and curator Gloria Cranmer Webster, for ‘naming children, mourning 
the dead, transferring rights and privileges, and less frequently, marriages or the raising of memorial totem poles’”(199). “Tradition 
has it that the Kwakwaka’wakw acquired a number of masks and dances from the Heiltsuk to the north, but the creation of an 
unparalleled array of visual forms and dramatic techniques with which to display these dance privileges was a local development” 
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(199). “The highly realistic dramas included events in which (by pre-arrangement) masked beings appeared to draw blood and cut bits 
of flesh from audience members in the graphic display of their dangerous powers, and others in which people were apparently 
dismembered before the eyes of the spectators, only to return reassembled. Magical transformations from animal to human were 
made vivid by transformation masks, construction with hidden strings manipulated by the masker” (200). “The first sign that the 
Tseka winter cycle is to occur is the disappearance from the village of the high-born young men who have inherited the privilege of 
Hamatsa membership. They have been captured by the cannibalistic Hamatsa spirits who live in the far north with their leader 
Baxwbakwalanuxwsise. Their return as initiates, endowed with new powers, is the highlight of the Tseka cycle. The companions of 
Baxwbakwalanuxwsiwe are impersonated by maskers wearing giant headpieces representing up to four different species of man-
eating birds. Their masks have great snapping beaks and they dance to display the destructive power the initiates have acquired 
during their absence” (200-201). “It is the role of the women of the society to tame and control the initiates, a process expressed in 
the slow, potent movements of the dance, so that the initiates’ new powers become socially constructive rather than destructive. The 
elders wear head rings made of shredded red cedar bark, symbolizing the Tseka season, and carrying significations of the human 
realm and social order. By the end of the initiation the new members, too, have exchanged their wild hemlock branches for cedar bark 
rings” (201).  
 
4. “Kwakiutl social organization appears to have alternated between two forms the first comprising summer villages composed of 
descent groups called numayma (or numema), the second comprising winter villages composed of Dancing Societies whose 
membership cut across the numaymas” (Pollock 585). “The numayma was a condensed form of descent group, the core of which was 
of a fixed size, limited by a set of names (originally of ancestral beings) of which it was composed. Commoners were not full 
members, inasmuch as they had no rights or duties in the quintessential corporate activities of the group, especially potlatches. The 
names, or titles, were accompanied by… ‘crests,’ apparently on analogy with heraldry. In fact, crests generally were masks carved of 
wood. These masks, and the names associated with them, were imbued with the mystical nature of the founding ancestors of the 
numayma, the souls of these animal founders” (586). “Quite simply, the process of transmitting these names and masks imbued the 
new possessor with the spiritual identity or begwanemgemtl of the ancestor. Thus, any contemporary numayma was in essence a 
living and exact representation or incarnation of the original, ancestral numayma” (586). “In myth, the original animal ancestors shed 
their skins and emerged as human beings. The skins became the masks later associated with the name of the ancestor. Each works, 
so to speak, by hiding the human person in the skin, or mask, transforming the wearer into the ancestor. First, many Kwakiutl masks 
open to reveal a second mask underneath. The person was, in effect, a series of layers, the outermost of which was displayed but 
which could be shed to reveal another identity-layer underneath. The outer layer displayed one’s public identity, the public ‘person’, 
while the innermost core was one’s ‘soul’ or spiritual identity. The mask associated with one’s name displayed a form of one’s identity. 
Second, Kwakiutl potlatches involved the transfer of wealth when names were given from parent to child” (586).  
 
5.  “Many Kwakiutl masks are differentiated by their mouths. For Kwakiutl, it was the mouth that gave access to the soul and which 
served as the link between the exterior identity and the interior soul. Kwakiutl masks were thus often designed to signal the 
fundamental differences at the core of souls, even when public identity was similar” (587-588). “Possession by the hamat’sa cannibal 
spirit was the most dramatic form of winter ritual masking, and provides a kind of token for the entire type of masking ritual. The 
person who was to become possessed went into the woods, where he was possessed by the spirits whose mask he owned. Those 
remaining in the village danced to attract the possessed person back, though the hamat’sas, the highest-ranked cannibal spirits, were 
said to remain in the woods for several months. Ultimately they returned to the village, shouting ‘eat, eat, eat,’ running in  a frenzy 
through the village, chasing and biting people before they could be calmed and finally released from their possession. Kwakiutl 
ethnohistory posits that actual cannibalism occurred in the ritual, before the imposition of Western restrictions” (588-589). “The 
‘healers’ – the heliga – prepared a corpse of a dead relative of a hamat’sa cannibal by soaking it in salt water. Twigs were pushed under 
the skin of the corpse to scrape away the decaying flesh, leaving only the skin. The kingalalala, ‘procurer of dead bodies for the 
hamat’sa’, brought the body to a ceremonial house where the hamat’sa himself smoked the skin over a fire. All the hamat’sas shared 
the ‘body’ in a collective feast, after which they retired to a beach where they were washed with salt water. This salt water  bath, 
finally, cured their possession” (589). “The masks of winter ritual possession preserve the semiotic strategies of numayma masks, but 
with interesting inversions. For example the hamat’sa cannibals did not simply wish to eat humans, but to incorporate their identities. 
But the hamat’sas were dangerous because they mistakenly inverted the process by which this incorporation of identities took place; 
rather than wearing the skin of the deceased – as in other masks, skins, ‘blankets’, and so on – the hamat’sas ate the skin, much as the 
mystically dangerous sisiulth snake envelops its victim rather than enveloping itself with the skin of the victim. ‘Taming’ the hamat’sa 
reverted to the proper form of masking; the naked hamat’sa was covered with the skins of animals that pacified him, and was finally 
tamed by salt water baths which washed away any remaining external sources of possession” (589).  
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1. Animals feature prominently in Northwest Coast art because each extended ____________________ 

claimed descent from a mythic animal or animal-human ancestor, from whom a name was derived as 

well as the right to use certain animals and spirits as totemic emblems, or crests. 

2. Chiefs, who were males in the most direct line of descent from the mythic ancestor, validated their 

status and garnered prestige for themselves and their families by holding ritual feasts known as  

_______________________, during which they gave valuable gifts to the invited guests. 

3. Among the most elaborate masks were those used by the Kwakwaka’wakw (formerly spelled Kwakiutl)  

in the ____________________ Ceremony that initiated members into the shamanistic Hamatsa society.  

The dance re-enacted the taming of ______________________, a cannibal spirit, and this three 

attendant bird spirits. Magnificent carved and painted masks transformed the dancers into this spirit  

and the bird attendants, who searched for victims to eat. ______________________ allowed the dancers 

to manipulate the masks so that the beaks opened and snapped shut with spectacular effect.  

4. In this ceremony, youths are captured, taught the lore and rituals, 

and then in a spectacular theater-dance performance are  

“____________________” and brought back into civilized life. All 

the members of the community, including singers, gather in the 

main room of the great house, which is divided by a painted  

____________________ through which the initiate emerges, in a 

central hole, in a flesh-craving frenzy.  

5. It is the role of the _____________________ of the society to 

tame and control the initiates, a process expressed in the slow, 

potent movements of the dance, so that the initiates’ new  

powers become socially _______________________ rather than 

destructive. The elders wear head rings made of shredded red 

cedar bark, symbolizing the Tseka winter season, and carrying 

significations of the human realm and social order. By the end of 

the initiation the new members, too, have exchanged their wild  

______________________ for cedar bark rings.  



6. In myth, the original animal ancestors shed their skins and emerged as ________________________. 

The skins became the masks later associated with the name of the ancestor. Each works, so to speak, by 

hiding the human person in the skin, or mask, transforming the wearer into the ancestor. First, many 

Kwakiutl masks open to reveal a second mask underneath. The person was, in effect, a series of layers, 

the outermost of which was displayed but which could be shed to reveal another identity-layer  

underneath. The outer layer displayed one’s ____________________, while the innermost core was  

one’s _____________________________. 

7. Many Kwakiutl masks are differentiated by their ___________________. For Kwakiutl, it was the  

_____________________ that gave access to the soul and which served as the link between the exterior 

identity and the interior soul. 

8. A corpse of a ________________________ of a hamat’sa cannibal was soaked in salt water by healers. 

Twigs were pushed under the skin of the corpse to scrape away the decaying flesh, leaving only the skin. 

The body was brought to a ceremonial house where the hamat’sa himself smoked the skin over a fire. 

All the hamat’sas shared the “body” in a collective feast, after which they retired to a beach where  

they were washed with ____________________ that finally cured their ________________________ by 

the cannibal spirit. 

9. What is a possible meaning do you think for this elaborate cannibalistic ceremony? 

 

10. The Haida began to erect numerous totem poles about 300 years ago in response to greater  

_______________________ and due to the availability of ___________________ tools.  

11. Male designers of the Tlingit provided the  

______________________ for Chilkat blankets in 

the form of wooden pattern boards for female 

weavers. These blankets, woven on an  

________________________ loom, served as robes 

worn over the shoulders, became prestige items of 

ceremonial dress.  

12. Among the Pueblos, pottery making normally has been the domain of ______________________. But in 

response to the heavy demand for her wares, Maria Montoya Martinez, of San Ildefonso Pueblo in  

New Mexico, coiled, slipped, and burnished her pots, and her _______________________, Julian, 

painted the designs.  



13. Although they worked in many styles, some based on prehistoric ceramics, around 1918 they invented  

the ________________________ ware that made Maria, and indeed the whole pueblo of San Ildefonso, 

famous. The elegant shapes of the pots, as well as the traditional but abstract designs, had affinities  

with the contemporaneous _________________________ style in architecture. 

14. When nonnative buyers suggested she sign her pots to increase their value, Maria obliged, but in the  

communal spirit typical of the Pueblos, she also signed her ___________________________ so that 

others could share in her good fortune.  

15. Maria Martinez learned ceramic techniques that were 

used in the Southwest for several millennia by watching 

potters from San Ildefonso, especially her aunt 

Nicholasa. Her black-on-black pottery designs were 

based on fragments of pots found on an Ancestral 

Pueblo site dating from the twelfth to seventeenth 

centuries. She knew that the make a pot stronger, local 

clay had to be mixed with a temper made from broken 

pots that had been  

______________________ into a powder. 

16. When mixed with water, the clay was formed by hand into shapes such as the ____________________,  

or rounded pot. The dried vessel was covered with ____________________, a thin solution of clay and  

water. It was polished by rubbing a smooth ___________________ over the surface to flatten the clay 

and create a shiny finish.  

17. Over the polished slip the pot was covered with designs painted with an iron-rich solution using either  

pulverized iron ore or a reduction of wild plants called ________________________. To recreate the 

effect on the pottery they found, they discovered that smothering the fire with powdered  

_______________________ removed the oxygen while retaining the heat, resulting in a pot that was 

blackened. This resulted in a pot that was less hard and not entirely watertight, which worked for the  

new market that prized __________________________ over utilitarian value.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 

READ the FOLLOWING 
 
Lenape Bandolier Bag of the Eastern Delaware, c. 1850 CE, beadwork on leather 
 
1.“ Woodland peoples made belts and strings of cylindrical purple and white shell beads called wampum. The Iroquois and Delaware 
peoples used wampum to keep records (the purple and white patterns served as memory devices) and exchanged belts of wampum 
to conclude treaties. Few actual wampum treaty belts have survived” (Stokstad and Cothren 847). “In spite of the use of shell beads in 
wampum, decorative beadwork did not become commonplace until after European contact. In the late eighteenth century, Native 
American artists began to acquire European colored-glass beads, and in the nineteenth century they favored the tiny seed beads from 
Venice and Bohemia. Early beadwork mimicked the patterns and colors of quillwork. In the nineteenth century it largely replaced 
quillwork and incorporated European designs. Among other sources of inspiration, Canadian nuns introduced the young women in 
their schools to embroidered European floral motifs, and Native embroiderers began to adapt these designs, as well as European 
needlework techniques and patterns from European garments, into their own work. Functional aspects of garments might be 
transformed into purely decorative motifs; for example, a pocket would be replaced by an area of beadwork shaped like a pocket. A 
bandolier bag from Kansas, made by a Delaware woman, is covered with curvilinear plant motifs in contrast to the rectilinear patterns 
of traditional quillwork. White lines outline brilliant pink and blue leaf-shaped forms on both bag and shoulder straps, heightening the 
intensity of the colors, which alternate with repeated patterns, exemplifying the evolution of beadwork design and its adaptation to a 
changing world” (849). “The very shape of this bandolier bag is adapted from European military uniforms” (850).  
 
2. “The oldest examples of eastern bags preserved in early European curiosity collections are made of whole animal skins or of h ide 
cut into long rectangular pouches, both types worn folded over a belt. Painted on the body of the rectangular bags and woven into 
the netted quillwork panels attached along the bottom were intricate geometric motifs and images of important manitos (spirit 
beings) such as the Sun of the Thunderbird. Another type of bag that is certainly of pre-contact origin is the twined or finger-woven 
bag used to store personal possessions and foods. Examples that display images of manitos or designs symbolizing their powers  
probably served as containers for medicine bundles. During the eighteenth century Native artists invented a new type of square or 
rectangular bag attached to a bandolier strap copied from European military uniforms. Despite this innovative cut, however, 
eighteenth-century bandolier bags continued to display large central images of thunderbirds and underwater beings or abstract 
designs that probably also expressed the protective powers acquired from manitos during the vision quest” (Berlo and Phillips  100-
101). Floral beadwork had emerged as a dominant art form across Native North America by the late 1800s, due to the exchange of 
ideas, techniques, and materials between Native communities and Euro-American settlers, fur traders, and missionaries moving 
westward across the continent. During the heyday of ethnographic collecting, collectors and curators tended to favor geometric 
beadwork because it was considered more traditionally indigenous. For this reason, floral beadwork has been somewhat overlooked 
in museum collections” (Bardolph). “The idea of ‘civilizing’ Native people through florals applied to men as well as women: by wearing 
flower beadwork, Native men were perceived as somewhat pacified in the eyes of settlers and government officials. Ironically, 
beaded buckskin jackets, often embellished with floral beadwork, also became popular with men such as General George Armstrong 
Custer and William ‘Buffalo Bill’ Cody. This blend of cultural identities reveals much about Native/non-Native exchange but also 
suggests something about complex notions of femininity and masculinity” (Bardolph).  
 
3. “Glass beads were manufactured in Europe by glassblowers. They stretched thin bubbles of molten, colored glass into thin hollow 
strands, cut them into tiny segments, and polished them in tumbles filled with sand and other abrasives. Beads were sized by number. 
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The Czechoslovakian seed beads were smaller than the Venetian pony beads. At the factories, beads of the same size and color were 
strung on durable threads and crafted in barrels for transport. Traders working on the frontier exchanged the beads and other 
manufactured goods for the Native Americans’ furs, particularly beaver. Most of the beads were stitched to the tanned hides of deer, 
buffalo, elk, moose, and caribou. Tanning involved scraping, stretching, drying, and treating the hides with the animal’s bra ins, oils, or 
other natural ingredients to keep them from spoiling. Before needles and threads were imported, beadworkers stitched with bone 
awls and sinew from animal tendons. Beadworkers employed a variety of stitches to secure rows of beads to the surface of the hides. 
Often, glass beads were used with metal beads, tacks, and sequins (stamped and flattened loops of silver), bits of brass, copper, 
feathers, fur, and paint. But it is the brilliant color, translucency, and reflective quality of the glass that have made glass beadwork so 
popular among collectors of Native American art from the Great Plains” (O’Riley 299).  
 
Navajo Shooting Chant Sandpainting Blanket, early 20

th
 century, wool yarn 

 
1. “During the early twentieth century, most Navajo weaving was intended for outside markets.  Anglo entrepreneurs at trading posts 
within the Navajo Reservation worked closely with weavers to develop categories of weaving and design that would appeal to outside 
buyers.  Weaving production shifted from blankets to rugs, some of them based on Turkish carpet patterns provided by traders.  
Another style that proved very popular with Anglo buyers incorporated figural images employed by Navajo healers in sandpaintings.  
Sandpaintings possessed sacred, healing powers and were destroyed the same day they were completed.  Although many Navajo felt 
uneasy about bowling sandpainting imagery for weavings, figures drawn from sandpainting compositions were commercially 
desirable and began to appear in the work of Navajo weavers during the final decades of the nineteenth century” (Penney 66). 
“Sandpaintings are made for a ceremony called a ‘chant,’ which is the recitation of part of a long story about the beginnings  of the 
world.  The sandpaintings are at once illustrations of the story and the ‘gifts’ that are given to the heroes of the story.  The narrative, 
its sandpaintings, and other details of the healing ritual are the property of a ‘singer,’ or healer.  When someone falls ill, the singer is 
hired to create sandpaintings linked to different events of the narrative depending upon the diagnosis of the ailment.  Generally, a 
sandpainting ceremony will employ only four sandpaintings at most, representing only a small fragment of the entire narrative.  The 
painting itself is produced with dry pigments mixed with sand on the floor of the patient’s home.  When it completed, the patient sits 
in the center of the painting and the singer and his assistants rub the sand on his or her body to apply the healing powers of the 
images” (66). 
 
2. “This weaving illustrates a sandpainting from the Shooting Chant, one of some twenty to twenty-five different Navajo chants.  
Shooting Chant is particularly effective against diseases caused by lightning and protects against arrows and snakes.  The chant 
narrative begins with the time when Changing Woman lived in difficult, nearly barren land filled with dangerous monsters.  Dripping 
Water and Sun impregnated her with twin boys named Slayer-of-Alien-Gods and Child-of-the-Water, who were to rid the world of 
these evil beasts and make it fruitful.  The myth then recounts the adventures of the twins and their encounters with Holy People who 
would help them.  The painting illustrated on this weaving is called ‘The Skies’ and was taught to the twins by the Sun, their father, at 
Dawn Mountain” (66). “The image shows the four skies of a single day and their directional orientations: the white sky of dawn to the 
east, the blue sky of day to the south, the yellow sky of twilight to the west, and the black sky of night to the north.  Each of the four 
skies is represented by a trapezoidal shape of the appropriate color.  The horned faces toward the center of the composition 
represent the blue sun, the black wind, the white moon, and the yellow wind.  In each corner is one of the four sacred plants 
recognized by the Navajo: corn, tobacco, squash, and bean.  Like many sandpaintings, the composition is radial, growing outward 
from the center.  This weaving has no healing power; only the sandpainting, executed and used properly by the healers, is sacred” 
(66). 
 
3. “Men, who personify the stable or static side of life, make sand paintings that are accurate copies of paintings from the past.  
Motionless figures with stiff, unbent torsos are arranged in symmetrical compositions within large circles.  The songs sung over the 
paintings are also faithful renditions of songs from the past.  By recreating these arts, which reflect the original beauty of creation, the 
Navajo bring beauty to the present world.  As newcomers to the southwest, where their climate, neighbors, and rulers could be 
equally inhospitable, the Navajo created these art forms to control the world around them, not just through their symbolism, but 
through their beauty, hozho, so they could live in beauty” (O’Riley 294). The concept of “hozho” “coexists with hochxo (‘ugliness,’ or 
‘evil,’ and ‘disorder’) in a world where the opposing forces of dynamism and stability create constant change.  When the world which 
was created in beauty becomes ugly and disorderly, the Navajo gather together to perform rituals, with songs and make sand 
paintings to restore beauty and harmony to the world so they can once again ‘walk in beauty.’ This sense of disharmony is often 
manifest when a Navajo becomes ill.  Thus, the restoration of harmony is a type of curing ceremony” (O’Riley 293). 
 
4. “There are perhaps twenty or twenty-five major Navajo chants of which the Night Chant stands above all others. The Mountain 
Chant, even more spectacular than the Night Chant in some respects, is also outstanding” (Newcomb and Reichard 6). “Almost all 
chants have a male and a female branch and these may be countered as two for their emphasis and procedure differ and they are 
prescribed for different diseases. Thus there is a Male and a Female Shooting Chant” (6). “The belief, briefly stated, is that certain 
elements, animlas or persons, through imitation, cause disease which is equivalent to discord. They are able to do this because they 



have made contact with the person out of order. If then, they can be induced to be present where they can be honored in the proper 
fashion, which means order of procedure, they will not only no longer be harmful, but they may even bring good, which means 
accord” (7). “A man, usually more than thirty years of age, or even middle-aged, ‘old enough to have settled down,’ will indicate 
through an intermediary his desire to learn a particular chant. His choice is free, but is often influenced by some Chanter in the family 
or by some special experience with a particular chant. He who puts himself up as an apprentice for the Night Chant has particular 
courage and ambition: courage, because it is believed that false knowledge or errors in the use of information will cause paralysis; 
ambition, because the Night Chant makes greater demands on the Chanter than other chants and all demand much” (8). “Perhaps 
the first to suffer by a misuse of power, whether intentional or accidental, may be himself. The main test of his adequacy is his 
intelligence. He need not learn fast, but he must be accurate and painstaking. These are not his final tests however. He must be 
willing to make financial and personal sacrifices to get this training and the prestige which goes with it. When his intermediary makes 
the agreement with his teacher, he gives a gift to bind it” (8).  
 
5. “As in Pueblo ceremony, Navajo healing rituals were often multinight affairs, sometimes culminating the appearance of masked 
figures representing the Holy People. In the Nightway ceremony, for example, spirit figures appear wearing deerskin masks adorned 
with shells, hair, and other accoutrements. These bear superficial resemblance to Kachina masks, and may, in the distant past, have 
been influenced by Kachina performances” (Berlo and Phillips 63). “For Navajo weavers, the period between 1880 and 1920  was a 
time of tremendous cross-cultural fertilization and artistic innovation. With the coming of the railroad in 1882, weavers had greater 
access to new materials. Chemical dyes and machine-spun Germantown yarn began to be widely employed” (65). “Traditionally, 
small girls learned at their mothers’, aunts’, or older sisters’ looms, and some of them were already weaving at the age of just four or 
five. The Navajo matrilocal residence pattern lent continuity to the passing on of this artistic legacy, for generations of daughters and 
sisters tended to stay in the same area” (65). “Weaving is a sacred activity, as well as a paradigm for womanhood. It is a means of 
creating beauty and projecting it into the world. The universe itself was woven on an enormous loom by the mythic female ancestor, 
Spider Woman, out of the sacred materials of the cosmos. Spider Woman taught Changing Woman, one of the most important 
Navajo supernaturals, how to weave. Changing Woman provides the model for the Navajo aesthetic of transformation. She is, in 
essence, Mother Earth, clothing herself anew in vegetation each spring. Displaying their evocative love of rich aesthetic patterns both 
in textile and in story, Navajo people say that when she was discovered on a sacred mountain top by First Man and First Woman, 
Changing Woman wore the same cosmic materials from which Spider Woman wove the universe” (65, 67).  
 
6. “A famous Navajo medicine man, Hosteen Klah, practiced both the male art of sandpainting and the female art of weaving, having 
great powers in both realms. Transexulas commonly practiced the art of the ‘other’ gender. A famous example of this was the Zuni 
potter We’wha (1849-96), who was born a man but by inclination was a woman, both in terms of dress and artistry” (35). “Hosteen 
Klah was left-handed, and may also have been a hermaphrodite. In Navajo thought, a nadle, one who combines the physical 
attributes and/or talents of both genders, is a person honored by the gods. Unlike some Navajo children of his generation, Klah (1867-
1937) did not attend the white man’s school; instead he apprenticed with a succession of ritual experts- those who performed the 
complex songs, made the painstaking images in sand of Navajo supernatural figures, and mastered the herbal doctoring that form 
the Navajo medicine man’s practice- studying for more than a quarter of a century. Even as a child, Klah had a great aptitude for 
memorizing the arduous visual and aural details for the necessary completion of ceremonies which could last many nights. It was said 
that, by age ten, he was able to choreograph all the complex components of the Hail Chant learned from his uncle” (34). “Like many 
women of their generation, Klah’s mother and sister were expert weavers. As a young man who showed interest in both male and 
female realms, Klah, too, became expert in spinning, carding, and weaving the wool from his family’s large flock of sheep. He  even 
built his own looms on a much larger scale than was customary for weaving an ordinary Navajo blanket. Klah demonstrated weaving 
at the World Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1892-3, and was known as an expert craftsman who could copy complex techniques 
from archaeological textiles and experiment with weaving designs of Navajo deities in rugs- an act that was considered to be 
extremely dangerous. In Navajo origin stories, it is said that the supernaturals used the evanescent materials of the universe – such as 
clouds, rainbows, hail, lightning, and pollen- to create healing pictures. Therefore, human ritual practitioners should make ephemeral 
designs as well. That is why a traditional sandpainting made for healing purposes is made of sand and crushed materials, and is always 
destroyed during the ceremony” (34). “But Hosteen Klah flourished, both as a healer and a weaver, and he taught both his nieces to 
weave sandpainting designs, with no ill effects befalling any of them. Klah made his first sandpainting textile in 1919, and went on to 
make many more before his death at age 70 in 1937” (34).  
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Address BOTH how these works created by Native Americans reflect Native American traditions and how they were impacted by 

contact with European cultures who colonized North America. In doing so, discuss each work’s content or subject matter, the 

materials used, and/or the techniques employed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lenape Bandolier Bag of the eastern Delaware, 19
th

 century, beadwork on 
leather 
 
How the work reflects Native American Traditions (in subject matter, materials, 
and/or techniques) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How the work demonstrates how Native Americans were impacted by contact 
with European cultures that colonized North America (in subject matter, 
materials, and/or techniques) 
 
 

Navajo Shooting Chant Sandpainting, northern Arizona, early 20
th

 
century, wool yarn 
 
How the work reflects Native American Traditions (in subject matter, 
materials, and/or techniques) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How the work demonstrates how Native Americans were impacted by 
contact with European cultures that colonized North America (in 
subject matter, materials, and/or techniques) 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. While the earliest surviving hide paintings date to around 1800, this tradition was undoubtedly  

practiced much earlier along with other forms of painting like _______________________ (rock 

engravings).  

2. By the later eighteenth century certain hide artists like Cotsiogo began depicting subject matter that  

“affirmed native identity” and appealed to _______________________. The imagery placed on the hide  

was likely done with a combination of free-hand painting and __________________________.  

3. Men and women both painted on hides, but ___________ usually produced the scenes on tipis (tepees), 

clothing, and shields. The Sun Dance, shown in this hide, was intended to honor the Creator Deity for  

the earth’s ___________________, ensuring its continued renewal. It was _______________________ by 

the U.S. government until 1935 in an attempt to compel Native Americans to abandon their traditional 

ways.  

4. The hide painting also shows activities of daily life. Surrounding the Sun Dance, women rest near a fire  

and more men on horses hunt ____________________________. Warriors wearing  

_________________________ made of eagle feathers are also shown returning to camp. At the time  

Cotsiogo painted this hide, most _____________________, once essential to the livelihood of the Plains 

peoples, had either been killed or displaced.  

 

Attributed to Cotsiogo. Hide Painting of the Sun Dance, 
c. 1890-1900, Eastern Shoshone, painted elk hide 
 
How the work reflects Native American Traditions (in 
subject matter, materials, and/or techniques) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How the work demonstrates how Native Americans were 
impacted by contact with European cultures that colonized 
North America (in subject matter, materials, and/or 
techniques) 



 

 

 

 

 

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 

 

READ the FOLLOWING 

Buk (mask) of the Torres Strait. Mid- to late 19
th

 century CE; turtle shell, wood, fiber, feathers, and shell 
  
1. “The Torres Strait Islanders are a sturdy, dark-skinned, cheerful people of Melanesian origin. It is not yet known how long they have 
inhabited their islands, but it seems likely that the eastern islanders arrived later than the remainder, because their language is a 
variation on the western Papuan dialects, whereas the remainder of the islanders- the northern, western, and central people –speak a 
language undoubtedly derived from Australian Aboriginal dialects, though with an overlay of Papuan phonology and phraseology. 
The islanders had a universal kingship system and a series of totemic myths. These differed from group to group, but did tie together 
throughout the Strait. The well-known turtle-shell and wood masks and headdresses were mainly used in ceremonies celebrating 
these culture heroes and their creative acts” (Newton 232). “The main myth in the central islands was that of the Four Brothers, 
named Sigai, Kulka, Malu, and Sau. They came from the west and carried out various creative acts for the islanders. But during a 
quarrel Malu speared Sau and the brothers divided up. Malu went to Mer (Murray Island), Sau to Massid (York Island), Kulka to Aurid, 
and Sigai to Yam (Turtle-backed Island)” (233). “The cult of Malu (who had a secret name, Bomai) was studied in some detail by 
Haddon on the island of Mer, so that we know a great deal more about it than the other hero cults. It was carried out in a series of 
complex secret rituals, culminating in the showing of large turtle-shell masks in a dance accompanied by the sacred drum, Wasikor 
(which still exists). These basic myths have been outlined because the well-known turtle-shell masks and headdresses from Torres 
Strait were mostly used in secret ceremonies celebrating the creative acts of culture heroes, and in particular initiation and funeral 
rites. The masks are made from turtle-shell plates, carefully shaped and curved, then lashed together and usually decorated with 
incised patterns infilled with white ocher. Often they incorporate both animals and human figures. Sometimes they are adorned with 
cassowary feathers and nut rattles. Large masks in wood were made in some of the islands. They are powerful, semi-naturalistic 
elongated images, dressed with human hair. They paraded at night during celebrations of the harvest of certain fruit.  Although these 
masks may seem grotesque to some people, it must be remembered that they were used in highly secret ceremonies, usually 
performed at night by the light of camp fires. The dances were accompanied by the steady beat of the drums and the chanting of 
events from the myths. They were designed to impress and even terrify the participants, and they doubtless performed this function 
very efficiently” (233-234).  
 
2. “The peoples of the Torres Strait Islands had links with both New Guinea and Cape York, but were predominantly Melanesian, and 
there are many affinities between their art styles and those of neighboring groups along the south coast of new Guinea” (Brunt 104). 
“The islands are renowned especially for a genre not produced on the mainland, elaborate masks stitched together from pieces of 
turtle-shell, which typically also incorporated diverse other materials. They were mentioned by the Portuguese explorer Luis Baes de 
Torres in 1606- among the first documented European observations of any genre of Melanesian art- and sketched by various 
nineteenth-century voyage artists as well as by Tom Roberts, the Australian impressionist, during his 1892 visit to the Strait” (104). Its 
hybrid form- a crocodile head surmounted by a human face- was ingeniously designed to surprise and captivate audiences. When the 
dancer was fully upright, the mask was on top of the head and only the crocodile was visible, but it is likely that significances changed 
from place to place: these art forms were traded and used by communities other than those that produced them, in ceremonies 
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including harvest and funerary feasts, and initiation and war rites. Plates from the carapace of the hawksbill turtle were steamed the 
render them supple, then molded, incised, stained and stitched together. The assemblage was a kind of anthology in artefact form of 
the bewildering range of Islanders’ trading links; krar incorporated cowries and goa nuts, cassowary feathers (and, in other examples, 
bark belts) from New Guinea, and ochre traded from Cape York. European materials obtained through trade- the iron used for the 
outstretched hands and strands of calico- are also conspicuous” (104).  
 
Malagan display and Mask. New Ireland Province from Papua New Guinea, c. 20

th
 century CE, wood, pigment, fiber, and shell 

  
1. “Malangan ceremonies operated differently in different parts of northern New Ireland, and have been much studied by many 
different researchers. They were and are secondary funerary ceremonies occurring over a period of years after a death. Hundreds of 
people attended the final days of feasting; the height of the ceremony was the dramatic exhibition of malangan objects, an occasion 
that ‘finished’ the dead, sending the soul into the spirit world. Malangan carvings were not representations of the dead individual, 
rather they incorporated an accumulation of images or motifs. Each clan owned the right to remember and to make certain malangan 
types, incorporating specific combinations of animal and human figures that referred to the clan’s founding myths, and each person, 
by virtue of his unique kingship history within the clan, owned one or more specific malangan. Each malangan was an expression of a 
remembered source image, but was not an exact representation of it; rather it was a specific instantiation, inflected by the specific 
identity of the dead” (Brunt 199). “Seeing the different motifs makes it hard to see the whole figure, not least because the motifs 
themselves are often images of transformation- of a bird that is also a snake, or a bird that is swallowing a snake. This theme of 
transformation is also embodied, for example, in images of the rock cod, a fish that is known to change its sex, becoming female with 
increasing age, and being female at death. Flying fish are commonly depicted; most malangan human-figure sculptures have a flying 
fish depicted in front of the body, biting the chin of the main figure. Several knowledgeable men in New Ireland told Michael Gunn 
that the flying fish represents the speech of a leader, travelling far” (199-200).  
 
2. “For both the malangan carvings and the Sulka masks, the objects people made did not survive the occasion itself. Malangan  were 
allowed to rot away in the forest. Sulka masks were formally burned in ceremonies involving the sacrifice of pigs, whenever the 
organizers found they possessed the resources necessary for their formal destruction. The objects so crucial to the theater of the 
ceremony did not need to survive it, for they were not the goal of the occasion, but were instead the means by which the goal was 
achieved. Rather, by being destroyed they both remained in the memory of an overwhelming experience and disappeared in reality 
so that the next such performance could freshly overwhelm those present. The volume of malangan now in museum collections may 
also reflect the fact that sale to an outsider was as effective a form of destruction as rotting in the forest. More formal rituals of 
destruction may not have facilitated the sale of objects to the same extent” (200). “Matrilineal clans sponsor these feasts to honor the 
dead, and they bring relatives and visitors to the village for performances, orations, feasting, and the exchange of pigs and shell 
ornaments. The climax of the ritual is the display of works of art specially commissioned for the occasion. These are mounted on the 
façade of a ceremonial house built for the purpose and covered with fresh green foliage, providing a striking backdrop for the painted 
sculptures. The ceremonial payment of obligations is an important part of the proceedings. The bones of the deceased wrapped in 
bundles of leaves are temporarily placed in front of the carvings (D’Alleva 72).  
 
3. “Malangan may also be made and presented for the initiation of boys as well as mortuary rituals. There is a kind of balance here, for 
the ceremonies usher new adults into the community even as the dead depart. At the end of the display, the clan burns the malangan 
sculptures or allows them to rot away to prevent others from using their spiritual powers for sorcery. The sculptures themselves are 
complex, full of esoteric meanings and references to clan history and ancestors and spirits. Each connects to a specific story, one that 
can be told in all authenticity only by the owner of the rights to the malangan. This richness of meaning is paralleled by a visual 
complexity, for the sculptures are often composed of multiple openwork figures and covered with a variety of painted patterns. 
Anthropomorphic figures usually represent other ancestral or mythic beings and are often named after them. During the 
presentation, the deceased person or the mythic or ancestral spirit represented by the sculpture is believed to dwell in it, so they are 
treated with care” (75). “Great feasts and performances accompany the display of the malangan sculpture. The sponsoring matrilineal 
clan asks others related through marriage and male descent to support the occasion by contributing dances or sculptural displays. 
Often, someone will bring ‘a line of tatnua,’ masked dancers who perform on one of the last days of the feast and represent an 
idealized image of manhood. The striking crested hairstyle of the mask imitates a traditional hairstyle worn by young men to signify 
bereavement, when the sides of the head are shaved and the head covered with a plaster of lime dust. The mask’s red, black, and 
white coloration recalls warfare, powerful forms of magic, sorcery, and the spirits of those who have died from violence. The men who 
wear the masks often live together for several weeks in the sponsor’s men’s house to practice and guard their spiritual strength. On 
the day of the dance, they don the masks while reciting protective rituals and spells. As the lead dancer ushers the tatnua into the 
compound one by one, they present a vision of the host village as a wellspring of vitality and male strength in spite of death, sorcery, 
and other misfortunes” (75, 77).  
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1. When the process involved in produced the Ambum Stone is taken into consideration it is all the more  

magnificent- working with the tough _______________________ stone would have involved many 

weeks of laborious chipping and hammering at the surface with stone tools. The significance and 

function of the Ambum Stone remains obscure; such objects are often considered sacred and credited 

with supernatural powers by present-day people in the region.  

2. Despite the various animalistic features such as the nose tip, 

which resembles that of a fruit bat, the Ambum Stone may depict 

a juvenile long-beaked echidna (spiny  

______________________), an animal thought to have been  

revered for its useful _______________________ prior to the 

introduction of pigs. 

3. The shell masks and headdresses from the Torres Strait Islands 

were mostly used in secret ceremonies celebrating the creative  

acts of ______________________________, and in particular 

initiation and funeral rites. The masks are made from  

________________-shell plates, carefully shaped and curved, 

then lashed together and usually decorated with incised patterns 

filled in with white ocher. These masks were used at  

___________________ by the light of camp fires in dances 

accompanied by drums and chanting of events from the myths.  

4. Its hybrid form- a ____________________ head surmounted by a human face- was ingeniously designed 

to surprise and captivate audiences. When the dancer was fully upright, the mask was on top  

of the head and only the _________________________ was visible, but it is likely that significances 

changed from place to place: these art forms were traded and used by communities other than those 

that produced them, in ceremonies including harvest and funerary feasts, and initiation and war rites. 

5. When matrilineal clans of Papua New Guinea sponsor feasts to honor the ___________________, and 

they bring relatives and visitors to the village for performances, orations, feasting, and the exchange of 

pigs and shell ornaments. The climax of the ritual is the display of works of art specially commissioned  



for the occasion. These are mounted on the façade of a ____________________________ built for the 

purpose and covered with fresh green foliage, providing a striking backdrop for the painted sculptures. 

6. The striking crested hairstyle of the mask imitates a traditional hairstyle worn by young men to signify  

__________________________, when the sides of the head are shaved and the head covered with a  

plaster of lime dust. The mask’s red, black, and white coloration recalls ______________________, 

powerful forms of magic, sorcery, and the spirits of those who have died from violence. The men who  

wear the masks often ________________ together for several weeks in the sponsor’s men’s house to 

practice and guard their spiritual strength. On the day of the dance, they don the masks while  

__________________ protective rituals and spells. 

7. Malangan carvings were not representations of the dead individual, 

rather they incorporated an accumulation of  

__________________________. Each clan owned the right to 

remember and to make certain malangan types, incorporating  

specific combinations of ___________________ and  

_____________________ figures that referred to the clan’s founding 

myths, and each person, by virtue of his unique kingship history 

within the clan, owned one or more specific malangan. 

8. Malangan may also be made and presented for the ____________________ of boys as well as mortuary 

rituals. There is a kind of balance here, for the ceremonies usher new adults into the community even  

as the dead depart. At the end of the display, the clan ___________________ the malangan sculptures  

or allows them to __________________ to prevent others from using their spiritual powers for sorcery. 

9. When they still practiced headhunting, the Asmat from the southwestern coast of New Guinea erected  

bisj poles that served as a pledge to ___________________ a relative’s death. A man would set up a bisj  

pole when he could command the support of enough men to undertake a _______________________ 

raid.  

10. The bisj pole is carved from the trunk of a single ______________________. At the top, extending  

winglike from the abdomen of the uppermost figure on the bisj pole, is the ____________________, one 

of the tree’s buttress roots carved into an openwork pattern. All of the decorative elements on the  

pole related to _________________________ and foretold a successful raid.  



11. Since the Asmat see the human body as a __________________, with 

the head as its fruit, any fruit-eating animal was symbolic of the  

_________________________ and appeared frequently on bisj poles. 

The Asmat also depict the preying mantis due to the female preying  

mantis’s practice of _______________________ her mate after 

copulation and then eating him.   

12. After the success of the expedition, the men discarded the bisj poles 

from a rack near the community’s men house and allowed them to  

__________ because they had served their purpose.  

13. As the works of Australian Aboriginal artist Emily Kame Kngwarreye were painted flat on the ground, 

and not at an easel, there is no prescribed top or bottom except in a few cases. The artist indicated that 

her works could be hung or reproduced horizontally or vertically, or in various combinations. Her  

palette was largely determined by the changing __________________________. Earth’s Creation refers  

to the “green time”, the time of the year after the ______________________. 

14. The dots in her painting originate in ritual body painting and ground designs in aboriginal art. Her use of 

dots reaches its crescendo in works like Earth’s Creation, with dots merging, separating and  

dominating in various _____________________  They are choreographed to form lines that suggest  

_________________ movements.  

15. The content and aim of Kngwarreye’s 

work was to express her Aboriginal 

Dreaming – the stories of her 

ancestors, their spiritual beliefs and 

their relationship to the land. In 2007, 

Earth’s Creation became the first work 

by a female Australian artist and the 

first Aboriginal artwork to break the  

___________________- dollar mark at 

auction.  

 



 

 

 

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 
 
 
 
Nan Madol. Pohnpei, Federated States of Micronesia, Saudeleur Dynasty, c. 700-1600 CE, basalt boulders and prismatic 
columns 
  
1. “The basalt cliffs of the island of Pohnpei provided the building material for one of the largest and most remarkable stone 
architectural complexes in Oceania. Nan Madol, on its southeast coast, consists of 92 artificial islands set within a network of canals 
covering about 170 acres. Seawalls and breakwaters 15 feet high and 35 feet thick protect the area from the ocean. When it was 
populated, openings in the breakwaters gave canoes access to the ocean and allowed seawater to flow in and out with the tides, 
flushing clean the canals. While other similar complexes have been identified in Micronesia, Nan Madol is the largest and most 
impressive, reflecting the importance of the kings who ruled from the site. The artificial islands and the buildings atop them were 
constructed between the early thirteenth century and the dynasty’s political decline in the seventeenth. The site had already been 
abandoned by the time Europeans discovered it in the nineteenth century. Nan Madol was an administrative and ceremonial center 
for powerful kings, who commanded a labor force to construct this monumental city of as many as 1,000 people. Both the buildings 
and the underlying islands are built of massive masonry set in alternating layers of log-shaped stones and boulders of prismatic 
basalt. The largest of the artificial islets is more than 100 yards long, and one basalt cornerstone alone is estimated to weight about 50 
tons. The stone logs were split from the cliffs by alternately heating the stone and dousing it with water. Most of the islands are 
oriented northeast-southwest, receiving the benefit of the cooling prevailing winds” (Stokstad and Cothren 869).  

2. “The walls of the Royal Mortuary Compound, which once dominated the northeast side of Nan Madol, rise in subtle upward and 
outward curves to a height of 25 feet. To achieve the sweeping, rising lines, the builders increased the number of stones in the header 
courses (those with the ends of the stones laid facing out along the wall) relative to the stretcher courses (those with the lengths of 
the stones laid parallel to the wall) as they came to the corners and entryways. The plan of the structure consists of progressively 
higher rectangles within rectangles – the outer walls leading by steps up to interior walls that lead up to a central courtyard with a 
small, cubical tomb” (870). “A central canal divides the administrative side of the complex, with palaces and tombs, from the ritual 
side, with priests’ quarters and tombs” (O’Riley 220).  

3. “Around this time, a ruler called the saudeleur unified Pohnpei and Nan Madol is associated with his ascendancy. This political 
system came to an end in the early 1600s, when the island was divided into three autonomous political units. One of these units, 
founded in legend by the son of the thunder god, was centered at Nan Madol, which therefore continued to be actively used, though 
not expanded, at least until the early eighteenth century. By the 1820s, Nan Madol was no longer a residential center but was still 
used occasionally for religious observances. Nan Madol’s location offshore from the main island of Pohnpei may have both reflected 
and reinforced the unique character of the people who live there and their ritual activities. The complex consists of ninety-two 
artificial islets built in a shallow lagoon and surrounded by retaining walls to protect them from the ocean waves. Some of the islets 
have sides more than a hundred yards long and many have orthogonal plans. They are covered with loose coral pavement. The 
buildings included residences, meeting houses, and tombs, divided roughly into two sectors by a central canal. One part is 
administrative, containing the rulers’ residences and large public spaces, the other is ritual, encompassing the priests’ residences and 
the mortuary centers. Many of the original structures were pole and thatch constructions, although ceremonial structures were built 
of stone. Enclosures provided privacy for the dwellings of high-ranking people or established sacred zones for the tombs or religious 
activities. The walls throughout the complex are built of alternate courses of basalt boulders and naturally formed prismatic basalts” 
(D’Alleva 141-142) 

4. “The royal mortuary compound on the islet of Nandauwas is perhaps the most magnificent part of the structure. The main entry 
landing on the central canal has a monumental quality, its steps leading to interior courtyards and tombs. It is situated near the edge 
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of the lagoon, and faces east” (142). “Our destination is Nan Madol, near the southern side of the island, the only ancient city ever 
built atop of a coral reef. Its imposing yet graceful ruins are made of stones and columns so heavy that no one has figured out how it 
was built. Besides the elegance of the walls and platforms, there is no carving, no art – nothing except legend to remember the 
people, called the Saudeleur, who ruled the island for more than a millennium. They were deeply religious and sometimes cruel, and 
modern Pohnpeians view the ruins as a sacred and scary place where spirits own the night” (Pala). “The wall of the outer courtyard 
incorporates ledges that may have been used to display corpses before burial. The inner courtyard contains a square central tomb 
that must have been reserved for a saudeleur. The tomb contained adzes, beads, needles, necklaces, pearl shell fishhooks, and other 
valuable objects, including fragments of iron” (142). Nan Madol is composed of 92 artificial islands spread over 200 acres abutting 
Pohnpei’s mangrove-covered shore. Most of it was built from the 13th to the 17th centuries by the Saudeleurs, descendants of two 
brothers of unknown provenance who founded a religious community in the sixth century focused on the adoration of the sea. On 
their third attempt to build their political, religious and residential center, they settled on this patch of coral flats. They and their 
successors brought from the other side of the island columns of black lava rock up to 20 feet long that are naturally pentagonal or 
hexagonal and straight. They used them in a log cabin formation to build outer walls as well as foundations filled in with lumps of 
coral to create elevated platforms where traditional thatched structures were used as lodgings” (Pala). “Many of the outer walls, 
usually just a few feet high, are intact. Mauricio points out the little island of Idehd, where priests fed turtle innards to an eel, the sea 
deity, kept in a well, before sharing among themselves the rest of the turtle as a sacrament. To this day eels are considered holy and 
never eaten. Then we pass Peikapw, where Isohkelekel resided after he overthrew the last Saudeleur. He eventually committed 
suicide there after discovering how old he looked when he saw his reflection in a pool, according to the oral history. After he died, Nan 
Madol was largely abandoned, though religious ceremonies were occasionally held there until the late 19th century” (Pala). 
 

Nukuoro Female Deity. Micronesia, c. 18
th

 -19
th

 centuries CE, wood 
  
1. “The small atoll of Nukuoro, located in the Caroline Islands of Micronesia, is inhabited by Polynesian-speaking peoples whose 
ancestors moved westwards several hundred years ago from Polynesia, probably from the Tuvalu region. It is one of the so-called 
‘Polynesian Outliers’- remote islands in Melanesia and Micronesia which were colonized by Polynesians during the last millennium. 
The people of Nukuoro carved fine and distinctive images, known now as dinonga eidu, in the context of their pre-Christian religious 
practices. Reliable information about the role, significance and identity of these images is limited. Most appear to be of breadfruit 
wood and to be female, as in this example, and they were most likely associated with rituals involving the veneration of ancestors, 
either in a community spirit house or in clan shrines” (Hooper 116). “After the conversion of the islanders to Christianity, a number of 
images, some large (over 150 cm or 59.05 inches high) and some small, were collected from Nukuoro or from neighboring islands. 
John Kubary acquired several in the 1870s which are now in museums in Hamburg, Berlin, Auckland and elsewhere. The present 
image is likely to have been collected during this period” (116).  “As with all surviving Nukuoro images, this example has the elegant 
proportions and clean lines, which proved so alluring to European Modernist taste; it is no surprise that its former owner Paul 
Guillaume would have been attracted to it. Whereas in some images the hands are carved free and out-turned, here they are linked to 
the body. There are short precise horizontal cuts at the mouth, navel and knees. Despite the sculptural qualities which we can admire 
in its ‘naked’ state, it is likely that when in ritual use on Nukuoro this image would have been wrapped in a costume of matting or 
cloth” (116).  
 
2. “As elsewhere in the Pacific, images of humans, animals, and birds are often believed to serve a protective function, to help 
establish and maintain positive relations between the human and the divine, and to ensure the prosperity and continuity of the 
community. The goddess Ko Kawe, from Nukuoro Island, is represented by a monumental wood figure that projects both serenity 
and strength. Ko Kawe is the protective goddess of the Sekawe clan and the wife of Ariki Tu Te Nato Aki, the god of the underworld. 
Though located in Micronesia, Nukuoro is inhabited by peoples of Polynesian origin. The figure of Ko Kawe may represent a link to 
the Polynesian tradition of monumental sculpture – the Easter Island stone figures and the Hawaiian temple figures are perhaps the 
most famous examples – that is otherwise unknown in Micronesia. This massive figure of Ko Kawe, created on a coral atoll with few 
large trees, testifies to the persistence and adaptability of important artistic practices even under unfavorable conditions. On 
Nukuoro, each of the five original lineages has its own special god whose image resided in the amalau, a community spirit house used 
by the entire island. Both men and women could enter this building, a long rectangular structure with three open sides hung round 
with mats. On the short side of the house the god images, ornamented with flowers and crownlike headdresses, stood against the 
wall. The priests sat in front of them and the people ranged along the open sides. The main ceremony took place at the time of the 
breadfruit harvest, when people followed ritual restrictions, renewed the god images, and tattooed the young women” (D’Alleva  133-
134). “Breadfruit (Artocarpus altilis) is a rapidly growing tree that is widely planted in the tropics for its edible fruit and value as an 
ornamental and shade tree. It is of particular economic importance in the Pacific islands, where it is a staple or subsistence crop on 
many islands” (http://eol.org/pages/594952/details).  “Other sculptures from Nujuoro depict ancestral figures called tino. Some are 
life-size and, like the monumental figure of Ko Kawe, would have been kept in the spirit house. Others are portable; their use is not 
entirely clear although the early sources indicate that they, too, were associated in some way with the amalau. These small figures 
generally stand on circular bases, some of which are grooved and retain their fiber bindings. Many of them are distinctly female, with 
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carved breasts and genitals, although others are not clearly gendered. This, too, is characteristic of many Polynesian ancestral figures, 
such as the Society Islands canoe ornament” (134-135).  
 
Navigation Chart from the Marshall Islands, Micronesia, 19

th
 to early 20

th
 century CE, wood and fiber 

 
1. “Despite modern shipping and air travel, for the people of the Marshall Islands in Micronesia, navigation is a specialist task 
undertaken by a few dedicated individuals. Seafarers have long used a type of ‘stick chart’ to help them voyage safely and navigate 
accurately between islands and archipelagoes. Unlike Western navigational maps, stick charts don’t indicate precise distances 
between locations. They are tools that show swell patterns and their disruptions around islands they are used by navigators as 
memory aids, and as devices to pass on knowledge to students” (Brunt 56). “There are three types of stick chart. The mattang is like 
an abstract instructional model that shows oceans swell patterns and highlights a simple set of conditions. This stick chart is often 
symmetrical in appearance. The meddo  is different in form and shows swell patterns in relation to a few islands represented by small 
cowrie shells, which are usually a section of one of the two island chains that make up the Marshalls. The rebbilib is different again and 
shows the positions of many more islands within the Marshallese group” (56). “The example of a mattang from the British Museum of 
London gives us insight, a tangible representation of how Marshall Islands navigators conceptualize their world and the oceanic 
terrain and pathways between its atolls. It is like a map, but mattang are not taken on voyages and consulted at sea. Memory is an 
important attribute of navigators” (56). “Although stick charts are a crucial mnemonic device for indigenous seafarers, they have also 
been a curiosity for Western collectors of artefacts. They are the bearers of symbolic and artistic dimensions that mark them today as 
attractive souvenirs for modern tourist markets” (57).  
 
2. “Navigational techniques still in use in Micronesia may provide insights into the ancient traditions of Lapita and Polynes ian 
seafaring. In traditional navigational schools on Puluwat in the Caroline Islands, students learn how to sail outrigger canoes. As 
Puluwat sailors conceptualize a voyage between two islands, it is the islands that move rather than the canoe: the starting point 
recedes as the destination approaches. Puluwat map the skies by the constellations and the ocean by its distinguishing features: 
islands, reefs, swells, areas of rough water. Similarly, a Marshall Islands stick chart uses shells to indicate specific islands and patterns 
of sticks lashed together to illustrate currents and common wave formations in a form that is both supremely functional and 
aesthetically appealing” (D’Alleva 14). “By acute observation of the sea, the Marshallese accumulated a rich fund of accurate 
knowledge about the action of ocean swells, what happens to them as they approach and pass by land, and the characteristics of two 
or more swell patterns’ interaction with each other in the presence of an island. Also studied were reflection, refraction, shadow 
phenomena, and other ancillary wave actions. From this information, the Marshallese developed a system of piloting and navigation, 
which was encoded in stick charts as science models and as piloting instructions. Knowledge that stick charts encode is indicated by 
the arrangement of the sticks relative to one another and by the forms given to them by bending and crossing. Curved strips indicate 
the altered direction taken by ocean swells when deflected by the presence of an island; their intersections are nodes where these 
meet and tend to produce a confused sea, which is regarded as a most valuable indication of the voyager’s whereabouts. Currents in 
the neighborhood of islands are sometimes shown by short straight strips, whereas long strips may indicate the direction in which 
certain islands are to be found” (Kaeppler 139-140).  
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Analyze ways in which these works from Micronesia reflect each culture’s knowledge or beliefs of and relationship to the natural 

world. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nan Madol. Pohnpei, Micronesia. Saudeleur Dynasty, 
c. 700-1600 CE Basalt boulders and prismatic columns 
 
Reflection of a culture’s knowledge or beliefs of the 
natural world: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reflection of a culture’s relationship to the natural world: 

Female deity. Nukuoro, Micronesia. c. 18
th

 
to 19

th
 century CE wood 

 
Reflection of a culture’s knowledge or 
beliefs of the natural world: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reflection of a culture’s relationship to the 
natural world: 
 

Navigation chart. Marshall Islands, 
Micronesia, 19

th
 to early 20

th
 century CE wood 

and fiber 
 
Reflection of a culture’s knowledge or beliefs of 
the natural world: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reflection of a culture’s relationship to the 
natural world: 
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READ the FOLLOWING 
 

‘Ahu ‘ula (feather cape). Hawaiian. Late 18
th

 century CE feathers and fiber 
 
1. “This cape was apparently retained by Captain Cook’s widow and inherited by the descendants of her cousin, Rear Admiral Isaac 
Smith…. It is a unique piece in that almost the entire cape of ‘I’iwi feathers is overlaid with tail feathers of red and white tropic birds 
and cock feathers” (Newton 109). “The relationship between gods, priests, chiefs, and people, and an aesthetic tradition concerned 
with ongoing process and use, in which works of art became chronicles of history objectified in visual form are exemplified by 
Hawaiian featherwork. Certainly one of the high points of Polynesian art from any point of view, feather working was the most 
prestigious artistic medium for Hawaiians. The making of a feather cloak or cape required the attainment of technical perfection in 
several difficult techniques- bird snaring and the selection, sorting, and preparation of the feathers; the gathering and preparation of 
olona fiber and its fabrication into the nae backing; the attachment of feathers to backing with prepared fine fibers; the incorporation 
of designs fabricated two-dimensionally but meant to be seen draped on a human form; and the technical problems of finishing the 
edges” (82).  “Though made for an individual, a feather cloak or cape would be handed down as an heirloom along with its acquired 
history and mana” (82). “Captain James Cook’s arrival in Kealakekua Bay, Hawai’I, on 26 January 1779, coincided with the Makahiki 
seasonal festival. Receiving him as the deity Lono, the chief, Kalaniopu’u, greeted Cook in a ceremonial convoy laden with sacred 
feathered objects, removing his own cloak, shown here, to drape over Cook’s shoulders, placing a feathered helmet on his head  and 
laying more cloaks at his feet” (Brunt 259). “Feathered cloaks, known as ‘ahu’ula, were the mantle of the most influential chiefs. They 
could be up to 1.6 meters (5 ft. 2 in.) long” (260). “These cloaks were highly prestigious garments that were as jealously fought over as 
the maro ‘ura of Tahiti. For example, at around the same time as Cook’s visit, an ‘ahu’ula was at the center of the overthrow of 
Kahahana, the paramount chief of the islands of O’ahu and Moloka’I, by Kahekili, the chief of Maui and Khahahana’s former guardian. 
On the advice of his high priest Kaopulupulu, Kahahana had refused to surrender land to Kahekili since this would have effectively 
extended his political authority to their islands. Among other measures Kahekili took to make Kahahana doubt his priest’s 
competence and loyalty, he is claimed to have had Kahahana’s ‘ahu’ula, which was securely kept under the guardianship of 
Kaopulupulu, secretly copied by weavers from Maui. The fake ‘ahu’ula was produced as the real version when Kahahana made a visit 
to Maui. Enraged by the thought of Kaopulupulu allowing his ‘ahu’ula to be removed, Kahahana alienated his former priest and later 
engineered his murder. Kahekili then used the period of unstable rule on O’ahu that followed as an opportunity to conquer it and 
consolidate his rule over seven Hawaiian islands” (260). 
 
2. “Although ‘ahu’ula were similarly constructed, each had an individual identity provided by its unique patterning and accumulated 
history. They all comprised a fiber foundation layer woven from a double-ply cord made from the olona plant. Since weaving could 
produce only rectilinear forms, the figure-contoured curved form of the ‘ahu’ula was produced by joining cut segments of weaving 
together or, more rarely, cutting a single piece of weaving to shape. Bundles of feathers were then attached to this foundation 
garment. Prayers most likely accompanied this work, not only in recognition of the sacred nature of making divine clothing but also to 
imbue the garment with special spiritual qualities. The entire process would have been both time-consuming and painstaking, and the 
required commitment of human, animal and plant resources was a formidable demonstration of group wealth. Peter Buck has 
claimed that although women sorted the feathers and arranged them in bundles, only men could manufacture the completed 
garment, a gendered division of labor that in other parts of Polynesia was often an indication of tapu. In many examples of ‘ahu’ula, 
red feathers formed the base color, accented with crescent, triangular, square and diamond-shaped patterns made from yellow and 
sometimes black feathers. The name ‘ahu’ula, literally ‘red garment’, remained nevertheless since ‘ula, like ‘ura in Tahiti, was 
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associated more with tapu than with pigment in this context. No information remains as to whether these patterns had specific 
meanings, but it has been observed that circles were a shape associated with Kahekili of Maui and Ka’eo of Kaua’I, and triangles were 
associated with Kalani’opu’u and Kamehameha from Hawaii. Since yellow feathers grew only as a highlight on the ‘o’o and mamo 
birds, they were more difficult to source and therefore more valuable as a commodity. It is perhaps not surprising then that 
Kamehameha was distinguished by possessing a cloak made from approximately half a million yellow mamo feathers, harvested from 
around 80,000 birds”(260-261).  
 
3. “Oral histories that accompanied each ‘ahu’ula recounted their role as mantles acquired by inheritance, conquest, gift or seizure. 
When Kiwala’o, the chief of Hawaii, was killed by Keeaumoku at Moku’ohai in 1782 as part of Kamehameha’s expansionist campaigns, 
Kamehameha received the vanquished chief’s ‘ahu’ula in order to indicate the transferal of divine rule over the island. It has been 
suggested that Kiwala’o’s ‘ahu’ula incorporates parts of other garments. Such a practice might have recognized the reign of earlier 
chiefs within Kiwala’o’s descent line, in addition to that provided by supporting regional chiefs through the supply of feathers as 
tribute” (261, 264). “Even though garments could pass between hands under many different circumstances, they may not have been 
worn by their receivers, since the personal tapu of the original chiefly wearer would have been embedded in these objects and made 
them dangerous items” (264). “In Hawaii the divine was transmitted genealogically from the gods to chiefs, whose bodies were 
vessels of divine sacredness (mana). The most sacred parts of a chief’s body were the head (especially the top of the head) and the 
back (especially the backbone). It was necessary to protect these body parts during dangerous or sacred situations, and feathered 
helmets, cloaks, and capes protected and drew attention to them” (120). “The process of making feathered pieces was related to 
making an even more sacred object that embodied the divine, an ‘aha cord. The Hawaiian concept of ‘aha refers not only to cordage 
made of plant fibers (especially coconut fiber), human hair, or animal intestines, but also to a prayer or service whose efficacy 
depended on recitation under kapu (tapu) without interruption” (Kaeppler 120-121). “In making an ‘aha cord, one or more priests 
chanted a prayer while braiding the cord. All of the chief’s priests concentrated their prayers on it as it was being made under kapu. 
The priests forbade all those outside to enter, nor could those on the inside go out while the ‘aha was being put in place, for the 
penalty was death. The braiding captured the prayer and objectified it and became a ‘tool of the kahuna. It would be especially useful 
for chiefs to carry or wear such a prayer during sacred or dangerous situations” (121). “The base of the a feathered cloak was nae, a 
net structure of olona fiber. This backing was often in small pieces, made by several people of varying skill. If the nae was fabricated 
while chanting prayers, it could entangle or capture them to serve as perpetual prayers to protect its wearer. The addition of red 
feathers gave the nae even more sanctity. Red was the sacred color in Hawaii, as elsewhere in Polynesia, and red feathers were 
considered among the mast sacred natural products” (121). 
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1. Easter Island (or Rapa 
Nui) is famous for its 
stone statues of human 
figures known as  
 
___________________ 
(meaning “statues”). 
Their backs face the  
 
__________ as they 
keep watch over the 
island. 

4. The giant stones were displayed on a stone platform called an  
 
______________, marking burial or a sacred site. They are not individual portraits 
but generic images the Easter Islanders believed had the ability to  
 
accommodate __________________ or ________________.  

2. A number of the statues have  
 
________________- small red 
scoria (a local volcanic stone) 
cylinders that serve as a sort of 
topknot or hat- atop their heads. 
They may refer to the 
headdresses of red feathers worn 
by chiefs throughout Polynesia. 

3. Their eye sockets were 
originally inlaid with  
 
_____________________ and the 
sculptures were painted with red 
and white designs. Most are 
blocky figures with fairly planar 
facial features. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. In Polynesia, artworks such as this cape are made 
primarily for the hereditary elite, themselves imbued with  
 
___________________, a spiritual power derived from the 
ancestors. 

3.  Although 
‘ahu’ula were 
similarly 
constructed, each 
had an individual 
identity provided 
by its unique  
 
_______________ 
and accumulated 
history. They all 
comprised a fiber 
foundation woven 
from a double-ply 
cord made from  
 
the ____________ 
plant. 

2. The feathers were gathered as part of the tribute paid by 
the common people. While women gathered the feathers,  
 
only _____________ created these capes while they 
chanted the genealogy of the cloak’s owner. 

4. Of the colors 
seen in this  
 
cape, ________ is 
the most sacred. 
The feathers were 
attached to a 
backing called a  
 
_________ , 
fabricated while 
saying prayers.  
The cape is 
especially 
important for use 
during the  
 
_____________ 
season, which is 
the Hawaiian 
New Year festival, 
in honor of  
 
___________, the 
god of 
agriculture, 
fertility, and 
peace. 

5. The Polynesian concept of “tapu” is that which denotes something holy or sacred, with “implied 
rules and prohibitions.” What were the most sacred parts of the body that a cloak and a feathered 
helmet were supposed to protect? 

6. This so-called “god stick” is wrapped with  
 
_______________________ which protects the 
“mana” or ancestral power of the deity. This  
 
material was made by ____________________.  

8. The upper part 
of the staff 
consists of a 
carved 
 
______________ 
above smaller 
carved figures.  
It may represent 
the creator god  
 
______________, 
while the small 
figures that 
compose the 
body would be 
the generations 
of human 
ancestors he has 
created. 

9. The lower end 
was a carved  
 
________________. 
Some missionaries 
removed and 
destroyed these 
from carvings (as is 
the case here), 
considering them 
obscene. 

7. This wrapping allowed the staff to 
become a kind of container of the “manava” 
or spirit of the god in the form of red  
 
_________________ and pieces of  
 
________________ 

10. Curator Jean Tekura Mason has suggested that the figures facing outward in the wooden  
 
core, made by __________________ carvers, may depict women in ________________________. 



 

 

 

 

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 
Terracotta fragment. Lapita Solomon Islands, Reef Islands 1000 BCE Terracotta 
 
1. “If Lapita people had sailing canoes, they must also have had textiles. Most ethnographically documented sails in the Pacific are 
made of plaited pandanus fibre, and it is very likely the Lapita people also made such sails, and almost certainly other kinds of plaited 
textiles, such as floor mats and garments. Tattooing equipment has been found in Lapita sites. Given the decoration of Lapita 
pottery, and the existence of tattooing, it seems probable that any textiles might also have been decorated” (Brunt 39). “Unt il 2003, 
very few human remains had been found of Lapita people themselves. In that year quarrying operations on Efate island, at a place 
called Teouma, exposed a piece of Lapita dentate-stamped pottery. As Stuart Bedford et al. report, by 2006 excavations at Teouma 
had revealed a largely intact Lapita cemetery with almost fifty burials. There is considerable variation in the burial positions of these 
individuals, but decorated Lapita pots were intimately connected to burial practice at the site. One consistent characteristic of these 
burials is that some time after burial the grave was opened and the skull removed. One burial contained an individual with three skulls 
laid across his chest, while in another a carinated (ridge) pot contained a complete skull sitting on top of a broken shell ring; a flat-
bottomed dish was turned upside down and placed over this burial, as a lid. This dish is decorated with a double-face motif. A 
repeating pattern of ‘long nose’ or ‘elongated face’ motifs (known from many other Lapita pots) is alternated with a triangular face, 
also known from other pots, which, uniquely in this instance, has been flipped or inverted so that it sits against the ‘long nose’ faces” 
(39). “Another distinctive poet found at Teouma is a carinated pot with a dentate-stamped face motif on the rim. Inside the rim are 
perched modeled clay birds. Although the pot is not complete, it would appear that there were four birds on the rim with their heads 
oriented towards the center of the vessel. The lower part of the pot, which was still more or less together in the archaeological 
deposit, contained a collection of assorted human bone. The upper part of the pot had been broken and scattered in antiquity as a 
result of later burials in the same area of the site. One bird’s head from the pot has dentate stamping on it suggesting the features of 
the bird- appearing, for example, to define a wing. This kind of modeled figure occurs only very rarely in Lapita deposits, although one 
other bird figure with dentate stamping on it was found in the Reef-Santa Cruz group. Human figures and human faces have also been 
found occasionally” (40).  
 
2. “Initially, Lapita people seem to have sailed into the Pacific as energetic traders without extensive territorial ambitions, perched on 
the margins of islands (like the birds on the rim of the Teouma pot) and sailed further and further in search of new resources and new 
materials. Over time they settled the islands, moving back from the beaches, and developed more independent identities, marked by 
their increasingly divergent and distinctive material remains. The term ‘Lapita’ is not used for sites or assemblages that continue 
beyond about 2,000 years ago, but this is not a matter of an abrupt change so much as a gradual transformation. Their descendants 
continued to be traders, but the networks of their trade changed, rarely reaching as far afield as their forebears did. Ceramic 
production ceased altogether in many parts of the region from about 2,000 years ago” (43). “The ceramics exhibit a high degree of 
aesthetic sophistication, and are covered with intricate geometric patterns applied with toothed stamps. These designs may relate to 
Lapita barkcloth patterns and tattoos that have not been preserved archaeologically, for, in historic times, these art forms have often 
drawn on a common body of motifs. The geometric designs appear on pottery throughout the vast areas settled by the Lapita, 
suggesting that they maintained a high degree of cultural uniformity despite the extent of their settlements. Lapita designs share 
several motifs with the art of the contemporary Dong Son peoples of Southeast Asia, which in turn is evidence of the complexity of 
cultural and trading relationships in this region of the world. Although figurative art is relatively rare in the Lapita tradition, some of 
the excavated ceramics and potsherds include human faces and figures. One of the most famous examples, excavated in the Solomon 
Islands and dating to about 1000-900 BCE, presents a stylized human figure. An oval face is set on an inverted triangle flanked at each 
side by a circle containing a quatrefoil floral motif. These geometric elements may represent an abstract human body; the facial 
features themselves are simple and stylized, but certainly not abstract. Each part of the composition is articulated by bands of 
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stamped motifs. Scholars often interpret such Lapita designs, both geometric and figural, both geometric and figural, as the source of 
much later Melanesian and Polynesian imagery” (D’Alleva 13-14).  
 
Hiapo (tapa). Niue. C. 1850-1900 CE, tapa or bark cloth, freehand painting 
 
1. “Barkcloth in West Polynesia is made by a pasting technique, and designs are added by rubbing over a stencil or rubbing board. 
Each piece of inner bark is beaten separately, and then several pieces are pasted together with a paste made from a plant such as 
arrowroot. In Samoa, barkcloth (siapo) was made only of the inner bark of the paper mulberry plant and was produced in relatively 
small pieces (this is, compared to Tongan and ‘Uvean barkcloth). Siapo is decorated in two ways: by rubbing dye over the cloth that is 
placed on a design board (‘upeti), and highlighting parts of the rubbed design by overpainting (siapo tasina), or by freehand painting 
(siapo mamanu)” (Kaepplar 98). “In examples from the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the designed area is usually divided 
into squares, filled with geometric motifs and often based on floral patterns. This designed area was sometimes bordered on two 
sides by a plain brown strip about the width of the squares. Besides floral designs, motifs include geometric squares and triangles, 
divided and decorated in various ways with circles or dots, and crescents. Some of these motifs are given names, such as pinwheel 
(pe’ape’a), flying fox (pe’a), jellyfish (‘alu’alu), and star (fetu). Although motifs have been given names, we do not know whether 
originally these names were invariable, if they varied from barkcloth maker to barkcloth maker, or if they derived from the beholder” 
(99). “Little is known about early Niuean barkcloth, hiapo; the earliest extant pieces are from the second half of the nineteenth 
century and were collected by missionaries. Most researchers attribute the introduction of barkcloth as known to Niue in historical 
time to Samoan missionaries, who taught Niueans the Samoan method of making barkcloth and introduced the poncho (tiputa), 
which had previously been introduced to Samoa from Tahiti. However, it is equally likely that the Niueans traditionally used 
barkcloth; designs from the earliest known pieces are similar to those on Tongan barkcloth” (100). 
 
2. “Characteristic of Niuean hiapo design is a spiral motif that radiates in four or eight crescentic lines from the center of a square – 
essentially curving the four or eight straight lines characteristic of Samoan and Tongan motifs formed from crossing a square 
diagonally, and /or vertically, and horizontally. Other motifs are concentric circles, concentric squares, and square divided into eight 
triangles, some or all of which are filled with crescents that diminish in size. Niueans introduced writing along the edges and into the 
designs, and, most importantly, Niueans introduced naturalistic motifs and were the first Polynesians to introduce depictions of 
human figures into their barkcloth” (100). “Missionaries were against idleness and encouraged the production of craft for both local 
use and sale. In Niue they appear to have stimulated a new school of barkcloth paintings. The earliest extant pieces of hiapo, Niuean 
cloth, date from the 1860s and bear dynamic but basically linear designs. However, the bulk of extant examples have quite a different 
look, evidently influenced by a Samoan freehand style, possible introduced through formal classes given by the wives of Samoan 
mission teachers to local women in Niue. Niueans took the freehand approach in a highly inventive direction of their own, however. A 
range of remarkable paintings dating from the late 1880s feature a wonderful mix of dynamic pattern, botanical motifs and figurative 
elements, ranging from portraits of Europeans to dancing groups and beetles. Ships and compasses- the vehicles and instruments of 
global commerce and colonization- are conspicuous. It may popularly be assumed that tourist art is a phenomenon of the last fifty 
years or so. In the Pacific, as well as native North America, it dates back much earlier; Fanny Stevenson was among the visitors who 
bought Niuean hiapo in the last decade or so of the nineteenth century; the many model canoes attributed to the Niue and elsewhere 
in museum collections were probably made for sale over the same period” (Brunt 289).   
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1. Given the decoration of Lapita pottery found in __________________________, and the existence of 

tattooing, it seems probable that any textiles might also have been decorated. Lapita people seem to  

have sailed into the Pacific as energetic __________________ without extensive territorial ambitions, 

perched on the margins of islands and sailing further and further in search of new resources and new 

materials. Over time they settled the islands, moving back from the beaches, and developed more 

independent identities, marked by their increasingly divergent and distinctive material remains. 



2. The ceramics exhibit a high degree of aesthetic sophistication, and are covered with intricate geometric  

patterns applied with _____________________. These designs may relate to Lapita barkcloth patterns 

and tattoos that have not been preserved archaeologically, for, in historic times, these art forms have 

often drawn on a common body of motifs. 

3. Barkcloth in West Polynesia is made by a pasting technique, and designs are added by  

___________________ over a stencil or board. Each piece of inner bark is beaten separately, and then  

several pieces are pasted together with a paste made from a plant such as ______________________. 

4. Little is known about early Niuean barkcloth, 

hiapo; the earliest extant pieces are from the 

second half of the nineteenth century and 

were collected by  

___________________________, who taught 

Niueans the Samoan method of making 

barkcloth. These  

___________________________were against 

idleness and encouraged the production of 

craft for both local use and sale. 

5. Characteristic of Niuean hiapo design is a spiral motif that radiates in four or eight crescentic lines from  

the center of a square painted with a __________________________ approach. Ships and compasses-  

the vehicles and instruments of global _______________________ and _________________________- 

are conspicuous. 

6. Professionally trained at the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna, 

Gottfried Lindauer (1839-1926) migrated  

to _________________________ in 1874 where he painted portraits  

of the ___________________ peoples. The aim was to create a 

pictorial history of a people who at the time, where mistakenly 

thought to be dying out as a distinct cultural group. 

7. Lindauer and his family lived in Europe, mainly Germany, in 1900-02 

and 1911-14, with short returns to Bohemia, as a result of which 

several of his portraits were placed in public and private collections 

there. The portraits were made for a European audience. Shown in 

traditional and ceremonial costumes, his 



portraits were markers of ________________________ to European viewers, many of whom would have 

had little familiarity with such appearances.  

8. By the mid-1830s Nene had converted to the _________________________ and was baptized in 1839,  

taking the name _______________________, after Thomas Walker, an English merchant patron of the 

Church Missionary Society. This subject of Lindauer’s portrait lived in the Hokianga when it was a  

thriving and prosperous _____________________ society. Nene was said to have been an astute  

______________________ and kindly by nature. He saw the advantages of having shipping traders in the 

area and helped many settlers and missionaries establish themselves there in 1827.  

9. For many colonial Europeans, Lindauer’s portraits functioned as ethnographic documents, providing an 

inventory of physiognomy, dress, and ornamentation. For some settler colonists, however, the portraits  

may well have been experienced as ______________________, emblems of colonial power over the 

indigenous peoples.  

10. “Ngatu” is Tongan _____________________, and the term “launima” indicates the ______________ of 

the piece. In Tonga, girls from an early age learn to make ngatu from the bark of the paper  

_____________________ tree. Other natural resources are used as dyes and glue, and the cloth is  

_____________________ with mallets made from the dense wood of the casuarina tree.  

11. Tapa making in Tonga is characterized by freehand ________________________ and by  

__________________ on pattern blocks called “kupesi”. Ngatu can sometimes tell a story, using symbols 

drawn from the natural world, although today they may depict the king’s palace, Tonga’s coat of arms 

and even power lines. In the ngatu launima presented to Queen Elizabeth in 1853, the imagery includes  

royal _________________, geometric patterns, and a floral motif called  “____________________.” 

12. The ngatu launima presented to Queen Elizabeth was later placed under Queen ___________________’s 

coffin when her body was flown back from New Zealand in 1965. The tapa was given to Flight  

Lieutenant McAllister, the ____________________ that took the queen’s body back to Tonga. He in turn 

presented it to the Dominion Museum in 1968.  
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READ the FOLLOWING 

Veranda post: equestrian figure and female caryatid. Olowe of Ise (Yoruba peoples). Before 1938 C.E. Wood and pigment.  
 
1.  “The king dwells in the afin, the royal palace. The most imposing architectural structure in a Yoruba city, the afin is also the site of 
the most sacred worship and celebrations. As in early Ife, the palace stands in the center of the city, and all roads lead to it. The king’s 
market, usually the most important market in town, lies at its door. An afin consists of numerous courtyards of varying sizes, most of 
them surrounded by verandahs. Steep roofs, once thatched, are today covered with corrugated steel. At least one especially large 
courtyard serves as a gathering place for citizens during public rites” (Visona 240). “Artists are kept busy fashioning wonderful objects 
that enhance the splendor of the palace, record the exploits of the king and chiefs, and display religious symbols and metaphors to 
the public. In making such commissions, kings historically sought the most skillful artists from their own realms and beyond. The best 
artists achieved the title ari, which literally means ‘itinerant,’ suggesting that they moved from kingdom to kingdom accepting works 
from a number of patrons” (240). “One such artist was Olowe of Ise (died 1938), one of the best-known Yoruba sculptors of the 
twentieth century. Praise poetry still chanted in his memory calls him ‘the leader of all carvers,’ one who carves the hard wood of the 
iroko tree ‘as though it were as soft as a calabash.’ Olowe was born during the nineteenth century in Efon-Alaiye, famed as a center of 
carving. He grew up in Ise, to the southeast. Over the course of his career he produced doors, posts, chairs, stools, tables, bowls, 
drums, and ritual objects for palaces and shrines in the kingdoms of Ijesa and Ilesha and in various smaller kingdoms of the Akoko 
region of Yorubaland” (240-241).  
 
2. “Between 1910 and 1914 Olowe worked at the palace of the king, ogoga, of Ikere, in northeastern Yorubaland. The ogoga was 
probably familiar with the works that Olowe had carved for the palace at Ise and wanted to make his own afin equally magnificent. 
Among the works Olowe created at Ikere are three verandah posts that once stood in the courtyard in which the ogoga sits in state 
for ritual and ceremonial occasions. The central group, a freestanding sculpture only appearing to serve as a post, represents a king 
seated in state. A woman kneels before him. To his immediate left a palace servant carries a fan, to this right a herald blows a whistle. 
Behind his throne stands a tall and stately queen, whose bulk frames his figure when the grouping is seen frontally. Compared to his 
queen, the king is quite small. Seated on his throne, his feet dangle in mid-air. By adjusting the scale of his figures, Olowe evokes two 
concepts. The first is that the power of a Yoruba king is not in his physical stature but in the mystical powers that he derives from his 
royal ancestors. These powers reside in the crown, which dominates the composition. Repeating textured bands, ancestral faces, and 
an enormous bird whose beak touches the crown just above the central ancestral face all draw our attention to the crown, whose 
carefully textured surface contrasts with the more plainly carved form of the king” (241-242).  “The second concept Olowe evokes is 
the power of women. The imposing bird atop the crown concedes that the king relies on forces that women control. The large, 
physically imposing figure of the queen, painted a startling blue, also alludes to the supporting power of women. Although the power 
of the king is overt, that of women is hidden. The king and all creation rely on the energies that women command” (242)  
 
3. “Two weight-bearing posts flank and face the central group. To the right, another queen, wearing an elaborate coiffure, presents 
her twin children. To the left, a warrior on horseback approaches, holding a cutlass in one hand and a spear in the other. A European 
gun rests at his waist. A small herald to his left side announces him with a Y-shaped whistle. The horse is perhaps the most profound 
of his attributes, for it is symbolic of great cavalries in the days of Yoruba warfare. The secret powers of dynasty, the military might of 
men, and the hidden and reproductive energies of women are all evoked in this set of three posts” (242). “Olowe also produced  a door 
for the same courtyard at Ikere. A remarkable example of palace art, it depicts the ogoga’s reception in 1897 of Captain Ambrose, the 
British commissioner of Ondo Province. Each of the door’s two vertical panels is divided in five registers. In the foreground, figures 
carved in high relief carry out the action of the story; the backgrounds are carved in low relief and the patterns are picked out in color. 
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On the left, in the second register from the top, the king is shown seated on his throne, wearing his great crown, his senior wife 
standing behind him. The registers above and below depict other wives, palace attendants, and slaves. To the right, in the 
corresponding register, Captain Ambrose sits rather uncomfortably in a litter carried by porters. His retinue fills the other registers- an 
equestrian figures, porters with loads on their heads, and shackled prisoners also bearing loads. The contrast between the two panels 
may be a conscious comment on Yoruba and European ways. On the left, free people go about everyday tasks and honor the king. On 
the right, the uneasy European is accompanied by attendants forced into service” (242). 
 
Mblo portrait mask from Baule, Kami, Ivory Coast, c. 1900 C. E., wood, metal, and pigment 
  
1. “Mblo masks, used in entertainment dances that are newly invented every couple of generations, are one of the oldest of Baule art 
forms. This refined human face mask, the prototypical Baule object in art collections, is usually a portrait of a particular known 
individual. Through most of the twentieth century these highly varied masks have been made in greater numbers than any other kind 
of Baule mask. The Baule believe that they have always existed; the Mamla claim to have brought this type of mask with them when 
their ancestors ‘emerged from the earth’ or ‘descended from the sky,’ and in non-Mamla villages they are believed to be so old that 
their origins can’t be uncovered. More than any other kind of mask, Mblo embody the core Baule sculpture style manifested in figures 
and decorated objects – spoons, combs, pulleys, and the like. Lustrous curving surfaces, suggesting clean, healthy, well-fed skin, are 
set off by delicately textured zones representing coiffures, scarifications, and other ornaments. The idealized faces are introspective, 
with the high foreheads of intellectual enlightenment and the large downcast eyes of respectful presence in the world. Ornaments 
above the face – birds, combs, faces, and other decorative motifs- are chosen for their beauty, and have no iconographic significance; 
braided beards and fine scarifications and coiffures, denote personal beauty, refinement, and a desire to give pleasure to others” 
(Vogel 141-144). “Mblo’ is the name of a performance category that uses face masks in skits and solo dances; it describes a structured 
form of performance (equivalent to a genre like ‘opera’, or ‘film noir’) that individuals have used to create many different ‘scripts’ with 
different names. The basic pattern centers on a costumed but not masked figure (whose name is often given to the whole 
performance) and a series of human and animal face masks. For a perfunctory performance, the costumed figures, often called 
Ambomon, may appear alone without any masked dancers” (144). Ambomon is “an ambiguous trickster who clowns about and 
amuses the audience but also implies an undercurrent of danger and a reminder of death” (144).  
 
2. “Ambomon is an ambiguous figure in every respect, even in the minds of the Baule, who debate whether of not he is god- an 
amuin. Dancers must abstain from sexual intercourse before wearing his costume (a rule that applies to the sacred men’s masks, but 
not to the wooden Gbagba masks), and he is the only Mblo figure that women should not touch. (This restriction does not apply to 
women after menopause, and is in any case not strictly observed.)” (155). “Ambomon is both disobedient and comical. He shows a 
total lack of respect for possessions, rank, and decent behavior. He takes things from people, chases them, sits on the bare ground, 
and gets things dirty. But although he is threatening he never does any real damage. People find him an amusing nuisance, and take 
care to stay out of his way. His function is to keep the crowd dancing and singing, and to maintain their interest between the 
appearances of the masks” (155). “This mask was carved around 1913 by Owie Kimou, Kami’s most celebrated artist (d. 1948) on a 
commission from Moya Yanso’s new husband, a famous dancer who originally wore it. The mask was later danced by Yanso’s son, 
Soule and later still by Ndri (c. 1939-1995), and by his older brother, her husband’s two sons by another wife. Yanso continued to 
accompany the mask for many years, until she was no longer physically able. Later, her granddaughter accompanied it, in 
increasingly rare performances, until it was sold in the mid-1990s” (137). “Today Mblo is considered old-fashioned, and while some 
villages are modernizing it, more often it is falling out of use. Mblo performances have always been ‘rescripted’ every few generations, 
as an originating group of dancers and their successors aged and were depleted, and a new group of young men decided to create and 
name their own performance, rehearsing innovative dance steps, new music, and new mask personae. I was fortunate in the 1960s to 
have known Moya Yanso, one of the finest dancers of the first generation that performed Gbagba in Kami, in the early twentieth 
century, and to have witnessed in the 1970s one of its last full performances in the village.  I was also in Kami in the 1990s during the 
introduction of the dance intended to be its successor” (144). “People in Kami still talk about a fantastic coming together of talents 
sometime – p. 145 – around 1920, when Kami’s famous sculptor Owie Kimoh carved a portrait mask of Moya Yanso. The mask’s 
commissioner was Yanso’s new husband, Kouame Ziarey, himself a great dancer, who wore the mask and accompanied his wife on 
occasions of surpassing beauty. All three artists- the sculptor and both dancers- are still remembered, although Ziarey died at least 
forty years ago” (144).  
 
3. “In 1986, a new Mblo dance with a new name – Kpan Kpan- and new music was commissioned and presented in Kami. Like its 
predecessor, Kpan Kpan featured portrait masks and group and solo dancing. It was to be performed on the same kinds of occasions 
as Gbagba was, and as in Gbagba, the masks were concealed in a cloth enclosure before they made a dramatic entrance. Kpan Kpan 
repeated an ancient pattern of generational innovation within the inherited structure, and introduced novelties not present in the old 
Gbagba. Most of the masks represented not individuals but somewhat abstract, topical, overtly political ideas: a ram ‘to praise the 
President’; a woman’s face with an elephant on top, ‘representing Ivory Coast’; another with a dove, representing ‘peace’; and a third 
with a male figure presenting ‘Union, with which much can be accomplished,’ as the dance’s originator explained. One of the new 
attractions of the performance was that a figure was – p. 148 – displayed, and another novelty was that it had few secrets, if any; 



women were allowed to know who was wearing the mask, and the dancer could even remove the mask or open the cloth during a 
performance. The otherwise stringent and universal taboo against a mask-wearer revealing his identity- or, even worse, his face- was 
lifted in this dance; in 1993. On the occasion I watched it, in fact, the young dancers seemed to enjoy exposing themselves 
deliberately” (145). “The circumstances leading to the creation of a new dance are specific to each case, but broadly speaking there 
must have been periods when a given village was ripe for the renewal or abandonment of its Mblo dances simply as a result of the 
aging of a generation of dancers. Typically, this cornerstone of Baule art could be introduced to the village by anyone, man or woman, 
with the charisma and force of character to rally others around the idea. They didn’t have to be good dancers or sculptors, or to be 
wealthy, or from any particular family. Probably, though, they would be of the generation of young married men and women that 
made up the village’s strongest singers, dancers, and drummers. Innovations would be: new songs and novel instruments; new dance 
steps; particular costumes, characters, or skits;- p. 149 - the sequence of masks; and the name of the dance itself, which would last as 
long as they and their children’s generation kept dancing it” (148). “In the past, villages might have over a dozen Mblo portrait and 
animal masks, which did not necessarily all perform at every dance. The greater importance of the portrait masks, the need for the 
best dancers to wear them, and the requirement that the portrait’s subject also be available and willing to dance made them more 
rarely performed than the lower-prestige animal masks, which could be worn by young, relatively inexperienced dancers. This meant 
that man Ggagba performances, for example, included only the costumed Ambomon figure, perhaps an animal mask, and none or 
few of the portrait masks, which were reserved for the most significant occasions” (149).  
 
Female mask of the Mende (Sierra Leone), wood 
 
1. “The Mende and neighboring peoples of Sierra Leone and Liberia are unique in Africa in that women actually wear masks and 
costumes that conceal them totally from the audience in attendance on the occasion of their performance.  The Sande society of the 
Mende is the women’s counterpart to the men’s Poro Society.  Both societies are associated with the initiation, education, and 
acculturation of female and male youth, respectively, into productive adulthood.  Women leaders who dance these masks serve as 
priestesses and judges during the three years the women’s society controls the ritual calendar (alternating with the men’s society in 
this role).  Women maskers, also initiators, teachers, and mentors, help girl novices with their transformations into educated and 
marriageable women.  Masked spirits and their symbolic attributes play a major role in girls’ initiations among the Mende and in 
several neighboring peoples” (Kleiner, Mamiya, and Tansey 995). 
 
2. “The male Poro society uses masked costumes called Gbini and Goboi in their society rites, associating these masqueraders with 
powerful bush spirits and the color white in the domain of male chiefly powers.  The Sande society associates their Sowie masks with 
water spirits and the color black, which the society, in turn, connects with human skin color and the civilized world.  The women wear 
these helmet masks on top of their heads as headdresses, with black raffia and cloth costumes to hide the wearers’ identity during 
public performances.  Elaborate coiffures, shiny black color, dainty triangular-shaped faces with slit eyes, rolls around the neck, and 
actual and carved versions of amulets and various emblems on the top commonly characterize Sowie masks.  These symbolize the 
adult women’s roles as wives, mothers, providers for the family, and keepers of medicines for use within the Sande society and the 
society at large” (995). “Sande society patrons commission the masks from male carvers, with the carver and patron determining the 
type of mask needed for a particular society purpose.  The Mende often keep, repair, and reuse masks for many decades, thereby 
preserving them as models for subsequent generations of carvers” (995). “With a glistening black surface evoking ancestral sp irits 
newly emergent from their underwater homes (also symbolized by the turtle on top) this mask and its parts refer to ideals of female 
beauty, morality, and behavior.  A high broad forehead signifies wisdom and success. Intricately woven or plaited hair is the essence 
of harmony and order found in ideal households, also symbolized by mats and textiles.  A small closed mouth and downcast eyes 
indicate the silent, serious demeanor expected of recent initiates” (993-994). 
 
3. “Within Mende and Sherbro culture, helmet masks are carved with symbolic features intended to endow the wearer with spiritual 
power. Senior members of two distinct initiation societies, Sande and Humui, may have worn this work in performances. Sande is a 
powerful pan-ethnic women’s association responsible for the education and moral development of young girls. Helmet masks of this 
kind represent its guardian spirit and allude to an idealized female beauty. Historically, the Sande initiation process took months to 
complete, yet today sessions are coordinated with the calendars of secondary schools and may be completed during vacations and 
holidays. Such masks are worn by initiated Sande women at performances that celebrate the completion of the young initiates’ 
training period. The masks are finely carved to convey admired feminine features: an elaborate coiffure, a smooth, broad forehead, 
narrowly slit eyes, a small, composed mouth, and a sensuously ringed neck. This composition of forms and symmetry creates a serene 
facial expression that implies self-control” (Clarke 83). “The mask’s glossy black patina evokes the beauty of clean, healthy, oiled skin. 
It may also refer to the blackness of the river bottom, where the Sande spirit is believed to reside. In this interpretation, the ringed 
neck may refer to the circular ripples of water that are formed as the Sande spirit emerges from her watery realm. In Humui, a 
medicine society for men and women, this type of helmet mask has been used to address curative needs, especially mental illness. 
The four projecting animal-horn amulets that rise from the perimeter may be a reference to the animal horns filled with protective 
medicinal ingredients worn by Humui members” *83). 
 



4. “The women’s society known as Bondo or Sande is found among West Atlantic-speaking peoples (including the Gola and Temme), 
Mende-speaking peoples (including the Mende, Vai, and Kpelle) and the Kru-speaking Bassa. Sande or Bondo officials take female 
children into a shelter in the forest, where the girls learn the secrets of womanhood, and undergo a clitoridectomy. When the initiates 
have completed their training, they are presented to the community as fully mature women. In all of these groups, carved wooden 
headdresses are danced by leaders of the women’s association to make manifest the spirits who guide them. A masked spirit (ngafa 
among the Mende) is seen as one embodiment of the mystical power (sometimes translated as ‘medicine’) of Sande/Bondo. Although 
each masquerader has her own individual name and identity, generic terms can also be used, including zogbe (among the Gola), and 
sowei or ndoli jowei, ‘the Sande leader’ or ‘the expert leader who dances’ (in Mende communities). These general references stress 
the masquerader’s role as a lead dancer and as a high-ranking official of Sande/Bondo” (Visona 180-181). “In a photograph taken 
during a Bondo ceremony of the Temne people, an important masquerader (here known as nöwö) is surrounded by her attendants. 
Every aspect of the masquerade is linked to the character of her spirit, and to the roles and values of the Bondo association. The white 
scarf tied to the central projection at the top of the helmet-like head of the nöwö shows her solidarity with the initiates, who are 
covered in white pigment during their initiation as a demonstration of their liminal, otherworldly status. The concentric bands at the 
base of the mask are compared by the Temne to the ridges ringing the hard black chrysalis of a species of moth. Since the nöwö is 
responsible for the transformation of children into fully feminine, sexually mature women, it is the equivalent of a chrysalis which 
protects the metamorphosis of a winged creature” (181).  
 
5. “Among many Mende groups, the encircling ridges are also references to the origin of the mask. When a particularly wise and 
respected Sande official is renowned for her abilities as a dancer and choreographer, she dreams of plunging into a pool or river, the 
dwelling place of female spirits. As the leader emerges from this watery realm, she brings with her the conical head of the Sande 
spirit. The ripples formed on the water as she surfaces appear as concentric rings around the base of the mask” (181). “Other features 
also refer to the miraculous creation of the mask. The Sande official falls unkempt into the water, but emerges with beautiful clothing 
and elaborately braided hair. The coiffure of the wooden headdress is therefore complex and crisply carved. Girls who appeared to 
their communities at the conclusion of Sande and Bondo initiations once wore similarly elegant hairstyles” (181). “The surface of the 
mask is a glossy black, the color of the mud on the river bottom (as is the costume of thick strands of raffia palm fiber). Black is also 
the color of clean, oiled, healthy, and beautiful human skin, and initiates are praised for their glossy complexions when they exhibit 
their virtuosity as dancers during the concluding ceremonies” (181). “The delicacy and the reserved expression of the face of the nöwö 
(mirrored in the demeanor of the attendants) are the result of the training the girls receive during Bondo and Sande. The initiates 
learn wisdom, beauty, grace, and self-control, all of which they will need within the multigenerational, polygamous households of 
their future husbands. The antithesis of these values is demonstrated by the masked and unmasked clowns who accompany the 
nöwö, sowei, or ndoli jowei. A clown (known among the Mende as gonde) wears an ugly and disfigured version of the leadership 
masks, or a beautiful mask which has become old and damaged; it dances in an uncouth, clumsy manner” (181). “A small, sculpted 
version of the lovely head of a Bondo or Sande masquerader appears on staffs and other objects used by officials of the association, 
reminding observers of the spiritual source of the women’s authority. Freestanding figures may also be stored with the masks and 
other materials which act as a group’s spiritual power (‘medicine’)” (181). “However, some masks and images have been used by  the 
religious associations  of the Mende and their neighbors which are open to both men and women” (181).  
 
6. “In many areas, Sande associations alternate their training sessions with those of the men’s association, known as Poro. During the 
period set aside for Poro, a sowei or ndoli jowei may only appear for the funeral of an important Sande official, or when men break the 
sacred laws of the association and must be judged and punished. Poro masquerades are only performed during Sande training 
periods if the same conditions apply. Poro circumcises young boys and initiates them into adulthood, just as Sande excises young girls 
and prepares them for their sexual maturity. Yet Poro leadlerls in Sierra Leone and Liberia often do not wear wooden masks, and in 
some cases do not even wear concealing costumes; the presence of the fearsome invisible spirit, the Great Thing, of Poro is thus 
made known through its voice alone” (182). The women’s Sande society traditionally initiated Mende girls into womanhood by 
preparing them for marriage and family life and participation in religious rituals and teaching them the songs and dances they would 
have to perform. Similar to the boys’ coming-of-age rites and ordeals, girls were excised. When they were deemed to be ready, the 
high-ranking teacher and leader (ndoli jowei) of the Sande society introduced them to the community as adult women. On this 
occasion, each ndoli jowei wore a voluminous raffia fiber costume and a wooden helmet mask that embodied sowei, the female water 
spirit which is the guardian deity of the Sande society.  The masquerade presented ‘the idealized image of female perfection and 
power and also personifies the corporate interest and prestige of the female portion of the Mende community’ ”(Walker 130).  
 
7. “Usually, African women do not wear masks. Men wear the masks and men carve them. The Mende model of women wearing 
masks is a rare exception that is shared with peoples in southern Sierra Leone and western Liberia who are bound by the multiethnic 
men’s Poro association of which Sande (also known as Bundu) is the counterpart” (130). “Wherever they are found, Sande society 
masks are always in the form of a helmet that fits closely over the wearer’s head, and they depict a female wearing an elaborate 
hairstyle. The slits cut through the downcast eyes in a diamond-shaped face allow visibility. The eyes may also be placed along the 
edge of the mask. The small mouth can be closed or slightly open. The wide rings around the neck and holes along the edge are for 
attaching the raffia costume. Each of these elements is significant. The elaborate hairstyle, for example, is carefully detailed and 



reflects current fashion. Downcast eyes are associated with modesty and the nonhuman essence of the spirit that inhabits the mask. 
The wide rings on the neck are usually interpreted as rings of fat and signify fertility. Another interpretation is that the rings are the 
‘recognition of the natural and desirable pattern of biological growth in adolescent girls in preparation for childbearing that entails the 
increase in body fat- a pattern that is also well documented in Western medicine.’ The mouth is closed or slightly open to signify 
silence and inner spiritual concentration. The lustrous black pigment or paint staining the mask is a reference to the river-dwelling 
spirit that inhabits the mask. Black, in the Mende language, means ‘wet’ or ‘wetness’ ” (130).  
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2. The imposing  
 
____________________ atop the 
crown of the king concedes that 
the king relies on forces that  
 
__________________ control. 
Although the power of the king is  
 
overt, that of _________________ 
is hidden.  
 

1. Behind the king’s throne stands a tall 
and stately queen, the senior  
 
_____________. She had the critical role 
of crowning the king during his 
coronation. This veranda post was 
originally flanked by two figures, one of  
 
another _________________ presenting 
her two children and the other of a  
 
_________________ on horseback, 
holding a cutlass and spear. 

5. A woman kneels before the king;  
 
she is a junior _______________. 
Next to her is the trickster-god  
 
__________________. Missing is a 
fan-bearer that once existed. 

6. This work was carved by  
 
_______________________________. He 
was a master of composition; he had what 
in Yoruba is called “ojuona”, or “design 
consciousness”.  How did the artist create, 
through this “design consciousness,” a 
strong visual connection between the 
standing female figure and the king?  

 
3. Faces of ___________________ 
in the crown suggest the powers 
that reside within the crown.  

 
7. This veranda post was located in a _______________________  of the  
 
Yoruba palace (known as the __________________) where the king,  
 
(known as the ____________________) sat in state for ritual and 
ceremonial occasions.  

4. This post was carved at the palace of  
 
______________as part of an attempt on 
the part of the king to make his palace as 
equally magnificent as that of the palace 
of Ise, where the same artist worked. 



Analyze how each of these works reflects a culture’s notion regarding gender roles and/or relationships. Address both how this notion 

is reflected visually and in ways in which the work was used in ritual or ceremony. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Portrait mask (mblo). Baule peoples (Cote d’Ivoire), late 19
th

 to early 20
th

 centuries CE, 
wood and pigment 
 
How a culture’s notion regarding gender roles and/or relationships is reflected VISUALLY 
in this work: 
 
 
 
 
How a culture’s notion regarding gender roles and/or relationships is reflected in how this 
work was used in ritual or ceremony:  
 

Seated Couple, Dogon peoples (Mali), 16
th

-19
th

 century, wood and metal 
 
How a culture’s notion regarding gender roles and/or relationships is reflected VISUALLY in 
this work: 
 
 
 
 
How a culture’s notion regarding gender roles and/or relationships is reflected in how this work 
was used in ritual or ceremony:  
 

Bundu Mask. Sande Society, Mende peoples, 19
th

-20
th

 century CE Wood, 
cloth, and fiber 
 
How a culture’s notion regarding gender roles and/or relationships is reflected 
VISUALLY in this work: 
 
 
 
 
 
How a culture’s notion regarding gender roles and/or relationships is reflected in 
how this work was used in ritual or ceremony:  
 



 

 

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 

READ the FOLLOWING 

Ikenga Male Figure, Nigeria, Ibgo people, c. 19
th

 century, wood 
 
1. “Sculptures called ikenga are used in male cults that address the powers, successes, and failures of an individual. Among the several 
southern Nigerian peoples who have this or a related cult and art, the latter is most highly developed among the Ibgo” (Cole and 
Chike 24). “Igbo success in material, social, even spiritual and political terms ultimately rests in moral determination and physical 
strength. The prevailing ideal has been an excellent yam farmer who accumulates wealth and prestige, titles, a large family, and 
finally, an honored place among prosperous and respected ancestors. This will to succeed is institutionalized in personal shrines, 
ikenga, maintained by men in most regions and only occasionally by women…. These images are found in the shrines of individua l 
diviners and corporate tutelary cults and as representatives of age-grades and communities. Drums owned by villages (or village-
groups) repeat basic ikenga imagery. Many Ibgo villages are called ikenga, and while the reason for this is not clear, their existence 
proves the importance and antiquity of the concept” (24). “The basic Ibgo ikenga image is a human with horns, sometimes rendered 
very simply as an abstract head-and-horns-on-base. Larger, more elaborate examples include fully realized males seated on stools, 
holding and wearing various symbols, and with more or less complex headdresses determined in part by horns and often including 
several other motifs” (24). “Ikenga, as shrine, symbol, and idea, incorporates a person’s chi, his ancestors, his right arm or hand, aka 
ikenga, his power, ike, as well as spiritual activation through prayer and sacrifice. Young men acquire ikenga at varying ages in 
different regions but commonly have one by the time they are married and have established a family. The images are frequently 
carved, usually from ‘male’ hardwoods such as iroko, oji. Normally an ikenga is consecrated in the presence of one’s lineage and/or 
age-mates. Onwuejeogwu recounts a rite that took place before the former, with the lineage head officiating. Offerings of yam, a 
cock, wine, and kola were provided by Okafor, the recipient. The headman prayed over the kola… The headman then killed the cock, 
dripped blood on the ikenga, pulled feathers from the fowl, and stuck them and four lumps of cooked yam on the image” (24).  
 
2. “Food was shared among the guests, and the headman later poured a libation of palm wine on the image, praying: ‘Health, good 
fortune are what we are seeking for. We are searching for an upright ikenga” (26). “The primary diagnostic of all ikenga is a  pair of 
horns, and the primary meaning of horns to the Igbo is power, especially masculine power. As essentially male shrines, these images 
betray manifold aspects of power- spiritual, economic, social, military, and political- that are amplified and specified by other symbols 
present, especially the recurrent knife and head, and of course by ritual” (30). “Ikenga horns are often identified as those of a ram, and 
some look very much like them… Rams fight only occasionally, and the ram paradigm in Ibgo thought includes restraint as well as 
determination; thus the expression, ‘The unexpected is the test of heroes; the unexpected also makes heroes” (30). “In ritual contexts 
rams are not meant to show any pain, thus the strong man must also be stoic. The man with an ‘upright ikenga’ is forthright and open, 
not covert” (30).  “The ram’s aggression explicit in the above saying is reinforced by the common occurrence of a long-bladed knife 
and a severed trophy head, expressing superiority and success in warfare, which are (or at least were) part of the male ethos, but by 
no means its only dimension. Knives are highly valued- one of Chineke’s four primordial gifts to man- on practical levels, of course, 
but on ikenga they are symbolic: the knife of action, the extension of the hand and mind as willpower, power itself, and the sharp cut 
of decisiveness” (30).  “The knife is a means; the end is the head, the trophy which is a symbol of accomplishment. Only the naïve 
would strictly equate the heads on ikenga with trophies and head-hunting, though some Ibgo were headhunters and did take them as 
trophies. Rather, the head is achievement, the result of hard-fought effort. Bravery is explicit, but beyond that and more implicit is 
the courage to respond to whatever challenge one meets and with the help of one’s chi, ancestors, and the alusi, to succeed. Success 
in farming, trading, or blacksmithing is the accomplishment implied by ikenga; the head as trophy recedes into the background” (30). 
“Most naturalistic ikenga and many larger ones depict genitalia with some fidelity. Since patrons know very well that the figures are 
male and would know this without explicit detail, the inclusion seems a deliberate reference to male procreativity- the male as father 
of a large family. High status and accomplishment include the idea of many children who insure the continuity of a man’s lineage and 
his own proper reception and prosperity in the land of ancestors” (31).  

THEME: IMAGES of POWER 
FOCUS: Ibgo Ikenga shrine figure, Bamileke Aka elephant mask, 
Fang reliquary figure, Kota guardian figure, Conques Reliquary 
Figure  
ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ikenga 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/medieval-

world/latin-western-europe/romanesque1/a/church-and-reliquary-of-saintefoy-france 
READING ASSIGNMENT: Kleiner, pp. 1064-1065 and SEE BELOW 
POWERPOINT: IMAGES of POWER: WEST CENTRAL AFRICA (Art 
of Ibgo, Bamileke, Fang, and Kota) 
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3. “Men among several ethnic groups commission (or used to commission) personal altars, to be dedicated and consecrated to their 
personal strength, success, and accomplishments, and sometimes as well to their protection. Warriors, farmers, traders, smiths, and 
others prayed and sacrificed to these altars before important undertakings, offering further gifts after meeting with success (or 
sometimes berating the altar after failure). The Igbo, who have the greatest numbers and most variable forms of personal altars, call 
them ikenga, the Igala know them as okega, and among the Edo of Benin the term is ikengobo. That these names are cognate 
virtually proves a historical relationship, even if scholars are uncertain which of the three groups originated the idea” (Visona 296). 
“Personal altars among these three groups are dedicated to the hand, specifically the right hand (and arm) among the Ibgo and the 
Igala. Strong hands and arms are agents of physical prowess, necessary for success in such activities such as hunting, farming, and 
warfare. The iconography of many altars reflects these associations. Ibgo ikenga, for instance, typically show a horned warrior holding 
a knife in his right hand and a human trophy head in his left, symbols probably established a long time ago when the Igbo were active 
head hunters” (296). “Sharp horns are the most essential feature of Ibgo and Igala altars to the hand. Some are straight, others are 
spiral, still others are fancifully curved and elaborated with perching animals. All are commonly referred to as ram horns, even though 
they often do not resemble them. Yet since virtually all animal horns are power symbols, an identification with a specific animal 
hardly seems imperative, for it is animalistic aggression in general that is evoked” (296).  
 
4. “Ikenga figures bear some resemblance to the human body and are distinguished most notably by a pair of horns, display objects 
such as a knife or a tusk, and body markings. However, the indigenous definition does not seem to be based on formal attributes but 
on the significance attached to the object. In the Agwu area, north of Okigwi, Meek found that living trees are called and are used as 
ikenga. The name is also given to a variety of cultural phenomena such as shrines, villages, and age grade” (Bentor 68). “The warrior 
ikenga corresponds to the stage in life when men are expected to demonstrate their military prowess. Owned by many of the younger 
members of the age grade, it depicts the ideal young man: robust, wearing the warrior’s grass skirt, and holding a knife and a severed 
human head. This pose used to be seen in warrior groups when they performed dances” (70).  “Numerous ikenga, both the warrior  
and the titled person’s types, as well as some masks, have a row of pointed projections flanking the head, usually three or another odd 
number on each side. Ikenga in the southern Igbo area have three knobs on a horizontal bar. The number three is associated with 
males throughout West Africa. In Benin, the king has three hidden tufts of hair as protective charms, and doctors wear amulets that 
resemble these projections during public appearances. Alternatively, these projections may stand for nzu, cone-shaped pieces of 
chalk, suggesting purity and protection, is sometimes applied to the eyes and temples. High-ranking people need magical protection 
because they are often objects of envy, which is commonly expressed by witchcraft” (71).  
  
Aka Elephant Mask. Bamileke (Cameroon); c. 19

th
-20

th
 centuries CE; wood, woven raffia, cloth, and beads 

 
1. “In the Bamileke region of the grasslands, a society known as Kuosi is responsible for dramatic displays that involve spectacular 
masquerades. Formerly a warrior society, its membership is now composed of powerful, wealthy men. The king himself might even 
don a mask for appearance at the Kuosi celebration, a public dance sponsored every other year as a dazzling display of the kingdom’s 
wealth. Kuosi elephant masks… have large flaps of cloth that cascade over the masker’s chest and down his back. Covered with 
beaded designs, the flaps symbolize elephant trunks. Costumes worn with the masks include beaded garments, indigo-dyed royal 
cloths, and leopard pelts. Headdresses may be attached to the masks or worn by themselves with a costume. Some headdresses, 
great expanding forms covered with red feathers, look like extravagant flowers. Leaders of the Kuosi society report directly to the 
king, and may be allowed to wear beaded sculptural crests that represent leopards or elephants, both royal animals” (Visona 351). 
“While masks and masquerades may appear in royal festivals, they are normally associated with a variety of men’s societies, most of 
which are ultimately linked to the palace and the king. The societies are closed to outsiders, and only those who are authorized to 
participate in their activities may do so. Each society has its own special house, its own masks, costumes, dances, and secret 
language. Each acts on behalf of the king to establish order and to preserve the social and religious structure of the kingdom” (350).   
 
2. “The Bamileke peoples believe the king (fon) is the representative of the Supreme Being and the ancestors and has supernatural as 
well as religious and political powers. The fon, however, does not control human behavior. Secret associations acting on being of the 
king establish and enforce social order. One such association is the Kuosi (or Kwosi), which began as a warrior’s or regulatory society 
and evolved into one composed of wealthy titled men. Kuosi members serve not only as the fon’s emissaries, but as protectors of 
kingship and as such remind the fon that he is not above reproach. Wearing a beaded cloth mask with elephantine features, Kuosi 
members perform the elephant dance (tso) in public on ritual occasions, major festivals, and funerals. Sometimes the fon appears as 
one of the masked dancers” (Walker 70). “The beaded mask (mbap mteng) is worn with an indigo-dyed cloth (ndop) decoratred with 
colobus monkey fur and a leopard pelt and may be worn with a headdress of red feathers from the tail of an African gray parrot. Long 
panels hanging down the front and the back of the tight-fitting hood represent the elephant’s trunk. Stiff, large circular ears are 
attached to either side of the hood and flap when the dancer moves. The facial features, which are humanlike, are made of padded 
cloth so they project from the cloth background” (70). “As we have seen with staffs and pipes, the use of beads elevates an ordinary 
object to a higher status, and the elaborate display of beads symbolizes wealth and power. These masks, constructed of fiber overlaid 
with cloth embroidered with beads, have long panels trimmed in red, representing the elephant’s trunk, which extends to the 



dancer’s knees. They are worn with a costume made of indigo stitch-resist dyed royal ndop cloth and a leopard skin. Here, the power 
associated with both the elephant and the leopard are combined in a single masquerader” (Perani and Smith 215).  
 
 
Reliquary figure (nlo bieri). Fang peoples (southern Cameroon), c. 19

th
 to 20

th
 century CE, Wood 

 
1.“Communion with the ancestral deceased is an important focus of art and ritual for the Fang people, who extend across southern 
Cameroon to the Ogowe Valley of Gabon. This large, beautiful head was made to sit with its extended neck inserted into the lid of a 
bark reliquary box that held the selected remains, most often skull fragments, of an honored ancestor. The head and the box were 
symbiotic: the box was likened to a person’s belly or stomach, the seat of his or her inherent power, while the head was the tool that 
allowed this energy to be directed. Kept in a dark corner of a man’s sleeping room, the reliquary protected the remains and embodied 
the deceased, keeping his or her force available to the living” (Berzock 10). “The reliquary’s head’s almond-shaped eyes were 
embellished with copper alloy inserts- one now missing- that would have reflected light in a startling fashion, adding to the work’s 
mysterious aura. According to anthropologist James Fernandez, this wide-eyed stare also lent an infantile quality to the ancestral 
likeness that was appreciated by the Fang. Within their worldview, the balance of opposing elements – infant and ancestor, birth and 
death- is considered a fundamental aspect of human existence. The sleek and refined features include a high domed forehead that 
sweeps downward to a jutting chin and an elongated nose that is visually balanced by a plaited coiffure; these highlight classic 
qualities of Fang abstraction that likewise embody opposition. These stylistic elements had a strong influence on the work of early 
twentieth-century artists such as Paul Klee, Henri Matisse, and Pablo Picasso” (10). “A post projecting from a carved guardian figure 
fastened it to the lid of the reliquary box, which was kept in special shelters or repositories. The sculpted guardians protected the 
relics from malicious humans and evil spirits and served as a point of contact between the ancestral relics and designated family 
members” (Walker 198).  
 
2. “The large bieri figures of the Fang people, with rounded body parts, bulbous musculature, and skull-shaped head with prominent 
forehead, concave face, and protruding chin, may be the closest in form to the earliest type of reliquary figure used in Gabon. Early 
figures had large abdominal cavities into which small bones and skull could be inserted. A post projecting from the figures’ buttocks 
anchored them to the reliquary baskets. After the accumulation of larger quantities of bones and skulls, the figures’ bodies were  
replaced by woven bags or bark barrels. Subsequently, full figures were replaced by carved heads by the Fang and stylized shapes 
covered with metal by the Kota peoples. Initiated male members of the bieri ancestral cult rubbed the figures with palm oil to 
maintain their power and ‘consulted the reliquaries for aid and protection before all important activities such as war, resettlement, 
marriage, and travel’ ” (Perani 218). “The Fang perceived reliquary figures as sanctioning ancestral benevolence. In precolon ial Fang 
ancestral ceremonies, the reliquaries were carried to a sacred spot in the forest where the ancestral skulls were washed and displayed 
to their male descendants. ‘The reliquary declared to them that ultimately… it was men, and mainly mature and elderly men, that 
were the ordering principals and pillars of the social order’. In comparison to the actual skulls, the carved reliquary figures were 
treated with less gravity- they were carried and danced above bark screens to entertain the audience” (218).  “Reliquary guardian 
figures were also used as puppets in a ritual called mélan, a rite of appeasement. During the course of their initiation into adulthood, 
boys learned about the history of their people, which is marked by migrations and the need for portable objects, including the 
reliquaries The practice of making reliquaries for ancestor worship ceased in the early twentieth century when the French colonial 
government banned the reliquaries and their priests” (Walker 198).  
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1. Ikenga horns are often identified as  
 
those of a _______________, and this 
is probably because since they only 
fight occasionally, the paradigm in 
Ibgo thought includes  
 
__________________ as well as 
determination. Hence, the 
expression: “The unexpected is the 
test of heroes; the unexpected also 
makes heroes.”  

4. The knife is highly valued in Ibgo 
culture. It is one of the primordial 
gifts to men. It is the knife of action,  
 
the extension of the ____________  
 
and ______________ as willpower, 
power itself, and the sharp cut of 
decisiveness.  

2. These projections may stand for  
 
“____________”, cone-shaped pieces of chalk, 
suggesting purity and protection. High-ranking 
people may need such magical protection 
because they are often objects of envy.  

3. Though some Ibgo were headhunters and did 
take them as trophies, the head seen here is  
 
primarily a symbol of ____________________, 
the result of hard-fought effort. The knife is the  
 
means, while the head is the ______________.  

5. The inclusion of male genitalia appears to be a 
deliberate reference to male  
 
_____________________- the male as father to a 
large family. Young men of the ______________  
 
peoples acquire ikenga at varying ages but 
commonly have one by the time they are 
married and have established a family.  

 
6. The _____________ pose is one of 
aggression and action. These statues     
 
were placed in _______________ 
where men (and sometimes women) 
prayed and sacrificed to altars before 
important undertakings. 

 
7. _____________________ may be attached 
to these masks or the masks may be worn by 
themselves with a costume. The mask, made  
 
with ___________________ symbolizing 
wealth and power, depicts an elephant. The 
members of the society perform the elephant  
 
dance called the ____________________. They 
performed this dance on ritual occasions, 
major festivals, and funerals. 

8. This was created by the  
 
_____________________ peoples 
who believe that their king (or  
 
___________) is the representative of 
the Supreme Being and the 
ancestors.  

10. These masks are worn by  
 
members of the ________________, 
which began as a warrior’s or 
regulatory society and evolved into 
one composed of wealthy titled men.  
 
They act as ____________________ 
of kingship and as such remind the 
king that he is not above reproach. 

9. The long panels represents the elephant’s  
 
_____________________, which extends the  
 
dancer’s _________________. They are worn 
with a costume made of indigo stitch-resist 
dyed royal ndop cloth and a  
 
______________________ skin. Here, the 
power associated with both the elephant and  
 
the ___________________ are combined in a 
single masquerader. 



Reliquary figure (nlo bieri). Fang peoples (southern 
Cameroon), c. 19

th
 to 20

th
 century CE, Wood 

 
APPEARANCE: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
USE of MATERIALS or TECHNIQUES: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LINKS TO TRADITION or RITUAL: 

Reliquary guardian figure (mbulu ngulu), Kota, Gabon, 
19

th
 or each 20

th
 century, wood, copper, iron, and brass 

 
APPEARANCE: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
USE of MATERIALS or TECHNIQUES: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LINKS TO TRADITION or RITUAL: 

 

 

Citing specific visual and/or contextual evidence, discuss how these two objects convey power by means of the following: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Identify at least two ways in which the Mbulu Reliquary figure 
functions in a similar way to that of the Fang reliquary figure: 
 
1) 
 
 
 
2)  
 
 
 
What is similar about their appearances?  
 
 
 
 
What is different? 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

DATE DUE: ___________ 

 

READ the FOLLOWING 

Power figures of the Kongo culture (Zaire), 19th century, wood, nails, pins, blades, and other materials 
  
1. “Among the most potent images of power in African art are the nkisi, or spirit, figures made by the Kongo and Songye peoples of 
Zaire.  The best known of these are the large wooden nkonde, which bristle with nails, pins, blades, and other sharp objects.  A nkisi 
nkonde begins its life as a simple, unadorned wooden figure that may be purchased from a carver at a market or commissioned by a 
diviner on behalf of a client who has encountered some adversity or who faces some important turning point in his or her life” 
(Stokstad, Art History 917). “Drawing on vast knowledge, the diviner prescribes certain magical/medicinal ingredients, called bilongo, 
that will help the client’s problem.  These bilongo are added to the figure, either mixed with white clay and plastered directly onto the 
body or suspended in a packet from the neck or waist.  The bilongo transform the nkonde into a living being with frightful powers, 
ready to attack the forces of evil on behalf of a human client.  Bilongo ingredients are drawn from plants, animals, and minerals, and 
may include human hair, nail clippings, and other materials.  Each ingredient has a specific role.  Some bring the figure to life by 
embodying the spirit of an ancestor or a soul trapped by a malevolent power.  Others endow the figure with specific powers or focus 
the powers in a particular direction often through metaphor.  For example, the Kongo admire the quickness and agility of a particular 
species of mouse.  Tufts of this mouse’s hair included in the bilongo act as a metaphor for quickness, ensuring that the nkis i nkonde 
will act rapidly when its powers are activated” (917). “To activate the powers, clients drive in a nail or other pointed object to get the 
nkonde’s attention and prick it into action.  A nkisi nkonde may serve many private and public functions.  Two warring villages might 
agree to end their conflict by swearing an oath of peace in the presence of the nkonde and then driving a nail into it to seal an 
agreement.  Two merchants might agree to a partnership by driving two small nails into the figure side by side and then make their 
pact binding by wrapping the nails together with a stout card.  Someone accused of a crime might swear his innocence and drive in a 
nail, asking the nkonde to destroy him if he lied.  A mother might invoke the power of the nkonde to heal her sick children.  The 
objects driven into the nkonde may also operate metaphorically.  For example, the Kongo use a broad blade called a baaku to cut into 
palm tress, releasing sap that will eventually be fermented into palm wine.  The word ‘baaku’ derives from the word ‘baaku’, which 
means both ‘extract’ and ‘destroy.’ Thus tiny replicas of baaku driven into the nknode are believed to destroy those who use evil 
power” (918). “The word ‘nkonde’ shares a stem with konda, meaning ‘to hunt,’ for the figure is quick to hunt down a client’s enemies 
and destroy them.  The nkonde here stands in a pose called pakalala, a stance of alertness like that of a wrestler challenging an 
opponent in the ring.  Other nkonde figures hold a knife or spear in an upraised hand, ready to strike or attack” (918). 

 
2.  “Nkisi nkonde provide a dramatic example of the ways in which African sculpture are transformed by use.  When first carved, the 
figure is ‘neutral,’ with no particular significance or use.  Magical materials applied by a diviner transform the figure into a power 
being, at the same time modifying its form.  Each client who activates that power further modifies the statue.  While the object is 
empowered, nails may also be removed as part of a healing or oath-taking process.  And when the figure’s particular powers are no 
longer needed, the additions may all be stripped away to be replaced with different magical materials that give the same figure a new 
function.  The result is that many hands play a role in creating the work of art we see in a museum.  The person we are likely to label as 
the ‘artist’ is only the initial creator.  Many others modify the work, and in their hands the figure becomes a visual document of the 
history of the conflicts and afflictions that have threatened the community” (917). “According to oral tradition, Kongo was founded 

THEME: CLASS and SOCIETY 
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toward the end of the fourteenth century by a ruler named Nimi a Lukemi, who established a dominion over the area around Mbanza 
Kongo, his capital south of the mouth of the Congo River.  The kingdom grew through alliances made by his successors, and by the 
time Portuguese explorers arrived in 1483 it had become perhaps the largest state in Central Africa, a centrally organized nation with 
governors ruling over provinces on behalf of a king.  A century later its expansion had ended.  Nevertheless, during the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries the prestigious and powerful Kongo kingdom was known throughout much of the world and sent diplomats to 
Europe and Brazil” (Visona 367). “Close communication with the dead and belief in the efficacy of their powers are closely associated 
with another important art form used by the Kongo and many other groups throughout central Africa. All exceptional human powers 
are believed to result from some sort of communication with the dead. Notable among people with such powers are agents known as 
banganga (sing. Nganga), who are believed to be able to see hidden things. They work as healers, diviners, and mediators who defend 
the living against witchcraft and provide them with remedies for diseases resulting either from witchcraft or the demands of spirits, 
bakisi, emissaries from the land of the dead” (376) “Banganga harness the powers of bakisi and the dead by making ritual objects 
called minkisi (sing. Nkisi, ‘medicine’) Minkisi are primarily containers- ceramic vessels, gourds, animal horns, shells, bundles, or any 
other object that can contain spiritually charged substances. As discussed earlier, graves themselves are considered to be minkisi. In 
fact, minkisi have been described as portable graves, and many include earth or relics from the grave of a powerful individual as a 
prime ingredient. The powers of the dead thus infuse the object and allow the nganga to control it. Minkisi serve many purposes. 
Some are used in divination. Many are used for healing, while others insure success in hunting, trade, or sex. Important minkisi are 
often credited with powers in multiple domains” (376). “The large nkisi in the center of figure 11-18 is a nkondi (plural minkondi), 
perhaps the best known of the many types of minkisi. Associated with formidable powers, minkondi are greatly respected. As 
hunters, they are said to pursue witches, thieves, adulterers, and wrongdoers by night. At the turn of the century, each Kongo region 
had several local varieties of minkondi. Most were activated by driving nails, blades, and other pieces of iron into them to provoke 
them into delivering similar injuries to the guilty” (376).  
 
3. “Centered on the abdomen is a bulging form where the substances that empower it have been sealed in with resin.  The word used 
for belly also means ‘life,’ or ‘soul,’ and activating materials are most commonly placed there, though they may also be placed at the 
top of the head, on the back, or between the legs. Called bilongo, activating substances include three main types of ingredients: 
mineral from the land of the dead, items chosen for their names, and metaphorical materials.  The most important minerals include 
kaolin, the white clay closely linked to the world of the dead, and red ocher, whose red color refers symbolically to blood and danger 
even as it signifies mediation of the powers of the dead to the living for both affliction and cure, Ingredients chosen for their names 
include certain leaves and seeds whose names are puns for the attributes and functions of the nkisi. Metaphorical materials include 
such things as the heads of poisonous snakes, the claws of birds of prey, and nets, all of which suggest the power to attack, to 
produce death or sickness. The bilongo in the belly of the smaller figure to the left are sealed with a mirror. Mirrors enable the nkisi to 
see witches approaching from any direction and thus serve as a sort of compass that tells the nganga where evil lies. The glitter of 
mirrors was also believed to frighten witches” (376). “The torsos of the minkisi bristle with assortments of objects. A nganga petitions 
the nkisi by driving nails into it, and each blade thus represents an appeal to the figure’s power. Other materials such as ropes, 
carvings, hides, and mirrors may be added as well. Without such an accumulation of materials, in fact, the figure is meaningless. The 
form of a nkisi, then, is a record of its use, and results from the collaboration of the sculptor and the nganga. Their primary intention 
was not the creation of a work of art but the organization of a visual effect in the context of ritual use, augmented by songs, 
drumming, dancing, the heightened emotion of the occasion, and various devices reinforcing the amazement of onlookers. The 
sculptor did not always know what purpose the figure was to serve, what powers to was to have. Sometimes the pose of the carved 
figure seems meaningful. For example, some minkisi have an aggressive pose, with the right arm lifted to hold a spear, or the hands 
placed defiantly on the hips. At other times the figure, while it may well have details that call attention to the carver’s skill, seems 
conceptually neutral, a mere vehicle for the meaningful additions of bilongo nails, and other materials” (376=377). 
 
4.  “Specially trained priests of the Kongo in the Democratic Republic of Congo use a type of carved wooden statue called a nkisi 
nkondi.  The name means something like ‘hunter’ and is used because the priests use such works to ‘hunt’ for solutions to village 
problems and search for wrongdoers, including those who do not keep sworn oaths. A good ‘hunter’ can also solve legal matters , 
counsel married couples, control the destructive powers of nature, and protect a village from outside enemies.  Not all ‘hunters’ are 
human figures; some are wild animals belonging to the ancestral spirits who could mediate between the living and the dead.  The 
most potent ‘hunter’ images cannot be stored in ordinary houses; they are carefully guarded by their priest-owners, who know how to 
unleash and direct their powers.  After receiving the carved body and head of a ‘hunter’ from a sculptor, the priest begins this process 
by putting medicines and fetishes in the container on top of the head and in the box over the stomach.  These fetishes may include 
relics of dead ancestors or bits of clay from a cemetery that help the priest and ‘hunter’ contact the spirits of the dead.  The priest may 
also give the ‘hunter’ a headdress and attach horns, snake heads, or beads to it, drive nails, blades, and other sharp objects into its 
body, and attach miniature images of the musical instruments the priest will paly in the rituals when he unleashes the power of the 
‘hunter.’ A client asking a priest to unleash the power of his ‘hunter’ will swear an oath before the figure and thrust a nail or blade into 
its body to bind him/herself with the spiritual forces residing in the statue.  Nails are usually not driven into the face or the box over 
the hole in the torso where potent magical ingredients are stored to attract the spirits.  If an animal has been stolen, bits of its hair or a 
rag the animal has touched may be attached to the ‘hunter’ so it will know what it is being asked to find” (O’Riley 36-37). “Pounding 



new nails, blades and other bits of metal into a nkisis nkondi, invoking it with strong and colorful language, and at times, insulting the 
‘hunter’ by questioning its powers, are supposed to anger the ‘hunter’ and bring it into action, searching for answers or attacking the 
wrongdoer.  Sometimes the metal pieces are removed after the ‘hunter figure’ has found a solution to a given problem.  The large 
number of skewers on the body of the ‘hunter’ and the open holes where old ones have been removed or fallen out show how often 
the figure was called upon to work its powers and bear testimony to its effectiveness as a ‘hunter.’  As nails and blades are  driven into 
a ‘hunter’ searching for an offender, the Kongo believe that the wrongdoer will begin to suffer intense pain.  Thus, someone suffering 
from a headache or body pains may suspect that an enemy is at work with a priest and a ‘hunter.’  He or she may then consult another 
priest with a proven ‘hunter’ to perform a curing ceremony, prescribe medicines, and alleviate the pain” (37).  
 
Female (Pwo) mask.  Chokwe peoples (Democratic Republic of the Congo). Late 19th to early 20th century C.E. Wood, fiber, 
pigment, and metal. 
  
1. “Chokwe masks are collectively called mikishi (sing. mukishi), after the spirits they are said to represent. The most powerful and 
important mask found among the Chokwe is known as chikunga. Highly charged with power and considered sacred, chikunga is used 
during investiture ceremonies of a chief and sacrifices to the ancestors. Intimately associated with both chiefly and ancestral 
authority, it is often represented on leadership arts” (Visona 383). “Many other Chokwe masks have come to be used primarily for 
entertainment. Itinerant actors wearing these masks travel from village to village, living on gifts received at performances. Although a 
few entertainment masks are made of resin over wicker armatures, most are carved of wood, for wooden masks are more practical 
for traveling. The most popular and best-known entertainment masks are chihongo, spirit of wealth, and pwo, his consort” (384). 
“Chihongo was formerly worn only by a chief or by one of his sons as they traveled through their realm exacting tribute in exchange 
for the protection that the spirit masks gave. Folklore suggests that chihongo has noble status, and this may be reinforced to some 
extent by the fact that the mask is worn with the elaborate headdress of the aristocratic chief. A net costume and a broad dance skirt 
made of mavundu fibers complete the masquerade. When it is not being worn, chihongo, is kept in a safe place along with the mask 
associated with chieftancy, chikungu” (385).  “While chihongo brings prosperity, his female counterpart, pwo, is an archetype of 
womanhood, an ancestral female personage who encourages fertility. As an ancestor, she is envisioned as an elderly woman. The 
eyes closed to narrow slits evoke those of a deceased person. The facial decorations on the surface are considered female, as are the 
hairdo and material woven into it. The costume includes wooden breasts and a bustle-like appendage behind, allowing the male 
masquerader to imitate the graceful movements of women” (385). “Recently pwo has become know as mwana pwo, a young woman, 
and has been adopted by neighboring groups. This reflects a change in Chokwe society in which young women have become more 
desirable than older, more mature women. Mwana pwo represents young women who have undergone initiation and are ready for 
marriage” (385).  
 
2. “Among the Tshokwe the dance mask pwo- the female version of the male mask- is the image of a female ancestor and is supposed 
to encourage fertility by depicting the hairstyle, tattoos and features of an ideal Tshokwe beauty. The mask realistically depicts a 
young Tshokwe girl who has reached puberty and is undergoing the second initiation in womanhood. Her special cicatrisation, nose 
rings and filed teeth are included. ‘Pwo’ means ‘young woman’ and represents the Tshokwe girl after initiation and the ritual seclusion 
period preceding her marriage. The mask belongs to a dance society and is paid for by members in the copper rings which are the 
traditional currency used in paying bridewealth. The pwo dancer is a man in a string vest with false breasts and woman’s wrapper. The 
dance is meant to do little more than ‘teach women grace and beauty.’ However, like all sculpture, the mask style is used for different  
purposes and in the hands of a diviner or sorcerer may play a very different role. As a symbol of beauty it is often carved on the heads 
of pestles or spatulas” (Brain 241).  “In looking at statues and masks of African women we must forget our own ideas of the feminine- 
whatever they may be – and try to imagine the sentiments felt towards beauty and womanhood in the culture concerned. What may 
appear to us grotesque in an English eighteenth-century portrait was certainly not so at the time. And what appears strange or even 
unfeminine in a Tshokwe and Ibo mask will certainly not appear so to the Tshokwe or Ibo” (241). “Although wooden cihongo and 
mwana pwo masks are concerned with prestige, they are not directly tied either to leadership or initiation rituals. They are performed 
by itinerant dancers, akishi, who travel between different villages. The dancers are rewarded for the beneficent influence believed to 
follow their performance” (Perani and Smith 247). “The mwana pwo mask, representing a female ancestor, has delicately carved 
features inspired by the grace and beauty of a young woman. The young male masquerader wears a skin-tight knitted tan and black 
fiber body suit with false breasts, a skirt of trade cloth, and a heavy bustle filled with sand and decorated with feathers. Dancing with 
short, mincing, steps, the mwana pwo masquerader, an embodiment of procreative power, watches over the fertility of future 
generations. The cross-shaped motif found on the foreheads of both cihongo and mwana pwo masks represents a scarification 
pattern derived from a Portuguese iron cross, formerly distributed by Chokwe traders. When performed in villages by itinerant 
dancers, the two masks do not necessarily dance together” (247).  
 
 
 
 
 



Lukasa (memory board). Mbudye Society, Luba peoples (Democratic Republic of the Congo). c. 19th to 20th century C.E. Wood, 
beads, and metal. 
 
1. “Lukasa memory devices provide a framework for history while permitting multiple interpretations of it. Mbudye court historians 
associate memories with particular loci on a lukasa. Through a rectangular or hourglass shape that represents the Luba landscape, the 
royal court, human anatomy, and the emblematic royal tortoise all at once, the memory board embodies multiple levels of 
information simultaneously. Beads, coded by size and color, and incised of raised ideograms provide a means to evoke events, places, 
and names in the past” (Roberts and Roberts 117). “The Renaissance memory theater shares a great deal with Luba mnemonic 
systems. Both represent ‘the order of eternal truth’ through an architectural model capable of encompassing abundant knowledge in 
its spacious and varied layout. Both retain and engender knowledge that may be worldly or occult, elementary or sacred. 
Furthermore, both create memory places whose images have affective or emotional appeal, and are regarded as ‘inner talismans’  
with their own mystical efficacy. Increasingly widespread use of the printing press displaced humanist arts of memory in Renaissance 
Europe, and it was only in occult activities that they persisted or where taken up again. Similarly, the introduction of writing during 
the African colonial period lessened Luba dependence on oral narratives, except in contexts of arcane knowledge. But no writing 
system could or can reproduce the knowledge embedded and encoded – even imbued- within Luba memory arts and devices.  The 
imageric and multireferential nature of that knowledge requires such a mnemonic system, for its possibilities of combination and 
juxtaposition as well as for its hermetic potential” (117-118).  
 
2. “Luba memory devices serve as a check and balance to political authority, and are actively used for political legitimation. The 
association called Mbudye was created to fulfill these needs, becoming ‘the member of society’. Mbudye’s primary role was to guard 
Luba political and historical precepts, and to disseminate this knowledge selectively and discreetly through ritual. Mbudye members 
were ‘men of memory’, serving as genealogists, court historians, and the ‘traditionalists’ of Luba society” (118). “The site-specific wall 
murals and earthen thrones of Mbudye lodges, and the complex memory boards called ‘lukasa’, were compelling mnemonic devices 
for proverbial instruction, narrative recitation of history and ideology, and panegyrical performances to honor a king and his retinue. 
Association members also staged dances for public entertainment, some of which reenacted the origins of kingship. Certain dances 
further incorporated beaded headdresses and costumes that were decorated with some of the same mnemonic patterns of Mbudye 
wall murals, clay thrones, and memory boards” (118).  “In each of these expressive forms, memory was structured around spatial 
principles. Whether through the narration of two- and three-dimensional art forms, the recitation and performance of praise songs, or 
the kinetic arts of dance, Mbudye memory phenomena were devised and oriented around architectural models, place names, and 
other topoi that facilitated memorization” (118).  
 
3. “Lukasa is the highest stage of royal initiation, attained by only a few members of three principal branches of royal culture: kings, 
diviners, and members of Mbudye. Such men, looked upon as ‘men of memory,’ are genealogists, court historians, and the 
‘traditionalists’ of society. Lukasa is also the term used for a physical emblem for those initiated, a memory aid assisting in initiation 
ceremonies to recall a complex body of knowledge, which is also used in performances honoring the king and his retinue. The near-
rectangular wooden board fits comfortably in the hand to be easily manipulated. It is sometimes seen as embodying an emblematic 
royal tortoise that recalls and honors lukasa’s founding female patron. A configuration of beads, shells, and pins coded by s ize and 
color on one side refers to kings’ lists. Beads may stand for individuals, a large bead encircled by smaller ones perhaps representing a 
chief and his entourage. Bead arrangements also refer to proverbs and praise phrases. The configuration is a diagram representing 
the landscape, both actual and symbolic, referring to ghost capitals of former kings, a map of the residences, seating arrangements, 
shrines, and other significant points in the court. Lines of beads may also indicate roads or migrations. The lukasa provides a means of 
evoking events, places, and names. In Mbudye induction, it stimulates thought and instructs in sacred lore, culture heroes, 
migrations, and sacred rule” (Visona 417-418).  
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1. Magical materials are applied 
to this object by a  
 
____________________, 
transforming the figure into a 
power being. While the object is 
empowered, nails may also be 
removed as part of a  
 
__________________ or  
 
______________-taking process. 

9. Drawing on vast knowledge, 
certain medicinal or magical 
ingredients called  
 
__________________ are added 
to the figure, either mixed with 
white clay and plastered directly 
onto the body or suspended in a 
packet from the neck or waist. 
What are some of these 
ingredients? 

6. This nkondi figure would have  
 
held a ___________________ in 
an upraised hand, ready to strike 
or attack. The Kongo used a 
broad blade called a  
 
________________ to cut into 
palm trees, releasing sap that will 
be fermented into palm wine. 
Tiny replicas of this blade are 
driven into the nkondi so that 
those who use evil power may be 
destroyed.  

2. The pose here is called “pakalala”, a  
 
stance of _________________ like that 
of a wrestler challenging an opponent in 
the ring.  

3. Two warring villages might agree to 
end their conflict by swearing an oath of 
peace in the presence of the nkondi and  
 
then driving a ______________ into it to 
seal an agreement.  

4. The term “nkisi” refers to 
“spirits” while the term “nkondi” 
can mean something like a  
 
“_________________” since it is 
used to “hunt” for solutions to 
village problems and search for 
wrongdoers, including those who 
do not keep sworn oaths. 
Because of their power, they 
cannot be stored in ordinary 
houses. 

5. Centered on the abdomen is a 
bulging form where the substances that 
empower it have been sealed with resin. 
The word for belly also means  
 
“_____________” or “______________” 
and activating materials are most 
commonly placed there, though they 
may also be placed at the top of the 
head, on the back, or between the legs. 

7. The most important materials used  
 
include ___________________, the 
white clay closely linked with the world  
 
of the dead, and __________________, 
whose red color refers symbolically to 
blood and danger even as it signifies 
mediation of the powers of the dead to 
the living for both affliction and cure.  

8. This area may have been sealed once 
with a mirror. Mirrors enable the nkisi to 
see witches approaching from any 
direction and thus serve as a sort of  
 
___________________ that tells the 
nganga where evil lies. The glitter of 
mirrors was believed to frighten 
witches.  

10. These objects served in the context 
of ritual use, augmented by  
 
________________, drumming, 
dancing, and heightened emotions.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Chokwe masks are collectively  
 
called ___________________ 
after the spirits they are said to 
represent. The most popular 
and best-known entertainment 
masks are chihongo, spirit of 
wealth, and pwo, his consort. 
While chihongo brings 
prosperity, his female 
counterpart, pwo, is a archetype 
of womanhood. As an ancestor 
she is envisioned as an elderly 
woman. The eyes closed to 
narrow slits evoke those of a  
 
__________________ person. 

 
2.  Pwo has become known as mwana pwo, a _______________ woman. This  
 
reflects a change in Chockwe society in which ________________ women have 
become more desirable than older, more mature women. Mwana pwo represents  
 
women who have undergone __________________  and are ready for marriage. The 
elaborate coiffure of this mask suggests that this is a mwana pwo.  

3. The surface is a rich, reddish 
brown color, probably obtained 
from a mixture of red clay and oil, 
and has a beautiful patina, a sign  
 
of long ____________.  

5. On the left cheek and forehead 
are the triangles of the tattoo 
known as cingelyengelye. 
Originally, cingelyengelye  
 
occurred as a _________________ 
in the form of a cross. In the 17

th
 

century, monks distributed medals 
in the form of a cross throughout 
Chokwe country, and this cross 
was probably the prototype for 
cingelyengelye.  

4. On the right cheek of the 
mask is the tattoo known as 
cijingo, in combination with a 
cross. Cijingo denotes a spiral  
 
brass _______________. On the 
forehead and extending to the 
temples is the tattoo known as 
mitelumuna, or “knitted  
 
________________”, an allusion  
 
to ____________________ or  
 
_____________________.  

6. These masks are worn by 
 
___________ dancers who honor 
their matrilineal descent. The 
dancer wears a skin-tight body 
suit  
 
with false ________________, a 
skirt of trade cloth, and a heavy 
bustle.  

8. Luba memory devices serve as a 
check and balance to  
 
_______________ authority, and 
are actively used for  
 
_________________ legitimation. 
The association called  
 
________________ was created to 
fill these needs, becoming the 
“member of society.”  Knowledge 
was disseminated selectively and 
discreetly through ritual. 

7. Lukasa is the highest stage of  
 
royal __________________, 
attained by only a few members 
of three branches of royal 
culture. Beads may stand for 
individuals;  a large bead 
encircled by smaller ones 
perhaps represents a  
 
_____________ and his 
entourage. 

9. The memory board is 
sometimes seen as embodying 
an emblematic royal  
 
______________ that recalls and 
honors Lukasa’s founding female 
patron. 

10. Lines of beads may indicate, in 
addition to maps, roads  
 
or_______________________________. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

DATE DUE: _________ 

 

1. As a British-born Nigerian, raised between Lagos and London, Yinka Shonibare is especially perceptive 

to the ways in which issues of access, nationalism and belonging have their roots in modern European 

history, particularly with regards to the United Kingdom and its relationship to its former  

______________________.  

2. Here is where the specific ____________________ that 

Shonibare utilizes become more relevant, as their 

symbolism is steeped in histories of cultural appropriation, 

imperialism and power.  While these  

____________________have come to signify African 

identity today, the patterns on Dutch Wax  

___________________ were originally based on motifs  

found in Indonesian _________________, and were 

manufactured in England and Holland in the nineteenth-

century. 

3. Predictably, these European imitations did not prove _______________________ when sold in South  

Asian markets, so Dutch manufacturers then marketed the ______________________ to their West 

African colonies, where they have since been appropriated and integrated into local visual culture. 

4.  Shonibare’s quotations of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century style and sensibility are visually 

captivating; at the same time, tableaux such as The Swing contain some dark undertones. To begin with, 

the beautiful young protagonist of Fragonard’s painting has somehow become  

THEME: CONVERGING CULTURES 
FOCUS: Yinka Shonibare’s The Swing (after Fragonard), El Anatsui’s 
Old Man’s Cloth, Wangechi Mutu’s Preying Mantra, Michel Tuffery’s 
Pisupo Lua Afe (Corned Beef 2000) 
ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-

culture/global-art-architecture/a/yinka-shonibare-the-swing-after-fragonard 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-

culture/global-art-architecture/a/el-anatsui-old-mans-cloth 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-

culture/global-art-architecture/a/wangechi-mutu-preying-mantra 

ONLINE ASSIGNMENT: 
http://www.pacificarts.org/files/Michel%20Tuffery_Siamani%20Samoa_Catalog.pdf 

POWERPOINT: CONVERGING CULTURES: GLOBAL AFRICAN and 
OCEANIC ART (Shonibare, El Anatsui, Mutu, and Tuffery) 

https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/global-culture/global-art-architecture/a/yinka-shonibare-the-swing-after-fragonard
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http://www.pacificarts.org/files/Michel%20Tuffery_Siamani%20Samoa_Catalog.pdf


_____________________. This is likely a reference to the use of the guillotine during the Reign of Terror 

in the 1790s. Drawing our attention to questions of excess, class and morality that were raised by 

revolutionaries two centuries ago, Shonibare invites us to also consider the increasing  

___________________ between economic classes today, especially alongside the growing culture of 

paranoia, terror and xenophobia in global politics since 9/11.   

5. In The Swing (After Fragonard), Shonibare asks us to consider how a simple act of  

______________________ can be so controversial. In this and other works, Shonibare chooses stories – 

including biographies, world events, and works of art- which are already effective  

_______________________ concerning race, class, corruption and greed, calling our attention to some 

of the darker moments in Western history.  

6. El Anatsui’s Old Man’s Cloth has been constructed  

from flattened ________________________ that the 

artist collects near his home is Southern Nigeria. 

While critics often write about his metal wall 

hangings using the language of textiles, these are 

typically fastened together with  

_______________________ and attached corner-to-

corner.  

7. The issue of medium is one of the first to inspire debate among viewers- are the wall hangings two-

dimensional or three-dimensional? Are they sculptures, even as they hang against the wall like  

______________________? Are they individual works or immersive installations? Lastly, are they “fine  

art” or simply an innovative form of “____________________”? 

8. El Anatsui’s medium signifies a fraught history of _______________________ between Africa and  

Europe since alcohol eventually became one of the items used in the transatlantic _________________  

trade.  The fluid movements of the work’s surface remind us of the __________________ of the Atlantic  

Ocean, which carried _______________-ships and traders between Africa, Europe and the New World. 

9. The luminescent gold colors also recall the colonial past of Anatsui’s home country- modern  

____________________ which was previously a British colony called the Gold Coast until its 

independence in 1957. El Anatsui was trained in an academic European curriculum but he joined an  



unofficial “_____________________” movement, which was invested in unearthing and reclaiming 

Africa’s rich indigenous traditions and assimilating these with the European-influenced aspects of 

society. 

10. While Old Man’s Cloth would have been laid flat during its construction, it is ___________________ and  

________________________ during installation, so that the individual metal pieces can catch the light 

from every angle.  

11. Using the medium of _______________________, the artist Wangechi Mutu creates new worlds in works 

like Preying Mantra that re-imagine culture through the realm of fantasy. Sources for these include 

fragments from fashion magazines, pornography, medical literature or even popular magazines such as 

National Geographic. Inspiration can be traced to the early photomontages of the German Dada artist  

_______________________ and the American artist ___________________________.  

12. Mutu was born in Nairobi, Kenya, and educated in Europe 

and the United States. Mutu creates with her work a 

space for exploring an informed consciousness about  

being “__________________” and  

____________________ that incorporates established 

techniques yet develops a new visual vocabulary. 

13. Preying Mantra centers on female subjectivity, exoticism 

and the notion of hybridity- both in concept and imagery.  

14. _________________ describes how the mixing the 

cultures of colonized and the colonizer- can produce a 

third space for new and often disruptive understanding of 

cultural identity.  

15. In Mutu’s Preying Mantra, a female creature appears to recline on a geometrically patterned blanket  

that is sprawled between trees or perhaps on a tree branch. The blanket resembles a ________________ 

cloth. Legs tightly crossed in front of her, the figure stares suggestively at the viewer with right hand  

positioned behind her head, which is surmounted by a cone-like _______________________.  Her skin  

mirrors the colors of the tree’s ______________________. 

16. Like the female body, the tree is emblematic of the _______________________ myths found in many  

cultures. In her left hand, the figure holds a green ________________________ that rests on the blanket. 

The title Preying Mantra, recalls the praying mantis- an insect that resembles the protagonist in Mutu’s  



work, with her prominently bent ________________As a carnivorous insect praying mantises  

_____________________ themselves to match their environment, snaring their prey with their  

enormous ____________________. 

17. During mating, the female can become a sexual ______________________—eating her submissive 

mate. Such imagery and its association with natural phenomena creates a primal sensibility. Despite 

this reference to a real praying mantis, Mutu’s “preying mantra” is also vulnerable to our  

_________________, suggesting that the figure may be a victim that is “preyed” upon by 

“mantras." Mutu creates a natural, even primitive, fictional environment that entices and disturbs us  

even as she invites us to explore _______________________ about the African female  

__________________ as explicitly sexual, dangerous, and aesthetically deformed in relation to Western 

standards. Given that elements of the work are assembled from sociocultural documents found in  

popular literature from the _________________, the figure may be preying on the viewer’s own fears 

and desires. 

18. Born in Wellington, ____________________________ in 1966, Michel Tuffery is an artist with Samoan, 

Rarotongan and Tahitian ancestry. He has been extremely successful exhibiting within the white walls  

of the fine arts establishment, both public and commercial. His _________________________ at popular 

events have exposed his work to the broader public consciousness. 

19. Tuffery’s best known three-dimensional works 

include povi (bulls) made from flattened  

___________________________. The bulls are 

known as the most destructive animal species 

introduced by Europeans into the Pacific. The 

metaphors articulated by Tuffery’s “tin-can 

cows” encourage the artist’s audience to 

contemplate the damage done to the  

__________________________ and human 

inhabitants of the Pacific by non-native stock 

breeds.   

20. Canned __________________ has long been one of New Zealand’s most lucrative exports, sold to 

markets all over the Pacific. Extremely high in artificial colors and preservatives,  

________________________ meat is one of the leading causes of health problems among islander 

populations, whose customary diets include little animal protein or salt.  



21. Successively, Michel Tuffery’s povi sculptures evolved into articulated forms that were activated by  

rudimentary electro-mechanical devices such as impact ______________________. Michel continues to  

use the bulls in public performances which resemble ______________________- they have become the 

central props around which these directed but unscripted performances occur. 

22. Because of their sketchy and unpredictable nature, these “happenings” exhibit the hallmarks of ancient  

___________________________. They incorporate fire, music, singing, dancing and chanting. Playing  

the roll of ____________________________, Tuffery controls the action with tricks like bellowing and 

blowing a whistle to guide the human handlers of his life-sized bulls.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


